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THE UNIVERSITY OF WINCHESTER 

ABSTRACT FOR THESIS 

This is an investigation of dramaturgy and the role of the dramaturg within creative 

devising processes. The submission presents new perspectives on the nature of 

dramaturgy, both as a field of study and as a practice. The complexity of the term is 

demonstrated with view to arguing that it can be applied to other contexts and processes 

than drama and theatre. It is argued that dramaturgy need not be viewed as a method or 

particular structure, instead it can be understood as an inherently contextual term and 

practice. My investigation of dramaturgy offers a new perspective on the nature of 

dramaturgical practice. It demonstrates that dramaturgy has evolved to become an 

increasingly interdisciplinary field. With reference to my own practice it is argued that the 

dramaturg is a creative collaborator within the devising process. The conclusion is that the 

nature of devising and the open process has necessitated a rethinking of the dramaturgical 

role. The investigation of dramaturgy is presented through a series of different products 

within the submission, ranging across different formats and publication styles, some of 

which relate to practical performance practice. This combination of materials demonstrates 

that dramaturgical practice encompasses theory and practice. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This submission proposes new articulations of what dramaturgy might be, both as a field of 

study and as a practice. It takes you on a journey through a series of products, ranging 

across different formats and publication styles. A book, journal articles, and excerpts from 

performance documentation reveal a cohesive trajectory through a series of research 

explorations that inform one another and draw conclusions. 

Discursive Spaces binds together key discoveries resulting from the explorations of the 

nature and practice of dramaturgy that I have undertaken throughout the last decade 

during which time dramaturgy as a field of study has grown considerably. The submission 

consists of both publications about dramaturgy and of performance documentation. Taken 

together, these tell a story about carving out a space that would open up possibilities, and 

expand an area of study and practice that was little developed within the UK. The works as 

a whole also reveal a continually developing viewpoint on the potential for positioning the 

dramaturg in innovative ways, with a view to making the role of the dramaturg more 

visible, while creating a space for my own practice and exploring new possibilities. The title 

- Discursive Spaces - refers to the fact that my written submissions are seeking to open up a 

space for discussions and debates around dramaturgy and the dramaturg in different ways, 

be these, to posit a reconceptualisation and expansion of existing definitions and practices, 

to exemplify dramaturgical practice through documentation, to suggest new 

methodologies for dramaturgical practice, or, indeed, to carve out a space for a practice 

and field that have yet to have a name. 

The overarching trajectory of this body of research has had a specific focus. It has 

encompassed an investigation of dramaturgical practice within the creative process of 

devising. My research repeatedly returns to the question of how one might work 

dramaturgically in an open-ended process. This interest had its genesis in my discovery that 

devising gives the dramaturg a space to co-create the dramaturgy, and not simply be an 

observer, critic, or analyst of the material. It is through engagement with devising 

processes that I have found that the dramaturgical role has creative potential, and that 

dramaturgy is a collaborative endeavour. It is through devising that I have come to 

understand that dramaturgy is shaped, it is a form of writing live in the space. Dramaturgy 

therefore becomes, resulting from a process and collaboration. In my article 'Dance, 
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Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' I cite Mogens Rukov's suggestion that 'new 

dramaturgical models and structures can best be developed by being alert to the rules, 

energies or dynamics that emerge from the creation process' (2010: 187). Throughout my 

research I return to the proposition that the open process that is devising offers an 

opportunity to understand dramaturgy in terms of a dynamic, interdisciplinary, 

collaborative and living process. 

The second focus for my research has been to introduce and create a discourse for 

dramaturgy, and to investigate new conceptions of the term and practice. Together with Or 

Cathy Turner I have written a book and edited a journal issue that have pOSitioned 

dramaturgy as an interdisciplinary term and practice. The first component in this 

submission, Dramaturgy and Performance (2008), was co-authored with Cathy Turner, and 

our work on the book began in 2005 at a critical moment. There was as yet no coherent 

field within which to situate our discourse. Dramaturgy was still a little known topic within 

the UK, thus Central School of Speech and Drama organised one of the first and most 

ambitious conferences on dramaturgy as recently as 1999. In the publication Dramaturgy: 

A User's Guide (1999) that documented the conference, Anthony Dean explains 'it is, 

perhaps, timely to consider the contribution that dramaturgy, in its many varied forms, is 

currently making within contemporary European practice' (1999: 3). At this point in time 

increasing attention was being paid to dramaturgy, thus a number of dance and theatre 

events on dramaturgy were taking place between 1999-20051
. Yet their somewhat 

unfocussed approach revealed a gap in knowledge about dramaturgy, and the confusion 

was not helped by the tendency to conflate dramaturgy and the dramaturg. Dramaturgy 

emerged from these discussions as a deeply contested term, and the dramaturg emerged 

as a figure of intrigue but often met with scepticism. Writing at a time when the field was 

fragmented and emerging was, however, also an opportunity to bring together existing 

articulations with a view to exploring a more complex interpretation of dramaturgy. One 

could find articulations and applications of dramaturgy in unexpected places, such as 

Michael Shanks and Mike Pearson's Theatre/Archaeology: Disciplinary Dialogues (2001), 

but there was no publication that brought together the range of articulations. 

Given the diversity of contemporary performance practice it also seemed increasingly 

important to rethink orthodox interpretations of dramaturgy, and wrest dramaturgy and 

the dramaturg from an almost exclusive association with playwriting, drama studies and 
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literary management. Whilst I would not claim that Dramaturgy and Performance drew a 

line under the confusion about the implication of dramaturgy, it laid the foundation to a 

more coherent discourse, clarified use of terms, and it endorsed dramaturgy's migration 

from theatre to other art forms and fields of study. In her review in Theatre Research 

International 33:3 Jacqueline Bolton comments 'Whilst UK discourse continues to align 

dramaturgy almost exclusively with the development of new plays and playwrights, this 

pioneering study expands the conventional focus from play-based texts to devised theatre, 

dance, live and new media' (2010: 332). 

When published, Dramaturgy and Performance responded to - and generated more of - a 

certain momentum, and our special issue 'New Dramaturgies' (Contemporary Theatre 

Review 20:2, 2010) was an immediate result of this momentum. We saw that a dynamic 

discourse was emerging, and there was now less concern with pinning down exact 

meaning. In our editorial we welcomed this development, as we wrote 'the concept of 

dramaturgy may now be deployed as a critical engagement with the processes and 

architectonics of making and articulating practice' (2010: 14S). 'New Dramaturgies' 

examined dramaturgy within an expanded field, we asked in the editorial: 'What can this 

word 'dramaturgy' possibly bring to postmodern, or indeed 'postdramatic', theatre? And 

what is its relationship to performance practice outside the theatre and without a core 

relationship to the drama (~ntithetical or otherwise)' (2010: 145). In my own article 'Dance, 

Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' (component 2) I looked at dance dramaturgy. The 

momentum for dance dramaturgy in the late 1990s and early 2000 had not yet translated 

into substantial theorisation or a sustained discourse, and it was at this point still an 

emerging field for scholars. My article set out to explore why and how contemporary 

choreographers had begun to take an interest in dramaturgy and dramaturgs, and I posited 

that the migration of dramaturgy into dance had invigorated the field of dramaturgy, and 

this had led to a rethinking of the dramaturg's role. 

Components 3-5 in this submission are my performance documentation. While working on 

the book and article, I also worked practically as a dramaturg in devising. Between 200S-

2013 I collaborated with directors David Harradine and Samantha Butler (from the 

company Fevered Sleep) on three devised performances: An Infinite Line: Brighton (200S); 

On Ageing (2010); Above Me The Wide Blue Sky (2013). This was a collaboration which in 

itself was unique in UK theatre practice, because there were at the time few dramaturgs 
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working in devising. The three performances differed in terms of their dramaturgical and 

practical challenges, however there were similarities in terms of their theme, content and 

working process; they all explored ideas relating to nature, ecology, time, change and 

biological processes. An Infinite Line: Brighton explored the natural light of Brighton; On 

Ageing explored ageing and time, and the performance installation Above Me The Wide 

Blue Sky explored human beings' relationship to nature, with focus on what happens when 

we stand to lose nature. Following An Infinite'Line: Brighton I initiated the documentation 

entitled Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process (2011), and this project 

lays the foundation for my decision to embed performance documentation in my practice 

and research. It was followed by two further documentation projects: On Ageing: 

Reflections, Conversations, Research (2011) and Returning Home: Reflections on making 

'Above Me The Wide Blue Sky' (2013). 

I conceived of the performance documentation in order to distil the performance work 

with a view to deepening its exploration, and articulating the discoveries or findings that 

the work had produced. If we accept that art, creative processes and performance can 

produce knowledge and insights that can inspire new ways of thinking about the world and 

a topic, then we can think of the performance documentation as the dissemination of the 

knowledge that the performance produced. In this respect, the documentation products 

are mini-discourses, and they are written in the language of practice and the process. Each 

process invents a kind of discourse and language. Through the deSign, curatorial and 

publication processes of documentation, I have synthesised a format for each work's 

insights and discoveries to be disseminated. The documentation products show that I am 

interested in an alternative form that engages a wider public, and not merely the academic 

community, in a discussion about the work and its possible interpretations. 

With Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process I developed a model which 

became a template for the two subsequent documentation products; they contain a 

dramaturg's essay and a post-project conversation between the dramaturg and the 

directors. In the essays I write in the voice of an informed critic who narrates the 

dramaturgy from within the process. Through this, the essays become examples of 

dramaturgical analysis in practice. By demonstrating how the dramaturg shapes, creates 

and reflects on the work's dramaturgy, the essays become rare examples of applied 

dramaturgical thought. Moreover my research has consistently sought to counter the 
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narrative that the dramaturg is an outside eye who imposes something on the work from 

her distant and critical outside position. The documentation products are created from 

inside the process, and they demonstrate how a dramaturg may collaborate with a 

company. My essays and the conversations thus become discourses on dramaturgy in the 

making. In the three conversations I am the informed interviewer who asks probing 

questions that deepen the directors' understanding of their own work, and here the reader 

gets an insight into the nature of dramaturgical conversations. These staged conversations 

also create a space for a reflection on the process and performance with the benefit of 

hindsight. They present a rare opportunity for the directors to revisit the work together 

with the dramaturg, and they show that this form of post-project reflection can result in 

new perspectives on the work. Or as I found out when I created the third and final 

documentation product, the conversations can give the directors an important space for 

processing and returning to the project. In the conversation 'To Remember What It Actually 

Was' (component 5) David Harradine remarks towards the end: 

There's something really incredible about going away from a project and then 
coming back to it like this, and seeing it for what it actually was. When you're in the 
thick of it, it's really easy to get lost and you start to forget all of those correct 
decisions that you made. And you start to look at the piece in a different way. It's 
important to remember what it actually was (2013: 36). 

This sense of facilitating a space for necessary reflection, and remembering through 

mapping the project, is a recurring theme in my research and practice as dramaturg. The 

documentation products are the most visible manifestations of this activity, and I have 

found that the process of formalising our reflection has sharpened our evaluation of the 

work. In my discussion of component 5 I reflect on how the documentation could become a 

helpful tool for reflection within the making process. 

Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process, On Ageing: Reflections, 

Conversations, Research and Returning Home: Reflections on making 'Above Me The Wide 

Blue Sky' as art objects and documentation products are unique collaborations between a 

dramaturg, director and deSigners. They are naturally meant to be read for their content, 

but they are also design objects in their own right in that they embody and mirror the 

performance concept, aesthetic and thematic exploration. There is an argument to be 

made about the dramaturg's important role in disseminating the work with a view to 
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creating dialogue about the work with a wider audience and public. I will return to this in 

the conclusion. 

The collaboration with Harradine and Butler has been central to my practice, thinking and 

writing in a number of ways, and I refer directly to my work with the company in my article 

'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of Encounters' (component 6). I developed the article 

from a paper presented at the 'Relational Aspects of Dramaturgy' conference, University 

College Ghent, 2012. In the article I investigate the correlation between the predicament of 

the dramaturg in devising and the challenges that contemporary and intersubjective art 

works and dramaturgies create for their spectator. I also return to the argument about the 

dramaturg as a creative co-creator, but this time through a comparison of the devising 

dramaturg and the postdramatic spectator. I map this comparison onto an investigation of 

performance works where the classical hierarchy between a viewing subject (the spectator) 

and the viewed object (the work) is deconstructed. It is the first academic article where I 

refer to my own work as dramaturg, and a discussion of my own practice 'bookends' the 

article. In this respect the article is a declared interest to bring my academic writing and 

creative practice closer together, and to be more explicit about how these inform one 

another in my research. 

Instructions for how to read Discursl"e Spaces: There are six reading components 

numbered 1-6 in this submission. Three of these components include several shorter 

reading items. Please follow the instructions for reading in this context statement. 

Components 1, 2, 3 and 6 are readily available in the public domain. Components 4 and 5 

are available in a limited number of copies; I therefore include the required reading items 

from component 4 (Appendix 3) and 5 (Appendix 4) in this submission 
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RESEARCH CONTEXT 

My research has a twofold focus; one has to do with introducing and creating a discourse 

for dramaturgy, and to offer a more expanded understanding of the term. This focus is 

evident throughout Dramaturgy and Performance and in my work as co-editor of the 

special issue 'New Dramaturgies'. The second focus is the dramaturg within the creative 

process. This focus is evident in my articles 'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical 

Thinking'; 'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of Encounters'; the three documentation 

products and in the chapters 4, 6, 7 in Dramaturgy and Performance. In the following I will 

contextualise my research by discussing some of the key writings on dramaturgy that have 

informed my research. I will discuss the contextual research in chronological order to also 

give a sense of how a discourse on dramaturgy has evolved. 

It is interesting to note that the majority of publications on dramaturgy have emerged 

within the last twenty-five years. Between 2008-2015 six journal special issues, seven 

books and conference proceedings have been published in the English and German 

languages. This is an interesting development for a field in which up until the late 1990s, 

the discourse was patchy, especially in the English-speaking world. Another noticeable 

development is that while the field has not moved entirely away from aligning dramaturgy 

with literary management, script development or literary criticism (Cardullo 1995; 

Luckhurst 2006; Stegemann 2009; Chemers 2010; Irelan et al. 2010), there is increasingly 

more research that investigates dramaturgy in relation to interdisciplinary and expansive 

conceptions, definitions, practices and contexts. Moreover, as we predicted in Dramaturgy 

and Performance (p. 165), dance dramaturgy is now emerging as a field of study in its own 

right, most recently with the publication of the special issue 'Dance and Movement 

Dramaturgy' (Canadian Theatre Review 155, 2013) and the forthcoming title Dance 

Dramaturgy: Modes of Agency, Awareness and Engagement (Hansen and Callison, Palgrave 

Macmillan 2015). When surveying the publications on dramaturgy, one can conclude that a 

discourse on dramaturgy in relation to a contemporary performance paradigm is a 

relatively recent development that dates back to the mid 1990s. 

Eugenio Barba's article 'The Nature of Dramaturgy: Describing Actions at Work' (1985) is 

one of the first articles to discuss dramaturgy in terms of process. He introduces the image 

of the 'weave', remarking 'That which concerns the 'text' (the weave) of the performance 
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can be defined as 'dramaturgy" (1985: 75). Barba's suggestion that dramaturgy pertains to 

the process of weaving and composing is particular pertinent when considering the nature 

of dramaturgical work in devising. The dramaturg needs to 'weave' all components, and not 

merely consider the role of the text within a production. Moreover Barba's metaphor 

suggests that dramaturgy is a process where the narrative and composition become 

resulting from the practical exploration. We elaborate on Barba's image in Dramaturgy and 

Performance, but as I remark later in this context statement, we propose that the image of 

a 'weave' may lack the political implications of dramaturgy. 

One year later dramaturg and performer Raimund Hoghe publishes his collection of 

dramaturgical essays on Pina Bausch and her company; Pina Bausch: 

Tonztheotergeschichten (1986). Hoghe worked with Bausch as a dramaturg on several 

productions, and he wrote short pieces on the productions and the company's rehearsals. 

His essays represent a style of writing where the dramaturg's knowledge of the process is 

woven into his reflection on the performance. Hoghe's essays combine description of the 

rehearsals, his subjective observations on the company and his objective interpretation of 

Pina Bausch's dramaturgy. His essays weave a story about the work and the process, from 

the perspective of someone who is with the company in the space and clearly a fan of the 

work. I was interested in the idea that one can tell a story about the work by combining 

intimate knowledge from the rehearsals with a more reflective interpretation of the 

performance. Hoghe's essays are not theorised academic writing, in fact there are no 

references or citations at all, however they have come to be an important inspiration for 

my own dramaturgical writing about process. 

The special issue 'On Dramaturgy' (Theoterschri/t 5-6, 1994) is one of the first publications 

to discuss dramaturgy in relation to contemporary performance. The issue does not 

attempt to pin down or define the nature of dramaturgy, thus it can make for a somewhat 

perplexing read because dramaturgy in this issue seems to pertain to general issues in 

performance making. As Marianne Van Kerkhoven remarks in her editorial, with reference 

to the issue's contributions, 'It appeared ( ... ) that dramaturgy involves everything, is to be 

found in everything, and is hard to pin down' (1994a: 8). Van Kerkhoven concludes that 'the 

subject of dramaturgy is indeed pregnant with a whole lot of other subjects that we hope 

to clarify in future issues' (1994a: 10). There were no future Theaterschri/t issues on 

dramaturgy, however 'On Dramaturgy' significantly introduces the idea of a new 
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dramaturgy. Van Kerkhoven explains that this term has been invented 'from the realization 

that in many countries a form of theatre is being produced which answers to paradigms 

other than the traditional (reflected significantly in the play's dramaturgy) and the 

realization that there is currently no terminology available to describe those paradigms in 

all their aspects' (1994a: 12). If dramaturgy has tended to be associated with the play due 

to its association with Aristotle, G.E. lessing and drama criticism, Van Kerkhoven writes 

from the perspective of a dramaturg who is rooted in devising and contemporary 

performance practices. She writes about the creative process, remarking that new 

dramaturgy pertains to 'the choice of a process-oriented method of working; the meaning, 

the intentions, the form and the substance of a play arise during the working process, so 

that the actors often also make a great contribution by means of the material they supply 

during the rehearsals' (1994a: 18). In the UK this working process is called devising. 

Marianne Van Kerkhoven (1946-2013) is one of the field's most significant voices; her 

writing is often cited within the discourse, and her essay in the Theaterschri!t issue, 

'looking without pencil in the hand', has become an important reference pOint. Her 

suggestion that the dramaturg must develop strategies for handling 'the methods used by 

artists while at the same time shaping his/her own way of working' (1994b: 142) has 

informed the way I think about dramaturgical work in two ways. Firstly, the dramaturg has 

to adapt to the needs of the process, and secondly the dramaturg is a facilitator yet also a 

collaborator with her own investigation and vested interest in the work. Throughout my 

research and writing I position the dramaturg as a facilitating collaborator, and I also 

demonstrate in the performance documentation that I bring my own research interests to 

the process. My dramaturgical essays and the conversations with the directors Harradine 

and Butler reflect the fact that the dramaturg is a critical collaborator, and a friend with 

intimate knowledge of the process. Van Kerkhoven writes that good dramaturgical work 

( ... ) involves the building up of a special type of personal relationship, in order to 
carry on conversations that are on the one hand highly specific - they are, after all, 
concerned with the progress of practical work - and on the other very serene and 
'wasteful' in the way a very personal contact is (1994b: 142-144). 

Bert Cardullo's What is Dramaturgy? (1995) was published the year after Theaterschri!t, 

and here we find a very different approach and conceptualisation. Cardullo describes 

dramaturgy in American theatre in the following way: "'Dramaturgy" today denotes the 

multi-faceted study of a given play: its author, content, style and interpretative 
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possibilities, together with its historical, theatrical and intellectual people. This study is 

conducted by people called "dramaturgs'" (1995: 3). When comparing the approach of 

Cardullo with Theaterschrijt, one sees a schism in the writing on dramaturgy. Cardullo 

aligns it with literary management and plays, and Theaterschrijt opens a discussion about 

contemporary practice and collaborative processes. Cardullo's summary of the dramaturg 

as 'a believer in the elusive if not ineffable spirit of well-wrought dramatic texts, which he 

helps to embody in beautifully shaped, infinitely shaded, and piercingly heard productions' 

(1995: 10) creates the impression that the dramaturg is primarily concerned with the text. 

Moreover his suggestion that'A dramaturg is to a play as a mechanic is to an automobile: 

he may not have built it, but he knows what makes it work ( ... ) playwrights - and directors 

as well as audiences - should be grateful, and should take advantage' (1995: 11) 

perpetuates the problematic stereotype that the dramaturg is a person of authority who 

knows how to make proper theatre better than playwrights and directors themselves. The 

image of the dramaturg as a mechanic, and hence an authoritative figure, is a narrative 

which I have consistently sought to argue against in my research. In my article 'Dance, 

Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' I propose a counter-narrative, and my research 

continuously asserts a conception of the dramaturg as a close collaborator who does not 

know more or less than the others within the team. She discovers together with the 

ensemble. 

Dramaturgy in American Theater. A Source Book (1997) was the first substantial and 

comprehensive edited collection of articles and essays by US scholars and dramaturgs. It is 

also the first international title that demonstrates how diverse the field of dramaturgy is. It 

was a helpful source book when writing Dramaturgy and Performance because the US and 

UK theatre contexts have some similarities, for example both theatre cultures have a 

strong playwriting and new writing tradition. Robert Brustein's article 'The Future of an Un

American Activity', originally written in the early 1980s, asserts that 'The hostility to the 

dramaturg partly reflects America's historical anti-intellectualism, and partly a traditional 

antagonism between the humanist and the artist' (1997: 33). Brustein's point is echoed in 

Mary Luckhurst's later book on the dramaturg in the UK. Many of the articles in the source 

book are theoretical reflection on dramaturgy, and it is noticeable how little reporting 

there is on dramaturgical practice within a professional theatre context. Generally 

speaking, Dramaturgy in American Theater is biased toward dramaturgy in terms of play, 

drama and literary management, however in their preface the editors Susan Jonas and 
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Geoff Proehl propose that dramaturgy is inherently interdisciplinary, they find 'in the 

structure of dramaturgical inquiry a promising application to other subjects such as history, 

philosophy, cultural studies and aesthetics' (1997: xi). This may be a somewhat academic 

and literary interpretation of interdisciplinarity, however the editors also include Heidi 

Gilpin's important article 'Shaping Critical Spaces: Issues in the Dramaturgy of Movement 

Performance' . Gilpin is one of the first scholars to open a discussion about dramaturgy in 

relation to dance and multidisciplinary performance practices, and she raises the important 

question how one can begin 'to think through the possibilities and process of dramaturgy 

for movement performance' (1997: 83). This is a question to which I return in my article 

'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking'. 

The special issue 'On Dramaturgy' (Women and Performance: A Journal of Feminist Theory 

26:13, 2003) can be read as a continuation of the discourse on a new dramaturgy. The issue 

reflects the fact that scholars from other fields were beginning to take an interest in 

dramaturgy. At this point in time there had been a number of important conferences on 

dance dramaturgy, and one of the prominent voices to emerge from the debates on dance 

dramaturgy is dance and performance studies scholar Andre lepecki. In their editorial to 

'On Dramaturgy' Andre Lepecki and Cindy Brizzell observe that the migration of 

dramaturgy into other fields is creating a new 'stance' for the dramaturg. They write: 

As dramaturgy invades all levels of art making, from theatre to dance, from film to 
the visual arts, from architecture to the performance of "everyday life" (with all its 

\ 

implications for a politics of identity) it proposes ever renewed, "yet-to-be-
scripted", artistic and political practices. These new propositions imply the 
acceptance and embracing of an altogether different stance from the part of the 
dramaturg. Now, she voices along with the director., she stands next to the actor, 
she moves along with the dancer, while at the same time, her readings and her 
writings must deploy a certain authorial mark (2003: 16). 

Brizzell and lepecki do not provide many examples in their editorial, however their 

suggestion that the new dramaturg adopts a different role and stance within the creative 

process has been helpful for my own research. In Dramaturgy and Performance we cite 

Lepecki's view that the dramaturg should not be the outside eye or external critic in the 

room, and my article 'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' positions the 

dramaturg as an immersed collaborator. Another article from 'On Dramaturgy' which has 

informed my thinking and research is Myriam Van Imschoot's 'Anxious Dramaturgy'. In the 

article she creates a polemic by taking issue with the way in which the dramaturg, within 
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some European contexts, can be used as an agent of power. She is suspicious of the idea 

that a dramaturg can fill a lack. She argues that the tendency for producers to bring a 

dramaturg in to work with artists also reflects a lack of trust in the artists' ability. She writes 

'we might as well pay a little more attention to the way that lack is constructed and 

attributed to artists by those who say "what you need is a dramaturg'" (2003: 58). In this 

respect her article can be read as a counter narrative to Cardullo's vision of the dramaturg 

as a mechanic who can fix the work. Van Imschoot, herself a dramaturg, concludes that it 

would be best if we were to get rid of the name 'dramaturg', the reason being that one 

should not see the dramaturg as a function. I have continuously revisited Van Imschoot's 

article and provocation, however I am generally less worried (or 'anxious' to use her own 

expression) about naming someone in the process a dramaturg. In fact a name and a title 

can also give a sense of identity which, I would argue, is particularly important in relation to 

the dramaturg who often has a loosely defined position and place within the ensemble 

structure. 

In 2006 Mary Luckhurst's Dramaturgy: A Revolution in Theatre was published. It is a 

comprehensive and thoroughly researched discourse on the dramaturg within a UK literary 

management tradition. It was published two years before Dramaturgy and Performance, 

and it looked at the dramaturg from a historical perspective. Luckhurst's book was 

primarily historical research, and it discussed dramaturgs and literary managers in terms of 

their contribution to a critical and reflective theatre practice. Luckhurst posits that the 

resistance to the dramaturg in the UK and North America has to do with a form of anti

intellectualism. She writes: 

In the English-speaking West the history of dramaturgy exposes persistent 
struggles over the control of creative territories and profound cultural resistance to 
the idea that play-making processes, dramatic literature and repertoire can be 
objects of intellectual enquiry; it also highlights a deep-rooted suspicion of working 
models that insist on a dynamic relationship between critical reflection and artistic 
practice (2006: 2). 

As mentioned earlier, Luckhurst draws the same conclusion as Robert Brustein with regards 

to an anti-intellectual stance within the UK and US theatre cultures. Luckhurst's exclusive 

focus on literary managers and a historical context makes it a different book to Dramaturgy 

and Performance, and in her review of the two titles Rosalind Haslett sums up the 

difference in the following way: 'While Luckhurst's book is largely historicist in approach, 
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Turner and Behrndt have their critical gaze fixed firmly upon the current and future 

possibilities of this profession' (2009: 240). 

The, by now third, special issue entitled 'On Dramaturgy' (Performance Research 14:3, 

2009) was published shortly before our own issue 'New Dramaturgies'. The two issues 

explore similar territory and ideas with regards to the expansion of the term and practice. 

As Bruce Barton comments in his critical assessment of Dramaturgy and Performance, 'New 

Dramaturgies' and 'On Dramaturgy', these three publications 'reflect the diversified and 

highly interdisciplinary nature ofthe conversation [about dramaturgy]' (2013: 42). The two 

special issues both address the theme of the dramaturg within the creative process, for 

example in their short article 'Dramaturgy on Shifting Grounds' Patrick Primavesi and Hans

Thies Lehmann reiterate the argument that the dramaturg 'should no longer be defined as 

the controlling power of the theatre' (2009: 4). My own article 'Dance, Dramaturgy and 

Dramaturgical Thinking' has similarities with Bojana Kunst's article 'The Economy of 

Proximity: Dramaturgical work in contemporary dance' which appears in 'On Dramaturgy'. 

Both articles reflect on the way in which dance practices have opened up a different 

perspective on dramaturgical work, and we both argue that dance (and devising) processes 

have presented an opportunity for the dramaturg to work more collaboratively within the 

process. Kunst refers to Dramaturgy and Performance and to one of my early conference 

papers from 2008 'The Dramaturg as Collaborator: Process and Proximity,2, and she 

develops an argument with regards to proximity. She writes: 'Rather than adopt a 

perspective of objective distance, the professional dramaturg today embodies a kind of 

affective proximity, which, at the same time, is also at the forefront of understanding 

contemporary creative processes ( ... ) and ways of disseminating artistic work' (2009:86). 

Where my article pursues the question about the kind of collaborator that the dramaturg 

then becomes, Kunst pursues the question 'How can one place dramaturgical work in 

relation to politics and capital?' (2009: 87). 

To conclude, Dramaturgy and Performance was not the first book on dramaturgy, however 

it was the first to present a sustained and theorised investigation written with a cohesive 

voice. With the exception of Luckhurst's Dramaturgy: A Revolution in Theatre most books 

and journals on the topic have been edited volumes that bring together very different 

perspectives and voices. In this respect the publications on dramaturgy reflect the diversity 

and slippery nature of the term. As Roms, Gritzner and Primavesi thoughtfully remark in 
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their editorial for the Performance Research special issue: 'writing on contemporary 

dramaturgy means to embrace the loss of normative power and to address the diversity of 

possible approaches' (2009: 2). Dramaturgy and Performance brought together the 

diversity of approaches whilst theorising and unpacking the term's complexity, processual 

and contextual nature. Moreover the contents of recent journals reflect the fact that the 

discourse on dramaturgy has, certainly within a European context, moved away from the 

assumption that dramaturgy pertains to a fixed method, Aristotle or playwriting. The 

discourse has also moved towards the dramaturg as a creative collaborator. This is 

confirmed with the publication of the special issue 'Practical Dramaturgy' (Maska 131-32, 

2010) where the role of the dramaturg is discussed throughout. The argument that the 

dramaturg is an 'insider', and a collaborator who creates the dramaturgy together with the 

ensemble, is reiterated within the articles by Bojana Cvejic, Peter Stamer and Jeroen 

Peeters. The argument that I have made with regards to the dramaturg as a collaborator in 

view of changing working practices has emerged as a theme in the discourse. In the special 

issue 'Dance and Movement Dramaturgy' (Canadian Theatre Review 155, 2013) Stefano 

Muneroni and Guy Cools cite my article, and they elaborate on what they call 'the 

dramaturg as writer and co-creator' (2013: 56). In Dramaturgy in the Making. A User's 

Guide for Theatre Practitioners (2015), written by Katalin Trencsenyi, the emphasis is on 

interviews and case studies with dramaturgs. The case studies give the reader an insight 

into how the dramaturg operates and creates the dramaturgy from within the making 

process. My research has helped contribute to this development and focus in the discourse. 
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COMPONENT 1 

Dramaturgy and Performance (2008), co-written book with Cathy Turner. Published by 

Palcrave Macmillan Ltd. in the 'Theatre and Performance Practices series' (series editors: 

Graham Ley and Jane Millinc).ISBN 978-1-4039-9656-5 (PB); 978-1403996558 (HB). 

Instructions: It is optional if you want to read the whole book. Read the statement below 

and then read: Introduction (p.1-14); chapter 1 'What is Dramaturgy'? (p.17-37); chapter 4 

'The Dramaturg and the Theatre Institution' (p.97-120); chapter 6 'The Production 

Dramaturg' (p.146-167); chapter 7 'Dramaturgy and Devising: Shaping a Dramaturgy' 

(p.168-184). 

Statement: 

The first component in this submission is Dramaturgy and Performance. The book has eight 

chapters and is divided into three parts. The Introduction and Part One provide different 

interpretations and definitions of the term, and here the nature of dramaturgy is unpacked 

through practical examples. Chapter 1 lays the foundation for the book's overall thesis and 

argument that whilst dramaturgy is historically linked to theatre and drama, a case can be 

made for a more flexible and expanded application of the term. Part Two uses original 

interviews with professional dramaturgs to explain and exemplify the dramaturg's work 

and their role within numerous contexts, from literary management, playwriting, 

production to the hitherto underexplored dramaturg in devising. Part Three can be read as 

an extended dramaturgical analysis of different contemporary works with a view to looking 

at 'what kinds of questions are animating the development of contemporary dramaturgies' 

(2008: 187). Dramaturgy and Performance was a collaboration between Cathy Turner and 

myself, and it should be read as a weaving together of both our research and writing. We 

divided up the chapters, and then provided feedback to one another and discussed 

changes. I took the lead on the chapters 1, 6, 7, and big sections in chapter 4. By this I mean 

that I did the research and writing and Turner responded to the chapters. I will primarily 

refer to Parts One and Two, the chapters 1,4, 6, 7 and the Introduction. We wrote the 

Introduction together. I also conducted the majority of the interviews that formed the basis 

for the whole of Part Two. 
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Creating a discourse 

Dramaturgy and Performance was written with a UK reader in mind whom we believed 

would have little or no knowledge of dramaturgy. As the introduction stated 'though the 

concept of dramaturgy and the practice of the dramaturg are widely accepted and 

established across mainland Europe, this is still not the case in the UK' (2008: 2). The task of 

the book was therefore to introduce a new concept to a context that had no culture or 

tradition of it, neither in professional practice nor as an academic field. When we began 

work on the book in 2005 it was, however, a time of expansion for the field. As we write 

'There has been a recent surge of interest in the role within UI( theatre, together with a 

corresponding examination of the related term, 'dramaturgy" (2008: 1). As mentioned 

earlier it was at this pOint a disparate field. It was therefore with some degree of urgency 

that we set out to mobilise a discourse that would perform the double task of, on the one 

hand introducing a concept, and on the other re-evaluating orthodox narratives around 

dramaturgy. We wrote, conscious of the complexity of our project, 'it is important to break 

some ground, to provide an introduction to the diversity of thought and practices 

surrounding dramaturgy and the dramaturg' (2008: 1). 

We were aware of the tendency to align dramaturgy with drama, playwriting and literary 

management, we remark 'For much of the history of theatre and drama, theatre has been 

defined by the play and dramaturgy has often been defined according to play structures' 

(2008: 6). Due to the fact that we ourselves were more interested in devising, 

contemporary multidisciplinary practices, live art and site specific practices, and the fact 

that dramaturgy had started its 'migration' into other fields of study, Dramaturgy and 

Performance proposed to extend the 'discussion of dramaturgy in relation to dance, cross 

art-form work and new media' (2008: 3). So for a number of reasons we were conscious 

that Dramaturgy and Performance had to wrest dramaturgy free from its (exclusive) 

association with a drama tradition. Whilst we did not erase dramaturgy's genesis in drama 

and theatre, we advocated a more expanded and flexible understanding of the term and 

practice: 

We believe it is now necessary to broaden the picture to include a wider range of 
practices. While we do provide some historical context, our focus is on articulating 
contemporary approaches to dramaturgy and the practice of the twenty-first
century dramaturg ( ... ) our intention is to discuss a spectrum of possibilities and to 
place these in relation to ongoing international debates (2008: 2). 
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In this respect Dramaturgy and Performance broke some important ground because it 

positioned dramaturgy and its practice within a wider context and disciplinary field. We 

asked ourselves if the term and practice could have a more universal and 'elastic' 

applicability. Hence we identified that the term had migrated 'beyond the conventional 

spaces for performance' (2008: 101) which led us to ask if city planning can perhaps make 

use of a 'dramaturgy of public space' (2008: 101). The application to other contexts 

resonated, and in their review of Dramaturgy and Performance Esther Pilkington and 

Danielladnar remark that it is important to note that discussion is extended towards 'uses 

of the term outside the context of theatre or performance, referring for instance to 

architecture and sociology' (2009: 130-31). Rosalind Haslett, in her review, remarks that 

'the scope of this project does much to open up the debate, interrogating a broad 

spectrum of contemporary performance forms, including devising, live art, and interactive 

technologies' (2009: 241). Ara G. Beal also considers this aspect to be one of Dramaturgy 

and Performance's strengths and contributions, she comments that 'these emerging fields 

have been addressed only in limited fashion in performance scholarship, but more and 

more dramaturgs are branching out into this type of work' (2009: 110). 

The discursive approach, where we could cast the net wide and explore the nature of 

dramaturgy through different perspectives and definitions, demonstrated the fact that it 

has increasingly become a contested term. We write that dramaturgy has become a 

complex 'flexible, fluid, encompassing and expanded ( ... ) slippery, elastic and inclusive 

term' (2008: 17-18) in contemporary theory and practice. As shown in chapter 1, where we 

begin with G.E. lessing's critical practice and aptly end at the other end of the spectrum 

with Mike Pearson and Michael Shanks' proposal 'that dramaturgy concerns the 

interconnectivity of things in the world' (2008: 36), it is a term that has attracted quite 

diverse attempts at articulation and conceptualisation. 

It ;s a difficult term to pin down, in parts because it encompasses the process of asking very 

fundamental questions about the relationship between content, form and structure, 

audience and context. If one views dramaturgy in terms of an overall mechanism, one 

could argue that dramaturgical analysis pertains to the process of understanding how and 

why something works in the way that it does. Dramaturgical analysis means to examine the 

conditions that are in place for something to be what it is and do what it does. Described 

thus we begin to see that dramaturgy pertains to the examination of processes, and it 
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pertains to the way in which 'things' synthesise, interact and cohere within a structure. As 

we write in chapter 1, 'dramaturgical analysis regards the performance as a complex web 

of elements' (2008: 33). In a dramaturgical analysis the 'work' is viewed in terms of a 

complex web of interacting processes. The questions are then: how is something woven 

together? What is the governing or organising principle that produces the weave? Is it 

hierarchical, or is there a more complex set of organising principles at work? We can then 

ask what is the 'narrative' of this weaving? How may we interpret the decisions that have 

been made? Dramaturgical analysis, it would seem, pertains to the process of how 

something comes into being. As we remark 'the practice of dramaturgy, in the sense of 

analytical process, offers an ongoing, implicit exploration of what a 'work' can be' (2008: 

19). 

Marianne Van Kerkhoven's statement that 'dramaturgy is everything' (2008: 17), Henrik 

Adler's point that 'everything is dramaturgy' (2008: 99) and Shanks and Pearson's 

suggestion that dramaturgy is 'interconnectivity of things in the world' (2008: 36) may be 

broad universalising conceptualisations, and one begins to understand why there has been 

a tendency to talk about dramaturgy as a catch-all term or a 'the~ry of everything'. One 

could then ask where does a 'work' begin or end? 

Dramaturgy and Performance proposes that instead of viewing the work as a self

contained and closed system, dramaturgical analysis considers the work in relation to its 

context. The work is always, and we here cite Brecht, 'in dialogue with its audience' (2008: 

70). Dramaturgy is a contextual practice because by definition it always pertains to a 

consideration of something in relation to something else. We write: 'A dramaturgical 

analysis of the performance is thus a contextual analysis where the performance is 

considered as part of a wider network of meaning' (2008: 36). But we push the notion of 

web, connectivity and weave further. We propose that with Bertolt Brecht and the Berliner 

Ensemble, dramaturgy is 'no longer conceptualized as a beautiful design or emblem, or 

even as an architecture, but as a mechanism, generating debate and action' (2008: 39). The 

argument follows that dramaturgy is by implication a 'political practice' (2008: 12). The 

implication is not that dramaturgical analysis forces politics onto the work, rather 

dramaturgical analysis considers the wider implications and politics of the work, even if the 

work does not have overt political agendas. We posit that where literary analysis sees the 

text as a closed system, dramaturgical analysis means to view the text as a living system 
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that has to be read in relation to its time, context and audience. Dramaturgy pertains to the 

'bridge' between the work and the context, we write: 'Where a literary analysis views the 

text or work as a self-contained system, dramaturgical analysis looks towards live 

performance' (2008: 34). 

Structure and content, form and content 

When we attended events on dramaturgy, in particular within the UK, we frequently came 

across the view that dramaturgical analysis pertains to 'taking the play apart,3, but we were 

sceptical about these kinds of definitions that reduce dramaturgy to a mechanistic and 

fragmenting manoeuvre. Instead we propose that dramaturgical analysis considers the 

performance and play in terms of a complex whole. 

We suggest that when considering a work's dramaturgy, we look more closely at the 

relationship between structure and content. The argument follows that structure is not a 

neutral frame for content, as we remark 'a story is understood not only in terms of what 

happens, but in terms of the ways in which we recount it' (2008: 29). Indeed the choice of 

structure speaks of politics, as Aristotle's Poetics has shown 'dramatic structure can shape 

audience experience' (2008: 21). Structure is therefore a way to suggest or perpetuate a 

certain logic and 'narrative' about the world. This was indeed Brecht's argument when he 

chose the epic structure over Aristotle's cause and effect structure. Structure is therefore a 

form of content too, for example the well-made-play's movement towards resolution 

reflects a world where conflict can and will be resolved through a series of logical steps. 

Beckett's imploding and cyclical structure, on the other hand, reflects a world where said 

logic has ceased or is not trusted. 

The importance of the relationship between form and content, or content and structure, is 

further exemplified in our discussion of the way in which Ibsen's wish for a more 

'meditative introspection' (2008: 27) in the Wild Duck is at odds with the compositional 

logic on which the well-made-play structure is predicated. Ibsen's interest in exploring 

deeper emotional content cannot be contained by the conventions of naturalist 

dramaturgy, and his solution to the problem creates a new dramaturgy and form where 

Naturalism and Symbolism are woven together. We use this as an example of the way in 

which new story-telling forms and dramaturgies emerge as a consequence of looking for 

ways to express, stage and embody new content. New structures appear due to new 
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content, and dramaturgies change because 'the ways in which we see and read the world 

change, challenging or augmenting the perceptions that we have previously held' (2008: 6). 

Dramaturgy and Performance drew many of its examples from plays and theatre, but one 

could also do a dramaturgical analysis of institutions or groups of people, and one could ask 

what kind of 'narrative' and content may be found within different organisational 

structures; how does the structure support or obstruct a particular aim or content? Can the 

organisational structure contain the content, or is a different structure or mode of 

organisation needed? With these questions it may now become clear why and how 

'dramaturgy' has been deployed as an overarching term by sociologists and architects 

when analysing social behaviour and societal and institutional structures. We remark that 

Goffman, Young and Massey are examples of how dramaturgy has been extended 'beyond 

the theatre' (2008: 36). 

Expanding the term, application and practice 

We propose that dramaturgy is a term which is relevant to all forms of performance, and 

the question about the way in which other disciplines and contexts offer new (or different) 

ways to conceptualise dramaturgy underpins some of the discussion throughout the book. 

We write: 'Nor are playwrights the only theatre-makers who influence dramaturgy, since all 

theatre and performance makers whose work provokes and suggests new compositional 

strategies are involved in changing dramaturgies' (2008: 6). In chapter 1 we refer to new 

developments and new dramaturgy: 

The complex inter-and cross-disCiplinary dramaturgies that have emerged in the 
twentieth century have also led to an emphasis on the live performance and the 
performance text, as opposed to the written play. Both the 'open' text and devised 
work demand that we consider the composition of the performance as a whole. 
This shift towards an equal consideration of every element within the theatrical 
event has led to new attempts to define 'dramaturgy' (2008: 30). 

In chapter 6 we ask if contemporary dance and multi-or cross-disciplinary dramaturgies 

'require a different kind of practice' (2008: 167), and here we suggest that the migration of 

the term dramaturgy into other practices, as well as fields of study, is contributing to new 

ways of understanding and conceptualising dramaturgy. 
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In Part Two we turn our attention to the dramaturg, one of the least known and written 

about roles within professional theatre practice. We draw extensively on original interviews 

that I had conducted with professional dramaturgs in Europe, the UK and North America. 

Here too there is a twofold task where on the one hand we explain what a dramaturg does, 

and on the other we posit that the role is as fluid, elastic and contextual as the term 

dramaturgy itself. We reiterate that the dramaturg's role can be to consider the work in a 

wider context, and we refer to the well-known German dramaturg Stephanie Carp's view 

that the dramaturg's task is 'to study, to develop a very narrow and a very broad long

distance view' (2008: 153). One can understand this broad long-distance view as a 

contextualising vision which, according to Carp, has political implications; the dramaturg's 

work has a political dimension in that it concerns attention to the public and wider context. 

The dramaturg is someone who creates a bridge between the work and its context. This is 

evident in dramaturgs, such as Carl Hegemann and Carp, whose dramaturgical writing 

situates the work within a public (and academic) discourse. Another example of the link 

between work and the public is dramaturg and creative producer Thomas Frank who 

creates practical conditions for the work to happen. 

Dramaturgy and Performance distinguishes clearly between 'dramaturgy' and 'dramaturg', 

and we argue that 'It is clear that there can be composition, performance analysis and even 

performance making, without the necessary involvement of the dramaturg' (2008: 3-4). 

Throughout our research it became clear that the conflation of these two terms led to the 

assumption that if one did not work with a dramaturg there would be no dramaturgy. 

Especially in the context of the UK debate this became a hugely problematic conflation, and 

it seemed that the two terms were often used interchangeably in ways that were not 

helpful. We make this distinction for reasons that are obvious and some that are perhaps 

less obvious. The terms dramaturgy, dramaturgical analysis and the dramaturg are often 

used interchangeably, which at times has led to the assumption that 'dramaturgy' is a 

method, idea, structure that is done or imposed on the work. Moreover the conflation has 

led to the impression that the dramaturg has sole responsibility for a work's dramaturgy, 

and that she is in a position to dictate or impose a certain story-line or structure on the play 

or performance. It therefore seemed critical to clarify the nature of dramaturgs' work, also 

with a view to arguing that rather than imposing a dramaturgy, dramaturgs can facilitate a 

space for reflection and discussion within the creative process. A shorthand definition may 

therefore be that the dramaturg is concerned with viewing the work as a whole, we write 
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that 'the theatre dramaturg looks at the architectures of performance' (2008: 5), and we go 

on to say that 'the dramaturg analyses how ideas sit within a larger structure, whether in 

terms of considering details within the architecture of the production or in considering how 

a theatre production sits within its cultural context' (2008: 153). 

On p. 102 we offer a summary of the descriptions that we encountered throughout our 

research, and whilst we put aside some of the more speculative ideas, the list reflects the 

fact that the dramaturg has become a shorthand term for processes or roles that are not 

easily identifiable. We raise the question to what extent the dramaturg can be said to 'own' 

something in the production, for example the scenographer can point to the set design and 

the composer to the sound as 'theirs', but, as director Anne Bogart implies, it is less clear 

what the dramaturg owns (2008: 164). The dramaturg's work and role is -like dramaturgy 

- relational and contextual, there is no 'tangible' and concrete 'thing' or object that they 

can point to, except the performance as a whole. The dramaturg's analysis, reflection, 

research, conceptual and structural grasp are 'woven' into the fabric of the performance. 

Chapter 6 'The Production Dramaturg' and chapter 7 'Dramaturgy and Devising: Shaping a 

Dramaturgy' have contributed with new knowledge about the dramaturg's process. As 

Pilkington and Ladnar write in their review, the chapters on the dramaturg 'provide good 

overview of the roles a dramaturg might be expected to take on, provide an introduction to 

individuals and organizations important for the field today, and offer an insight into the 

working process of interesting recent projects' (2009: 131). There had been little published 

on the dramaturg in devising, and given that it was certainly a challenge to find dramaturgs 

who worked in UK devising at the time, the case studies become a rare account of how 

dramaturgs work within an open-ended process. Here we conclude that the open-ended 

process requires 'an even stronger sense of structural organization and overview' (2008: 

171). We also identify that the dramaturg's ability to connect and map ideas is needed in 

'the creative turmoil of devising' (2008: 171). Originating with Heather Uprichard's idea 

that the dramaturg is the compass of the process, we propose the image of the dramaturg 

as a 'map-maker, and that dramaturgical work within devising is 'map-or memory-making' 

(2008: 176). 

Chapter 6 asserts practice as an important vehicle for discovery. The UK dramaturgs that I 

interviewed did not at first name themselves dramaturgs, but as we remark they 'talked 
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about their role with a real sense of having discovered, through practice, the particularities 

of their function within the process' (2008: 172). We refer to Steven Canny's comment that 

his sense of how to be a dramaturg developed in tandem with the needs of the process. It 

tells us something about the nature of devising in that it presents a challenge for the 

devisers to shape a dramaturgy as they go along, and in this kind of process there is a need 

for someone to create a through-line and remember what has been created. The chapter 

demonstrates that dramaturgical thinking is something that is integral to the process of 

making, and the interviews with Steven Canny and Louise Mari revealed that within a 

company there will be one person who gravitates towards dramaturgical work, even if 

there is no name and title for it4. Here the dramaturg is positioned as an integral member 

of the creative team who is 'a creative collaborator within the artistic process' (2008: 180). 

Dramaturgy and Performance demonstrates that the dramaturg within devising is very 

close to the process. We cite Andre Lepecki's view that his role as dramaturg is about 

closeness and proximity (2008: 157). This is a radical subversion of the popular narrative 

that the dramaturg be an 'outside eye', and the chapter concludes that this notion of a 

dramaturg who is closer to the process is typical of dance and devised performance. We 

write: 'Where the work is devised or choreographed, there may be a need for the 

dramaturg to work very closely with the company, to shape the emerging piece' (2008: 

158). 

While Part Two's focus was on the dramaturg, we found it important to open a discussion 

about dramaturgical thinking. Chapter 7 on the dramaturg in devising had shown that there 

is usually one person who will gravitate towards the role, and this suggests that 

dramaturgical thinking is inherent to a creative process. Dramaturgical thinking does not 

belong to the 'dramaturg' alone, it is a process which belongs to everybody working on the 

production. Dramaturgical work may therefore also be understood in a number of ways, 

and we point out that Caspar Neher 'might be considered as a visual dramaturg within 

Brecht's theatre' (2008: 101). We also refer to Anne Bogart's comment that her sound 

designer is the 'best dramaturg that I have ever had' (2008: 101). 

Seven years have passed since its publication and the response has been immense. 

Dramaturgy and Performance broke ground by being the first book to examine and unpick 

the topic in a coherent, methodical and sustained manner, written by two authors but 
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essentially with a cohesive voice. It gathered and presented existing ideas, definitions and 

perspectives whilst offering up new directions, and in this respect it became the starting 

point for a discourse. In her review Rosalind Haslett comments that it was a 'useful addition 

to the nascent body of literature in the field of dramaturgy, not least because it successfully 

extends the debate beyond the confines of new writing for the theatre' (2009: 241). 

Dramaturgy and Performance sought to bring a disparate and fragmented field together, 

and it created the necessary conditions for a discourse to emerge. The book was written 

with a UK context in mind, but it resonated in other parts of the world too; as an American 

dramaturgy scholar remarked to my colleague Cathy Turner during a conference, 

Dramaturgy and Performance was the book that had to be written. In her review Ara G. 

Seal comments: 'Dramaturgy is an unwieldy topic to tame in a scholarly work', however 

Seal acknowledges that we manage to 'create a useful work ( ... ), and that the book '( ... ) 

successfully draws attention to some newer practices that will offer both opportunities and 

challenge to dramaturgs in the future' (2009: 110). 
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COMPONENT 2 

Article 'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking', p.·185-196. Article published in 

special issue 'New Dramaturgies', Contemporary Theatre Review 20:2, 2010. Issue guest 

editors: Cathy Turner and Synne K. Behrndt. Journal ISBN: 1048-6801 (Print), 1477-2264 

(On line). 

Instructions: Perusal of the journal and jointly written editorial 

(001:10.1080/10486801003690628) is optional. Please read the article 'Dance, Dramaturgy 

and Dramaturgical Thinking' on p.185-196 (001:10.1080/10486801003682393). Then read 

the following statement. 

Statement: 

The special issue of Contemporary Theatre Review 'New Dramaturgies' became my next 

collaborative project with Cathy Turner. Where Dramaturgy and Performance had created 

a starting point for a discourse, the special issue focussed on dramaturgy within an 

expanded field. 

My article 'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' develops a number of themes 

from Dramaturgy and Performance; it seeks to elaborate on dance dramaturgy as 'an 

emerging field' (2008: 165) and it extends the discussion in chapters 6 and 7 concerning the 

dramaturg in the creative process. It expands on the book's proposition that the 

dramaturg's migration into other fields, such as dance, has opened up 'new opportunities, 

and, potentially, new ways of working' (2008: 3). The article can be read as the attempt to 

answer the question that we asked in Dramaturgy and Performance, whether 

multidisciplinary dramaturgies 'require a different kind of practice' (2008: 167). The article 

revisits the question concerning the democratisation of the dramaturgical role, and I 

propose that there has been a shift towards the idea that the dramaturg is a 'facilitator of 

dramaturgical thinking' (2010: 186). 

The backdrop for the article is the surge of interest in dance dramaturgy in the late 1990s5
• 

At the time of these conferences it was still unclear what impact dance could have on the 

conception of the dramaturg, a role which was still predominantly associated with text-
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based practices. 'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' looks back at some of the 

debates and investigates different interpretations as to why and how dramaturgy appeared 

in dance. I go on to suggest that the integration of the dramaturg in dance and devising 

processes has led to a rethinking of dramaturgical practice. I conclude that a new kind of 

dramaturgical practice has emerged with the dramaturg's migration into devising and 

dance. 

'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' brings together what I consider to be 

three key points arising as a consequence of dramaturgy's migration into dance. First, the 

article proposes that dramaturgy and dramaturgs enter at the point when dance develops 

as a critical, interdisciplinary and conceptual art form. This shift does not happen due to 

dramaturgs per se, but the relationship develops at a point when choreographers become 

interested in engaging with the politics and production of meaning in relation to movement 

and bodies. I write that 'choreographers and dance artists become increasingly interested 

in embedding critical readings and interpretations of the body, movement, choreography' 

(2010: 188). The dramaturg in dance can therefore be linked to the development of a more 

multidisciplinary and conceptual dance practice. I argue that dramaturgs in dance occur at 

a moment when choreographers become interested in critical dialogue and dance develops 

into a critical and discursive art form. This makes particularly good sense in relation to 

Dramaturgy and Performance's argument that dramaturgy pertains to a consideration of 

the work in relation to its politics. Choreographers have arguably always dealt with 

content, but it is possible to see the relationship between dance and dramaturgy as the 

expressed interest in critical content and in developing more complex structural and 

conceptual strategies. 

The other side of the coin is that as contemporary dance develops into a cross-disciplinary 

art form, we also see the need for a more complex and multidisciplinary dramaturgical 

language. As Heidi Gilpin argues, dance practice has 'put pressure on classical 

representational structures' (2010: 185). In other words, the multidisciplinary calls for an 

expansion of the dramaturgical vocabulary, tools, strategies and approaches. So the 

argument follows that there is an interesting reciprocal relationship where on the one hand 

choreographers invite dramaturgs to work with them to develop more complex strategies, 

and on the other dramaturgs have to develop an understanding of - and language for -

multidisciplinarity. On the one hand dramaturgy becomes a helpful term at the time when 
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dance develops a need for critical reflection and awareness of narrative content, and on 

the other the migration into dance has put necessary pressure on orthodox and classical 

ideas about narrative, structure, space, time and audience. 

The article proposes that dance dramaturgy has given an opportunity to re-examine 

assumptions and working practices 'around dramaturgy, dramaturgical thinking and the 

dramaturg in particular' (2010: 186). I posit that the nature of contemporary devising and 

dance processes where 'dancers as well as other collaborators are equally responsible for 

developing the dramaturgy, requires a dramaturgical presence that is able to facilitate 

dramaturgical thinking amongst everyone in the process' (2010: 192). I argue that this calls 

for a 'repositioning' of-the dramaturg in the process. Here the dramaturg need not be seen 

as someone who asserts theoretical authority or imposes a pre-prepared concept, rather 

the dramaturg is a creative collaborator who can facilitate and generate material. Instead 

of the 'outside eye' the dramaturg is someone who is very close to - and embedded within 

- the process. The dramaturg, I argue, can be thought of as 'an explorer of possibilities 

alongside the other collaborators ( ... ) the specific dramaturgical task is about enabling a 

collective understanding, to facilitate dramaturgical thinking as well as to risk naming and 

giving shape to the emerging material' (2010: 195). Thus dance and devising processes 

have offered the opportunity to rethink the position of the dramaturg, and by moving 

dramaturgs in from their marginal outside position, their reflective and analytical stance 

has become embedded in the process. Their work becomes more visible, and dramaturgical 

analysis becomes something that is part of the making process, and not added as a critical 

response or feedback at the end. 

Here the article's conceptualisation of dramaturgical practice as collaborative and creative 

dovetails with a deconstruction of the classical and orthodox narrative which casts the 

dramaturg as the objective outside eye that, through knowledge, theory and the power of 

language and analysis, asserts authority over the artist. Earlier I referred to Cardullo's 

metaphor of the car mechanic, and the metaphor sums up the air of academic superiority 

that has historically surrounded the dramaturg. In the article I examine how this perception 

and narrative are connected to a wider discussion about the politics of power within 

production processes, the concept of meaning, audience, producers and mode of 

production. I argue that the dramaturg's problematic history and reputation should be seen 

within a wider set of debates. I raise the question if one should in fact extend the criticism 
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of the dramaturg to a discussion about 'artists' agency within the wider production 

machine' (2010: 194). 

Earlier I referred to the way in which there can be a tendency to speak of dramaturgy as a 

theory of everything, and similarly there can be a tendency in the debates to make the 

dramaturg a 'catch all' container for a range of issues. In the article I examine the deeper 

reasons for the anxiety about dramaturgs. In Dramaturgy: A Revolution in Theatre Mary 

Luckhurst suggested that it had to do with anti-intellectualism, but I posit that it also has to 

do with a resistance to having ideas, concepts, interpretation, agendas and rules imposed 

from an 'outside' position. The resistance to the dramaturg is therefore, on one level, an 

expression of artistic integrity and a healthy scepticism towards authority, hidden agendas 

and corrective attitudes. On another level, the resistance also speaks of the conflicted 

relationship that some artists have with feedback, interpretation of their work (which may 

be understood as 'judgment') or with theory in general. On an even deeper level, it also 

speaks of ambivalent feelings about having the work meet the audience and the critic's 

gaze. 

My interest in dance dramaturgy is predominantly driven by my interest in the ways in 

which contemporary performance has given a space for the dramaturg to work within the 

process. As I argued in the article, these types of working processes have helped position 

the dramaturg as a collaborator. In my next project, Invisible Things: Documentation from a 

Devising Process, I demonstrate, through practice, how the dramaturg works and shapes a 

dramaturgy within the devising process. My next project therefore becomes a practical 

demonstration of the co-creating dramaturg within devising. 
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COMPONENT 3 

Documentation product entitled Invisible Things: Documentation /rom a Devising 

Process, written and edited by David Harradlne In collaboration with Synne K. Behrndt. 

Book design by ValleWalkley. Published by Fevered Sleep and the University of 

Winchester, 2011. ISBN 978-0-9559082-1-7. 

Instructions: Perusal of the book is optional. First read the statement below. Then read the 

essay 'Shaping a Dramaturgy' on p.122-143. Then read the dialogue between director David 

Harradine and dramaturg Synne K. Behrndt 'Discovering Concepts, Inventing a Language' 

on p.150-176. 

Statement: 

In 2008 I worked as dramaturg with David Harradine on the performance An Infinite Line: 

Brighton. It was a commission from Brighton's Festival to make a performance event about 

Brighton's natural light, and it was presented at the Brighton Festival, 5th_21st May 2008. I 

conceived of the documentation as a way to bring together the diverse strands of 

investigation in the project, and to reflect in more detail on my own contribution and role 

within the devising process. I also wanted to reflect back on how we created the 

dramaturgy and understand more about dramaturgical work within a collaborative and 

open process. 

When I first conceived of the documentation I imagined that it would be a booklet entitled 

'Anatomy of a Devising Process', however when I invited David Harradine to collaborate on 

the project we were able to create a more expansive project. It grew into a book which 

mapped every aspect of the devising process, and we named it Invisible Things: 

Documentation from a Devising Process. 

I intended for Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process to reflect the 

language of making, and to present the material in such a way that one did not have to 

have seen the performance to understand the documentation. The book can be read for its 

advice and practical strategies, but it can also be viewed as a self-contained aesthetic 

artefact where the readers can immerse themselves in the making of the work and the 
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creative process. It was important for me to tell a story about process because our process 

was intricately knitted into the dramaturgy of the performance. As I observe in the essay 

'Shaping a Dramaturgy', the creative team's predicament and struggle to translate the light 

into performance material inspired the idea that the performers were in a suspenseful 

pursuit of something invisible and ephemeral. I conclude: 'It was a performance about 

waiting for something to reveal itself, and the joy that one experiences when something 

eventually emerges and one can - at least momentarily - grab hold of it' (2011: 139). We 

developed a dramaturgy with two narrative levels; one was a story about a group of people 

creating light moments through theatrical means, thus they were finding ways to convert 

the light into poetic performance moments. The other level was a story about a group of 

devisers trying to translate and interpret the director's subjective impression of the light. It 

made sense to mirror the fact that the performance was in fact about Harradine's journey, 

and the documentation therefore tells the story about the process and performance from 

the director's point of view. 

The process had given me material to articulate more precisely how a dramaturg works in 

process, and due to the fact that I attended every rehearsal, I was in a good position to 

write about the process. My extensive knowledge of the way in which we created a 

dramaturgy, starting with the ephemeral idea of Brighton's light, gave me the idea to write 

an essay that would give the reader vivid and detailed insight into how a dramaturgy takes 

shape. Moreover I had gone into the process with a research question about the nature of 

dramaturgical work in devising. I wanted to find out what it meant to shape a dramaturgy 

when I had no defined object to begin with, for example a text. How and where would I 

begin to develop a dramaturgy when all we had was Brighton's light? 'Shaping a 

Dramaturgy' therefore tells the story about the making of the dramaturgy, and it tells the 

story about the dramaturg's thinking and working process. 

'Shaping a Dramaturgy' is a break with the director's singular point of view in the 

documentation's narrative; conceptually it demonstrates that while the director is often 

concerned with details, the dramaturg is concerned with extrapolating material from the 

tasks, and with finding connections, possible narratives and overarching structures. In 

Dramaturgy and Performance Turner and I referred to the dramaturg in devising in terms 

of map and memory making. In 'Shaping a Dramaturgy' my real-time narration lays bare 

the mechanics of this map-making, and it demonstrates that within a fragmented and 
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rhizomatic devising process, the dramaturg seeks to create a "road map' for a dramaturgy' 

(2011: 130). Throughout the essay I make reference to my own thought processes which 

adds a self-reflexive layer to my story about the dramaturgy. For example I remark that my 

task was to 

( ... ) articulate a precise conceptual space that the work could inhabit, and then to 
work out the kinds of rules and ideas that govern this space. It was about being 
present, watching, waiting ( ... ) It was about being alert to what was happening in 
the space and to be as precise as possible about what I saw and experienced, in 
order to work out what was important in the work, and then to help shape and 
distil the material into a structure (2011: 129). 

And later I ask more critically of myself if I was 'becoming fixated on the same ideas, and if 

this meant that I was leaving out other important possibilities' (2011: 133). 

The essay is told from the point of view of the dramaturg, however by consistently 

referring to the creative team, and the sense of collective effort, I demonstrate that the 

dramaturgy is typically a result of a collective story telling where devisers are actively 

proposing, suggesting and questioning ideas, moments and new trajectories. The 

dramaturg may help carve out a path and direction in the dense forest of ideas and 

material, but 'Shaping a Dramaturgy' shows that dramaturgical work in devising means to 

be attentive to any possibility, and to pay attention to everybody in the space. 

In the conversation 'Discovering Concepts, Inventing a language' the two narrator voices of 

the dramaturg and director are brought together to map and reflect on the process and the 

collaboration. The conversation explores what we discovered throughout the process, and 

while it is staged for the benefit of a reader, it reflects the nature of our conversations in 

the process; I would ask probing questions and offer my interpretation and view pOint. As 

Harradine implies the conversation is a self-reflexive perspective on the way we worked: 

'And of course what we're doing now is also talking about how you and I worked together. 

Our creative relationship was a process of talking through chaos and change until a kind of 

understanding eventually emerged' (2011: 165). At the beginning of the conversation we 

reflect together on our collaboration, remarking that 'we try and work out what it is; we try 

and work out the possibilities ( ... ) we try and create a language - a shared language for 

what it is we're doing' (2011: 152). Towards the end I state that the process was also about 

finding a way to create 'a conceptual space ( ... ) How do we talk about this? How do we 
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think about this? How can we imagine this?' (2011: 166). These questions, and indeed 

Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process, reappear in my article 

'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of Encounters' (component 6). 

The conversation covers a range of themes, both in terms of working methodology, process 

and content. It is also with this project that we invent the strategy to try and extrapolate 

dramaturgical principles from the subject matter, and to look for the content that is 

embedded within the concept as opposed to imposing a concept onto the material. I 

remark that the subject matter of light 'pushed us in the direction of poetry - poetry, 

weather, landscape' (2011: 165). As I note, it is important that the concepts were 

'appropriate to the topic itself (2011: 165). This idea that we should source the 

dramaturgical guiding principle from the topic itself becomes a strategy in our next two 

collaborations; in On Ageing accumulation becomes a guiding principle and in Above Me 

The Wide Blue Sky nature and ecosystems become guiding principles for the dramaturgy. It 

is also with An Infinite Line: Brighton that a foundation is created for exploring biological 

processes, thus the performance becomes the starting point for our interest in the 

dramaturgy of ecosystems. At the end of my essay I comment that 'Our discussions about 

light and the ways in which it affects behaviour inadvertently moved on to ideas about 

experiential processes, perception and the way that human beings live and exist within an 

ecosystem and natural landscape' (2011: 137). The conversation and my essay both refer to 

the dramaturgical potential of biological processes, for example light and weather systems 

inspired us to think of a more subtle and slow sense of duration. I write: 'We became 

interested in what it meant to really be present with something, for example the landscape 

and light' (2011: 137). These observations about time, presence and what it means to 'look, 

wait and watch' become recurring themes in the company's future work and my 

documentation. 

Towards the end of 'Shaping a Dramaturgy' I describe the nature of devising as a process 

where one tries to make 'sense of the inexplicable' and give 'the intangible a form and 

shape' (2011: 139). I go on to explore this interpretation of devising in my later article 

'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of Encounters' (component 6). 
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COMPONENT 4 

Documentation product entitled On Ageing: Reflections, Conversations, Research (2011), 

edited by Synne K. Behrndt and David Harradlne, with further contributions from 

Samantha Butler and Maria Evandrou. Design by ValleWalkley. Published by Fevered 

Sleep, Autumn 2011. ISBN 978-0-9559082-2-2. 

Instructions: There are two reading items in component 4. Read the statement below and 

then read the essay 'Seven Portraits of Time & Change', p.l0-21. Then read the 

conversation between dramaturg Synne K. Behrndt and directors Samantha Butler and 

David Harradine 'On the Everyday Activity of Getting on with Living', p.22-61. 

Note on design: The design is based on the idea of a photo album and is informed by the 

theme of memory in the performance; photographs from the performance have been 

inserted on a number of pages, and these photographs sit 'on top' of the text in the essays. 

The reader has to remove the photographs in order to read the essays, and the reading 

flow is thus interrupted for a short moment whilst the reader removes, and reinserts, the 

photographs. For the purpose of this submission I have included one version of the text 

with the photographs, and one version of the text without the photographs. Component 4's 

two reading items are included in this submission (Appendix 3). 

Statement: 

On Ageing: Reflections, Conversations, Research was my next collaboration with Fevered 

Sleep and David Harradine. This documentation product accompanied the performance On 

Ageing. The performance explored the theme of ageing and was performed by seven young 

performers from the age of 5 to 12. It was performed at the Young Vic, 29th September-9th 

October 2010. 

Where Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process was a comprehensive and 

rare insight into a devising process and how a dramaturgy is shaped, On Ageing: 

Reflections, Conversations, Research focused more on a discussion about the performance 

in relation to its theme ageing. There were a number of reasons why the performance's 

representation of ageing became the overriding theme in the documentation. One reason 
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had to do with the fact that ageing is a somewhat controversial theme. I note in 'Seven 

Portraits of Time & Change' that we were aware that there was a level of responsibility 

when making a piece about a 'real issue in society' (2011: 55). Through my research for the 

performance I had gained a greater understanding of the politics of ageing within our 

culture, and I had become aware of the negative narratives that often underpin 

representation of ageing. The performance itself deliberately sought to work against these 

narratives and instead, to quote Helen Nicholson, it 'allowed us to move away from that 

awful stereotype that anything about ageing is going to be "roll out the barrel" sketches' 

(2011: 20). The performance had found a different way to speak about ageing, and On 

Ageing's form and dramaturgy caused some audiences and critics difficulties. Unlike 

Invisible Things: Documentation from a Devising Process where the process was in focus, 

On Ageing: Reflections, Conversations, Research had to do two things; it should give us a 

space for reflection and deepen our understanding of the work, but it should also give the 

reader a context and explain the intentions of the performance. In bringing these two aims 

together I conceived of the documentation as a discourse on ageing, but a discourse that 

had been sourced from a creative exploration. 

In my essay 'Seven Portraits of Time & Change' I cite Helen Nicholson's comment regarding 

the relationship between art and science, as I write 'the relationship between performance 

and research could be thought of in terms of a dialogue where the artistic outcome is seen 

as offering a different perspective. This perspective may in turn impact on the way in which 

science is being done' (2011: 12). Nicholson proposes that an artistic process can produce 

new knowledge about a topic through offering 'a different perspective' (2011: 12). I 

therefore saw the documentation as a space to reflect more deeply on what new 

perspective On Ageing did offer. What had the process revealed about ageing that we did 

not know beforehand? What kind of knowledge did our process and performance reveal 

about the theme of ageing? The essay 'Seven Portraits of Time & Change' and the 

conversation 'On the Everyday Activity of Getting on with Living' offer different ways to 

understand ageing as an idea, process, reality and structure. My prompt to the directors to 

address the content leads to a discussion about the way in which ageing may best be 

understood as life itself. Butler observes 'We talked a lot about how ageing is actually 

living, we played a lot with that, is this piece about ageing or just about living?' (2011: 41). 

The conversation thus enables us to take the idea of ageing beyond 'old' and 'young'. 

Harradine later remarks that the piece was in essence trying to 'condense some time 
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passing, to heighten this sense of change ( ... ) Life is passing every day' (2011: 44). As 

Harradine remarks in hindsight, the intention was to 'celebrate the everydayness of it' 

(2011: 60). 

In conjunction with the performance run at the Young Vic, Fevered Sleep organised a public 

Symposium on ageing6
, and I used the documentation to respond to some of the 

comments and issues that were raised at this event. In 'Seven Portraits of Time & Change' I 

use the criticism that the performance did not explicitly tackle critical issues, or address 

'real life problems' connected to old age in a modern society, as a foil to explain that the 

performance's intention was to 'challenge the perception that ageing is something that 

only concerns "old people'" (2011: 11). My point is that On Ageing was not about what it is 

like to be 'old', and the problems that this entails, rather we wanted to challenge the 

dichotomy between young and old. The performance proposed a more complex 

understanding of ageing. This complexity was built into the dramaturgy from the outset 

with the casting of seven young performers, thus suggesting that 'ageing applies to 

everybody, young and old' (2011: 12). Dramaturgically the performance's coup is the 

uncertainty that is created by having young performers speak the testimonies of much 

older people. This juxtaposition of 'old' and 'young' arguably opens an interpretational 

space for the audience to 'travel the distance between the younger and the older person' 

(2011: 17), or as I remark, the performance creates 'a space for the audience to actively 

reflect on the ways in which they think about ageing, or what it is to them' (2011: 14). 

My essay explains how the dramaturgy created a counter narrative by exploring a 

Gerontologist's perspective where ageing can be seen in more 'positive and dynamic terms' 

(2011: 12). I remark that 'If the representation of ageing is often underpinned by 

descriptions such as loss, deficiency, decrease, fatigue and drying out, the idea of ageing as 

a life course and constant accumulation of experience and knowledge can help challenge 

the perception that ageing is a form of lack or disorder that needs correcting' (2011: 13). If 

science explains the mechanism, On Ageing looked to interpret the mechanism in terms of 

its emotional content. Applying a Gerontological perspective we explored how getting 

older may in fact be seen as a progression as opposed to a regression. 

The conversation 'On the Everyday Activity of Getting on with Living' creates a space to 

reflect on the process of working with children, and as we discuss on pages 30-32 the 
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young children changed the way in which we worked and devised. Another observation is 

that the reactions to the piece confirmed that children are a charged topic within our 

culture. I give a lot of space to discussing the involvement of the children, firstly for the 

obvious reason that they were the main component of the performance and the 

dramaturgy, but secondly also to address the politics of working with children in a 

performance about ageing. Harradine remarks in relation to the criticism of the decision to 

include difficult topics such as death: 'For me, these criticisms just rested on an assumption 

that these children were sort of empty vessels that we had poured all these things into, 

dirtying the vessel by doing it' (2011: 44). Here the conversation touches on issues 

concerning our culture's view on children in general. Butler remarks that the performance 

gave the audience a rare opportunity to look at children as 'interesting, complex people, 

beings. You don't often see that' (2011: 34). 

For me as dramaturg, On Ageing raised a number of questions about responsibility; what 

does it mean to have responsibility for the people you work with, and what kind of 

responsibility do you have when you make work that explores politically and socially 

charged topics? More than on An Infinite Line: Brighton I was asking questions about 

representation and content throughout the process. For me, and I am sure for the directors 

too, there was something very different at stake in a performance that explored ageing 

with young children than in a piece about Brighton's light. And in the way that a child is a 

sensitive topic within our culture so too is the elderly person; in the conversation we 

discuss the decision to leave out the elderly people. Harradine remarks that our decision 

did risk perpetuating the narrative of the invisible older person. We understood why we 

made the deciSion, but in this respect the performance did not entirely escape the 

narratives about old and young that it set out to challenge. I found it important to include 

reference to this in the documentation. The heightened awareness that there is something 

at stake in the dramaturgy becomes even more pronounced in the following performance 

and documentation that I made with the company. 
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COMPONENTS 

Documentation product entitled Returning Home: Reflections on making 'Abo"e Me The 

Wide Blue SIcy', edited by Synne K. Behrndt, with contributions from David Harradine, 

Samantha Butler and Colin Ellwood. Design by ValleWalkley. Published by Fevered Sleep, 

2013. ISBN 978-0-9559082-6-2. 

Instructions: There are two reading items in component 5. First read the statement below. 

Then read the conversation between dramaturg Synne K. Behrndt and directors Samantha 

Butler and David Harradine 'To Remember What It Actually Was', p.20-36. Finally read my 

essay 'To Hear, to Look, to Really See', p.8-17. 

Note on design: Returning Home: Reflections on making 'Above Me The Wide Blue Sky' is a 

booklet, and it is designed to be inserted in the performance programme which was 

handed out to the audience at the performance in 2013. Component 5's two reading items 

are within Returning Home: Reflections on making 'Above Me The Wide Blue Sky'. These 

two reading items are included in this submission (Appendix 4). 

Statement: 

The documentation accompanied the performance installation Above Me The Wide Blue 

Sky, my third collaboration with David Harradine, Samantha Butler and Fevered Sleep. The 

installation was a three-hour long durational event which embedded a 45-minute 

performance section performed by Laura Cubitt who was accompanied by the dog Luca. 

Above Me The Wide Blue Sky was shown at Live at LlCA, 22_23rd February 2013; Warwick 

Arts Centre, 27 February-2nd March 2013; Young Vic, 7_28th March 2013. 

Above Me The Wide Blue Sky was a development and continuation of An Infinite Line: 

Brighton's landscape and weather theme and On Ageing's exploration of time, change and 

childhood. In the conversation 'To Remember What It Actually Was' we unpick the genesis 

of the project at length because it is important to give context for how and why we merged 

two quite different investigations in the dramaturgy. One investigation had to do with our 

relationship to home and place, our childhood and past. The other investigation concerned 

a desire to speak about the dramatic and incremental changes to our nature and 
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environment. Both these narratives, we noted, revolved around the sense of 

disappearance and change, for example in the conversation Harradine refers to a sense of 

yearning for a childhood home to be 'just like it was when you left it ( ... ) so it's impossible 

to return home because it doesn't exist. It exists in our imagination, but it's become 

something else' (2013: 24). The dramaturgical challenge was to bring a personal and 

introspective meditation on home, place and childhood together with a reflection on the 

dramatic environmental changes that are occurring within our world. While Above Me The 

Wide Blue Sky did not weigh in on a debate about climate change, our two narratives found 

a meeting point in Wilson and Kellert's proposition in The Biophilio Hypothesis (1995) that 

the gradual loss and erosion of species means the irreversible loss of the world as we know 

it. The authors' suggestion that a loss of biodiversity leads to a gradual loss of complexity 

seemed a genuinely generative, if also dystopian, interpretation of climate change. 

Moreover we observed, when interviewing people during our R&D period, that nature was 

for many a concept more than it was a lived reality. As I remark in the essay 'Our research, 

discussions and conversation with people kept returning to the observation that generally 

speaking the industrial world has lost sight of nature' (2013: 15). 

We therefore had two different narratives or trajectories; one where our relationship to 

nature was explored in terms of home, childhood memory and a sense of loss of what used 

to be. The other was a narrative about erosion and disappearance of environment, 

ecosystems, species and biodiversity. My essay explains how we developed a dramaturgy 

for the 45-minute performance. We were able to extrapolate some guiding principles, 

these were: distillation, erosion, disappearance, memory, absence, mediated nature and 

representation. We observed in rehearsals that when we try and remember places we 

often hone in on a specific detail or sensations, as I remark in the essay: 

As time passes our recollection of that place or environment may fade until we 
remember only the most important thing about it. What stays with us is a kind of 
after image where the place and situation are distilled to the most essential (2013: 
14). 

We mapped this idea onto a narrative about the gradual erosion of nature. Erosion is 

arguably also a form of distillation. In the essay I remark that 'It seemed critical to explore a 

more radical content and to ask what may happen if a fading memory of nature is in fact all 

we have left?' (2013: 15). With a nudge to our own performance installation I ask on p.18 in 
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the essay what sense we may make of a world where nature is merely present in a 

mediated form. 

My essay interprets and maps the dramaturgy for the reader, and I can also at this point in 

time look back on a body of work with the company. I therefore discuss Above Me The 

Wide Blue Sky in context with our other collaborations. I am now in a position to see the 

overall trajectory in their work, and with Above Me The Wide Blue Sky it becomes clear that 

the directors have recurring ideas that they return to in their work. I note that there is a 

correlation between their process and performance dramaturgy, and I remark that their 

devising process is 'mirrored in their performance dramaturgy where the aim is to give the 

audience space and above all time to observe, think and experience' (2013: 9). I make the 

point that both their process and work are about 'finding something out' (2013: 9). In 

Harradine and Butler's work the audience is not always asked 'to follow a story, instead 

they are invited to observe processes unfolding in real time' (2013: 10). The typical 

dramaturgy of their work, and Above Me The Wide Blue Sky in particular, is a kind of non

drama where the intention is to make the audience observe incremental and microscopic 

changes. The idea that one would give the audience space and time within the structure of 

the piece has come up in all three documentation products, and in this essay I expand on 

this idea by drawing on critical perspectives from Olafur Eliasson. He proposes that it is 

through slowing down and taking one's time that one notices the changeability of 

surroundings. Above Me The Wide Blue Sky's slow and, for some, meditative pace reveals 

critical content. The slow pace can make the spectator more attentive to detail, as I write 

'What happens in the course of the piece is that a landscape slowly comes into focus and 

then slowly disappears ( ... ) In Above Me the drama is about bearing witness to a process of 

creation and erosion' (2013: 11). 

There is a development in my approach to the dramaturgical essay; where my previous 

essays were discussions of the dramaturgy from a performance analysis point of view, I 

here adopt a more contextual approach by integrating the research perspectives that 

informed my dramaturgical thinking in the project. In doing so I am bringing my approach 

to academic writing and documentation writing closer together, mindful of the fact that the 

documentation is not intended for an academic reader only. The process of writing and 

creating the documentation raised new questions for me with regards to embedding 

dramaturgical reflection in the creative devising process. It seemed clear to me that the 
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essay and conversation could be produced throughout the process, and it would be useful 

if the creative team had more space and time to engage with the discourse whilst making 

the work. It has been standard practice for me to write dramaturgical notes throughout the 

process, but in hindsight I do ask myself if the dramaturgical essay may in fact be a very 

useful contribution to the rehearsals. Ifone built longer periods of reflection into the 

rehearsal process, the essay and conversation would be able to enrich the work during the 

process of devising. 

I created the documentation three months after the performance project had ended, and 

the conversation reflects the fact that the directors are still processing the work. The 

conversation is entitled 'To Remember What It Actually Was' which is a reference to the 

performance's disappearance theme. It is however also a reference to the fact that the 

conversation becomes an important opportunity for the directors to revisit the project, and 

to remember and think through the piece, as Harradine remarks, it is 'good to talk about it' 

(2013: 35). Here the dramaturg facilitates a process of remembering and prompts the 

directors to trace their decisions in order that they become clearer about the performance 

that they created. The opportunity to revisit the project was particularly important with 

Above Me The Wide Blue Sky because it received quite a 'polarised response' (2013: 25), as 

Samantha Butler puts it. She goes on to say: 'I haven't thought about the piece since, I've 

put it away, and when someone asks you questions you return to all the reasons why you 

made the decisions you made. You remember why' (2013: 35). Butler implies that the 

process of mapping their decisions may in fact give directors confidence in their decisions, 

and ultimately in their work. 

One important issue that we do not discuss in the documentation is the fact that we were 

creating an installation within theatre venues. After the project I was left with questions 

about the role and importance of the context in which the work was placed and presented. 

A theatre venue is a particular context and frame, and it can create certain expectations 

and assumptions about the relationship between the work and the spectator. I am not 

convinced that the theatre space was appropriate for the installation and performance, and 

yet Above Me The Wide Blue Sky was, for some people, very much a theatre piece. For me 

the project raised questions about the appropriateness of context, and where and how 

best to frame and present the work. It also raised a question about how best to frame work 

that sits between categories. I address this indirectly in that my essay's discourse on the 
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role of the audience in Fevered Sleep's work is motivated by a desire to explain how to 

negotiate and view the work. I write that Above Me The Wide Blue Sky challenged its 

audience to 'observe processes unfolding in real time' (2013: 10). 

Above Me The Wide Blue Sky was a complicated project because there was also a desire to 

work with narratives and representation. It sat on the fault line between installation and 

theatre, and it therefore invited the audience to engage with it in a particular way. The 

question for me is how one prepares an audience for this kind of experience yet also lets 

the work speak for itself. I take the question about the relationship between audience and 

the 'work' with me into my next and final article 'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of 

Encounters' where I discuss the notion of the implicated spectator. 
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COMPONENT 6 

Article 'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of Encounters', published In special Issue 

'Dramaturgies in the New Millennium. Relatlonality, Performatlvlty and Potentiality', 

Forum Modernes Theater 44, 2014, p. 130-146. Special Issue editors: Katharlna Pewny, 

Johan Callens, Jeroen Coppens. ISBN: 978-3-8233-6873-1. Item PI!: 5715476. 

Instructions: Please read the article and then read the statement below. 

Statement: 

As I mentioned in the introduction, the article 'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of 

Encounters' was developed from a paper that I presented at the 'Relational Aspects of 

Dramaturgy' conference in Ghent in 2012. Nicolas Bourriaud's well-known and contested 

argument regarding 'a relational art' (Bourriaud 2002: 14) informed the conference's brief 

for me to speak to dramaturgy as a relational practice, with specific focus on the 

relationship between process and performance. 

In the article I propose that devising entails a particular predicament for the devisers and 

the dramaturg. They essentially begin the work without 'an object' that they can view in 

full. By this I mean that they do not, for example, have a play that becomes the 'object' of 

analysis. The task is therefore initially to create conceptual and practical conditions for the 

work. A question that I have pursued throughout my practice is how I, as dramaturg, can 

facilitate a conversation, make an observation or a suggestion that will be generative. I 

have come to realise that my role often concerns helping the directors to find a way into 

the material. In the article I propose that dramaturgical work within a devising process is 

'about facilitating situations or creating conditions that enable something to happen' 

(2014: 130). Throughout my research I have posited that dramaturgical work within 

devising pertains to giving form or a shape to emerging material. In Dramaturgy and 

Performance we argued that devising is a process where content and structure are shaped 

simultaneously. In 'Dance, Dramaturgy and Dramaturgical Thinking' I proposed that the 

dramaturg is a collaborator who can facilitate dramaturgical thinking and 'risk naming and 

giving shape to the emerging material' (2010: 195). My essay 'Shaping a Dramaturgy' 

exemplified how the dramaturg observes, articulates and shapes structures and synthesises 
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elements. As I remark in the essay, within a devising process dramaturgical work is about 

giving form and shape to the 'invisible and intangible' (2011: 139). These articulations 

combined suggest that devising is a process where the dramaturg has to invest herself. She 

has to actively create meaning and produce and write material. She essentially has to 

create a 'work' within an open process. The article 'Dramaturgy and the Facilitation of 

Encounters' explores what I see as a connection between my challenge as dramaturg in 

devising and what Rachel Fensham has named the 'new spectator'. I propose that 'The 

plight of the deviser and the dramaturge [sic] in devising is the same as that of the 

postdramatic spectator: how do they make sense of porosity, ephemerality and uncertainty 

within what seem like very open and undefined structures' (2014: 141). 

In the article my interest in dramaturgical work and the postdramatic spectator combine 

with my interest in the work of artists such as TIno Sehgal, Olafur Eliasson and Tobias 

Rehberger. While these artists are very different in terms of aesthetics, politics and 

explorations, their work shares the presupposition that the 'work' is a process that 

implicates and involves the spectator. Here the work is often predicated on the physical 

involvement of the spectator, in one way or another, and the spectator's participation and 

presence are thus woven into the work's dramaturgy. I cite Olafur Eliasson's suggestion 

that 'without the participation of the user there is nothing ( ... ) we need to take it to the 

point of saying that the user is the source of the art work' (2014: 138). I am interested in 

what happens to the idea of the spectator when the work cannot be viewed in terms of a 

whole, or in terms of an object that one can observe at a critical distance. It is interesting to 

consider what happens to the idea of the work when the spectator becomes the subject of 

the work. No longer a critic the spectator becomes implicated in the creation of the work, 

and the work becomes about their engagement and how they decide to engage, or not, as 

the case may be. For Eliasson the notion of an implicated viewer (or 'user' as he calls it) has 

politicising potential in that by encouraging the viewer to participate and directly influence 

the art, they realise that their actions have consequences. They can effect change. 

In Dramaturgy and Performance we proposed that 'the practice of dramaturgy, in the 

sense of analytical process, offers an ongoing, implicit exploration of what a 'work' can be' 

(2008: 19), and in the context of the works that I discuss in the article, dramaturgical 

analysis becomes about articulating how and why something may be a 'work'. Here 

dramaturgical analysis becomes about articulating what makes it a 'work' in the first place, 
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thus the open work within contemporary art challenges the spectator, who is then no 

longer a spectator, perhaps, to define the parameters of the work. This process is similar to 

the dramaturg within a devising process. In the article's conclusion I sum up the the 

dramaturg's creative role in devising: 

Dramaturgical work ends up being about articulating that which comes into being, 
and in doing so the dramaturg creates material. She is therefore not an objective 
set of eyes that critique something that has already been created, instead she 
actively has to help create conditions for the dramaturgy to emerge (2014: 141). 

The dramaturg is an implicated spectator. 
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CONCLUSION 

Discursive Spaces has been about creating and opening up spaces, on a number of levels; 

on the one hand my research has been about creating conditions for embedding a role and 

practice in discourses, places, processes and contexts that had no tradition or culture for it. 

On the other it has been about offering a rethinking of existing definitions, assumptions, 

narratives and prejudices about these. This double movement of introducing whilst 

expanding permeates Dramaturgy and Performance. We acknowledge dramaturgy's 

genesis in theatre criticism and playwriting, but simultaneously urge that it be seen in 

relation to 'a wider range of practices' (2008: 2). By bringing together and contextualising 

existing perspectives it created a metadiscourse that articulated the various positions and 

definitions. It told the story about a contested term and the curiosity and controversy that 

it generated within the UK. One of Dramaturgy and Performance's achievements was that 

it wrested dramaturgy from the idea that it pertains to a specific genre, narrative and 

dramatic form. Instead we posited that it is a political and contextual term that is 

applicable to a number of practices and processes. 

In my writing on process and the dramaturg I have introduced a context to a new role in 

performance practice whilst at the same time arguing for repositioning of the dramaturg 

within the creative process. Itis perhaps paradoxical that one of the least discussed and 

written about roles in theatre is also the most controversial. My research has been 

concerned with countering the narrative of the dramaturg as an outside position. I have 

posited that the dramaturg is a collaborator or an implicated spectator. At the same time I 

have also argued that dramaturgical thinking is not only the domain of the dramaturg, 

rather dramaturgy and dramaturgical analysis are integral to the process. One of the 

findings of my research is that it is within devising and dance that we begin to see a new 

conception of the dramaturg as an immersed collaborator, and of dramaturgy as a 

processual practice. 

My research has continuously returned to the idea that the dramaturg creates conditions 

for something to happen, be it negotiating the space between people or creating practical 

and conceptual strategies. But what other ways may there be to think about creating 

discursive spaces in the future? My three documentation products Invisible Things: 

Documentation from a Devising Process and On Ageing: Reflections, Conversations, 
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Research and Returning Home: Reflections on making 'Above Me The Wide Blue Sky' lay 

bare the process of creating the dramaturgy, and I have come to consider the creation of 

documentation to be an integral part of my practice. I would like to explore in the future 

how the documentation that I make after the performance could become more integrated 

in the making of the work; how may a formalised dramaturgical conversation during the 

process actually help make the work, and how would a dramaturgical essay on our 

exploration during the process help the directors see the work from a dramaturgical point 

of view. I am interested in how the documentation could enrich the process of making. 

It is interesting to ponder how this activity may also become a critical part of the 21st 

century dramaturg's practice. The documentation extended the performance's 

explorations, and they are documents that offer interpretations of the works and their 

intentions. They create a discursive space for the work. German producer and dramaturg 

Thomas Frank has, at a recent 'New Dramaturgies' symposium, suggested that it has now 

become more important to focus on the role that the dramaturg can play in creating a 

public discourse7
• Frank suggested that it is no longer enough to speak about dramaturgical 

work only in relation to the creative process, rather dramaturgical work today may also be 

about finding ways to engage the public in the ideas or debates that the work explores. In 

her article 'The Ignorant Dramaturg' Bojana Cvejic predicts that a dramaturgical task for the 

future is to make 'an effort to articulate, find new appropriate formats, in order to make 

public the specific ideas, processes and practices' (2010: 41). The dramaturg's future role is 

to consider not only how to nurture and create conditions for new work, but also to think 

of strategies for creating and nurturing new audiences and new contexts for the work. We 

may therefore now be at a point where the focus has to shift from definitions of terms to a 

preoccupation with content and practical conditions. The question is no longer what is 

dramaturgy, rather it now seems more urgent to discuss the kinds of dramaturgies that are 

created within our current culture, and to also ask questions about the conditions, 

relationships, processes and networks that produce these. 

Richard Hurford asks 'Can dramaturgs have the useful conversations about the work in the 

wider world that directors and writers find difficult?' (2014), and he supports the idea that 

the dramaturg is in a good position to create a discussion space for the work. Dramaturgs 

are both close to the work whilst aware of the wider context within which the work 

operates. They can become a facilitator of debates, take the long view and ensure that the 
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previous production is not forgotten, and they can find other ways to have conversations 

about the work. Shaping and creating a discursive space for the work does interestingly 

take the dramaturg into the realm of creative producing. And the dramaturg's work 

dovetails with academic and scholarly practice, which is also about creating a discursive 

space for practice, processes and ideas. Frank, Hurford and Cvejic are not the first to argue 

that communication with the public is a dramaturgical task, but if performance practice, as 

Frank and Cvejic suggest, has a precarious existence within our current climate, then the 

dramaturg has a role to play in creating a space for the arts. The argument follows that 

dramaturgs can view their role as reaching beyond performance making. This implicates 

them in the wider production process, from conceptualisation, funding, creative process to 

communication with the public, funders, academic community and other communities. 

There is an argument to be made about the dramaturg's important role in disseminating 

the work through other means than academic articles and discourse, with a view to 

communicating the work to a wider audience and public. 

The documentation products in this submission demonstrate how research, ideas and 

reflection shape and inform performance making, and they inadvertently bear witness to 

the important, but not easily quantifiable, value that reflective processes can have within 

creative work. It is not for a need to claim ownership that I initially put the documentation 

together, however my documentation products do bring the perspective of the dramaturg 

into sharper focus. The often implicit role that research and reflection play within practice 

can be mapped on to a universal paradox which is at the heart of any dramaturg's work; 

while she can be a fully immersed collaborator, her contribution is often invisible to the 

audience or anyone outside the creative process. Where other roles in a creative process 

can point to 'ownership' of certain things in the work, scenography, music and so on, the 

dramaturg's work disappears into the general fabric. There is no single object or design that 

the dramaturg can point to as hers. Analysis, feedback, support, critical perspectives and 

research leave no trace, other than by the way these help to shape the work and the depth 

of the enquiry. It is arguably in my documentation products that my practice and reflective 

writing dovetail most explicitly. 

In my submission Discursive Spaces I have looked back on some of my most significant 

research, and it has been an eye opening experience to 'dramaturg' my own work. I have 

come to realise that my research and writing have also been a vehicle for me to understand 
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more about the kind of collaborator I am within the process. I realise that while I may think 

of myself as a practical dramaturg in the rehearsal space, it is through my writing that I 

have come to understand more about what I do in the space. Discursive Spaces reflects the 

fact that I am both a dramaturg and a researcher, and it shows in how many different ways 

my practice and scholarship inform one another. My research and writing on dramaturgy 

have helped me develop a more complex understanding of my own practice, and it is 

through the research that I did for my academic publications that I have acquired a more 

critical understanding of the field. It is also through my written work that I have been able 

to engage with - and make a contribution to - an emerging discourse on dramaturgy, in the 

UK and internationally. 

Future Perspectives 

We are currently preparing for a second edition of Dramaturgy and Performance, and this 

is an opportunity to reflect on what has happened since 2008. We are now at a point 

where the term dramaturgy and the dramaturg have found their way into the general 

vocabulary and professional practice in the UK. There are more dramaturgs, or at least 

named thus, working in UK theatre. The term is no longer contested in the same way that it 

was ten years ago, and there has been a proliferation of publications on dramaturgy, in 

particular in the UK and North America. A second edition of Dramaturgy and Performance 

would reflect on new developments and discuss where the field is at now. It could perhaps 

also djscuss the way in which dramaturgy became a foil for a wider debate about fraught 

relationships between funding bodies, artists, producers and venues. Funding agendas 

played a role in creating a helpful focus on dramaturgy in the UK, however they arguably 

also muddied the waters by implying that dramaturgy would help improve the standard of 

the work in the UK. In this respect the public discourse in the UK became about dramaturgy 

and the dramaturg as mechanisms that would come from outside (Europe) and change UK 

practice. I have sought in different ways, and within different contexts, to counter the 

narrative that dramaturgy and the dramaturg are external mechanisms. 

Together with Cathy Turner I have conducted research within a field that had no 

established discourse, authority figures or 'go to' experts. It was a wide open space in 

academic research which could be claimed, but it is characteristic of the undefined and 

fuzzy around the edges nature of the field that no single scholar has colonised or claimed 
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the space as the expert on dramaturgy. I too have found pleasure in making sure that it is 

kept as a wide open space for me and others to explore. 

End Notes 

1 What is Dramaturgy? Symposium held at Birmingham Repertory Theatre (3rd June 2005); 
Dramatrix 05 at London Oval Theatre (1th December 2005); Conversations on 
Choreography conference series: School of New Dance Development, Amsterdam (March 
1999) & LaCaldera, Barcelona (November 1999) & Firkin Crane Choreographic Research 
Centre, Cork (October 2(00). Convener: Scott deLahunta. 
2 Paper presented at the conference Dramaturgy as Applied Knowledge: From Theory to 
Practice and Back, The Department of Theatre Studies, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, 27_29th 

May 2008. 
3 One example is an entry from 2013 on Dan'Rebellato's blog Spilled Ink. Rebellato writes: 
'I've always been a bit suspicious of dramaturgy. I teach it, how to take a play apart, how to 
understand its underlying architecture, how to build out that architecture through actions. 
But I've been suspicious; I always worry that it normalises a play, turns it into something 
expected, ordinary, conventional' (www.danrebellato.co.uk). Rebellato's comment 
illustrates two common assumptions about dramaturgy; the first being that it pertains to 
taking the play or performance apart. The other is that this would make the play 
conventional, thus dramaturgy is here reduced to a set of structural mechanisms. In 
fairness, this interpretation of dramaturgy prefaces Rebellato's point that he now sees it 
differently. 
4 I used this observation as a starting point for a presentation entitled 'The Usefulness of 
the Dramaturg', presented at the international symposium Dramaturgy Between Reality 
and Vision: Role 0/ Dramaturgy - The key for theatre-making Process, organised by Slovene 
Centre ITI and Maribor Theatre Festival, 16th October 2010, Maribor. 
5 As research assistant on the project 'Choreography and Dramaturgy' (1998-1999), led by 
Dr Diana Theodores at Dartington College of Arts, I was in able to observe the early 
debates. 
6 The public symposium 'On Ageing' took place in the Young Vic's Maria space, 2nd October 
2010, London. 
7 New Dramaturgies Symposium, organised by Helen Medland and Tim Harrison 
(Basement, Brighton). Hosted by the Unicorn Theatre, 27th June 2014, London. 
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SEVEN PORTRAITS OF TIME & CHANGE 

When devising On Ageing we often discussed the way in 
which the piece represented or addressed ageing, but 
the question about its possible impact started to pre
occupy me after the public symposium which was held in 
conjunction with the performance. Some of the debate 
at the symposium revolved around questions to do with 
how the performance responded to the challenge of the 
theme of ageing itself. We heard interesting and surprising 
interpretations of the performance, and some of these 
alluded to a desire for the performance to explicitly 
tackle critical issues, or to address ·reallife problems· 
connected to old age in a modern society. This was 
somewhat surprising to us, because the performance 
explicitly wanted to challenge the perception that ageing 
is something that only concerns ·old people·. For example 
in expanding the concept of ageing the performance 
invited the audience to wrestle with ·youth· and ·children· 
as another image of ageing. 

The symposium was framed by keynotes from Professor 
Miriam Bernard and Professor Maria Evandrou and an II 
interesting upshot of their presentations was a discussion 
about the relationship between performance and 
academic researoh, and in particular the way in which 
performance and the arts can be treated as a vehicle 
for disseminating such research. The question raised by 
Professor Helen Nicholson during the symposium, as to 
how On Ageing's dramaturgy - or the way in which ageing 
was performed - could inform research into ageing, 
alluded to the fact that performance may do more than 

1..1.. 



ON AGEING 

simply repeat or illustrate scientific or academic research 
and findings. In a later phone conversation Nicholson 
proposed that the relationship between performance 
and research could be thought of in terms of a dialogue 
where the artistic outcome is seen as offering a different 

III perspective. This perspective may in turn impact on the 
way in which science is being done. 

OnAseins was not intended primarily as a dissemination 
of scientific or academic research. We deployed research 
as a generator of ideas and discussions. Research was 
productive when it resonated with ideas that were 
already in circulation within our discussions and in the 
rehearsal space, or when it inspired us to think differently, 
or helped focus and illuminate the project's intentions. 
As David Harradine has pointed out, conversations with 

IV Maria Evandrou and Professor Tom Kirkwood, as well 
as consultant gerontologist Kalman Kafetz, all of whom 
gave advice and ideas to the project from professional 
perspectives, clarified that ageing need not pertain to 
old age, and that it can be framed in more positive 
and dynamic terms: such as lifecourse, accumulated 

~ experience and the fact that ageing applies to every
~ body, young and old. Kalman Kafetz reminded us that 
.~ in the medical sense, the older someone is, the more 
~ likely they are to be different from other people of the 
~ same age: different relationships to health and illness 

lead to a greater diversity as we age, and as such it is 
hard to accept an idea of being old, as though all·old 
people· are the same. Conversations with Tom Kirkwood 
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SEVEN PORTRA.{TS OF TIME & CHANGE 

revealed that the physiological processes of ageing start 
even before we're born, making it a process that quite 
radically applies to people of all ages. If the representa
tion of ageing is often underpinned by descriptions such 
as loss, deficiency, decrease, fatigue and drying out, the 
idea of ageing as a life course and constant accumulation 
of e.<perience and knowledge can help challenge the 
perception that ageing is a form of lack or disorder that 
needs correcting. Thus gerontology offered a dynamic 
and positive way of thinking about ageing and this had 
profound consequences for On Ageing's dramaturgy and 
the way in which the theme was performed. Moreover, 
the concept of accumulation was a kind of ·connecting 
tissue· that linked different ideas in the performance 
and our process. 

Throughout the research and development of the project, 
accumulation reappeared in a number of different guises. 
In the programme notes that accompanied the perform
ance, directors David Harradine and Sam Butler explain 
the genesis of this central idea: 

In one of our early research workshops, when we brought 
tosether a group of elders and a group of children, we noticed 
how the children sat, quiet and respectful, as the elders 
talked and talked and talked, and one of us wrote, 'they're 
overl/owing with memories', We started with this idea of aselng 
as the accumulation of experience and memory. Then we 
started working with objects, and soon we'd gathered 
hundreds of things to chart a journey through a lifetime, 
objects from infancy and childhood; from adolescence and 
adulthood; objects from old age. We talked about lofts and 

13 



ON AGEING 

cupboards and garages full of stuff, the accumulation of 
things that we no longer want, but somehow need to keep. 

And then an early conversation with one of the several 
scientific advisors who have offered ideas to the project 
explained to us why the body changes as it ages. 
Physiological deterioration is caused by the accumulation 
of cellular and genetic damage over our long lifetimes, 
because the body hasn't evolved to maintain itself for as 
many years as people in the West now live. Again and asaln 
we encountered this idea of accumulation: of experience, 
of time, of memories, of change, and of stuff. 

AccumulQtion also foregrounds the experience and 
value that one who has lived a long life may bring to 
younger generations and people. This was one of the 
reasons that we were interested in the co-existence of 
young performers and a choir of older people in the 
performance. Dramaturgically we were interested in 
animating the question, ·what is it that older aenerations 
know that younaer people don't and cannot yet know?· 
Like the chorus in Greek theatre that adopts the long 
view on the action on stage, the presence of the elders 
would gesture towards the incredible idea that life 
experience and history could be passed on. 

Whilst the presence of the choir in the piece had a 
dramaturgical imperative, it felt important to stay with 
the idea of expanding ageing beyond ·old age·. The 
performance was about creating a space for the audience 
to actively reflect on the ways in which they think about 
ageing, or what it is to them. Attitudes and feelings 

~ 
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towards ageing are not merely produced by a society, 
culture or medical science at large, rather they reside in 
- and speak through - the individual person. We were 
therefore interested in the language that people use, 
the images that,+hav nr"rf •• I"a nnrt +ha ways in which 
their ambival· 1 out in the 
stories th('" 

The direc1 
communi1 
about ag~ 
charged n 
to ·tell us 
diverse in 
mundane. 
angryanc 
tangentia 
ageing is ( 
one has rT 

were used 
and were 
were plao 
different ·vo. 

e:y choose. 

, in the 
ra lot 
onally 
)eople 
• were 
agmatic, 
ttersweet, 
Jlly 
k about 
oices 
Isponses 
llance 
imonies 
listinctly 

as a very 
open concept. appreciation 
of gardening and nature became a key text in the 
performance as it reflected a newly found sensitivity 
to the passing of time and the realisation that change 
and the passing of time may paradoxically be the most 
constant thing in our lives: 
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It's just so funny how that happens, how all 
of a sudden you know," nature 1 

I sit and look at all the different colours 
now and, you know, this is when you know 
that nature, no matter what happens in your 
life ~re just keeps goinS, And :hose 
col~ ,I have this plant, an Acer , I 
I 101, e the fact that every year the lea res 
start comins, and the colour, and then 
before you've even taken it all in, then 
its autumn and there's nothing there, and 
then suddenly it all starts comins up asain. 

And all that stuff really makes me think. 
It just soes on no matter what happens. 
It just soes on, nature, and while that's 
happenins, you know, well you just set on 
with it too, with beins busy, with work, you 
know, you just set on with it, with livins. 

By putting very different real-life testimonies side by side 
as well as having them spoken by performers who were 

V eVidently too young to have had those experiences, the 
performance played on the strangeness of this collision. 
We were interested in why and how this was felt-to be 
strange. Th Incongruence between the testifY 1Y'S older 
speaking 81 .. the much younger perforr elivering 
the testimony in the performance invited the audience 
to contemplate the distance travelled between the young 
person speaking and the older person's experience. A 
possible interpretation is that the children and their play 
became a physical embodiment of the older ·voices· 
whose bodies and faces we never saw. And whose actual 
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voices we never heard. In keeping with the exploration 
of ageing as a dynamic process the performance invited 
audience members to imagine these faces and bodies 
and to travel the distance between the younger and the 
older person. The imagined future life span of the young 
person and the lived memories of the older person would 
collide or blend. We were interested in the way in which 
past, present and future intermingle when one tries to 
remember or look back at one's life. Past events don't 
appear in our memory as linear scenarios, they present 
themselves as snapshots, and like a movie scene that is 
shot from different angles, each new -take· will reveal a 
new perspective. The passing of time erases certain 
details, or adds new ones and gradually past events may 
start to take the form of imagined scenarios. We may 
no longer be able to distinguish clearly between what is 
real, imagined, remembered or perhaps even fabricated. 
Similarly one may also imagine the future and oneself in 
future scenarios, as children often do when they play. 
In the performance the performers played with objects 
and animated a series of pretend scenarios. We can see 
these playful games as gestures towards the childrens' 
future adult lives. 

The final image of the performance was a crammed 
space, so filled with objects that the performers moved 
slowly and carefully to avoid falling, moving more like 
elders than children. The performers were present, 
but the space also seemed strangely deserted, as if the 
room's real inhabitants had disappeared when the last 
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SEVEN PORTRAITS OF TIME & CHANGE 

testimony was spoken. Are we in the past, the present 
or the future? This final image evoked the sense of a 
life lived. Was this a future life or a life already lived, and 
if so, had the audience been watching a ·replay· of this 
life? These temporal ambiguities were important to the 
dramaturgy of the piece, and were in part inspired by the 
directors' rewriting of a text originally written by Ana'is Nin, 
This text did not find a place in the final performance, 
however it shaped our thinking and practice: 

He do not grow absolutely, chronologically, 
He grow sometimes in one dimension, 
so.etimes in another, He grow unevenly. 

He are Mature in some ways and childish in 
others. He are constant change, unstable, 
relative. The past, present and future 
Mingle in us and pull us backwards and 
forwards, or fix us in the present. 

He are fragmented. We are made up of 
layers, and layers upon layers. Our history 
is carried in our cells, in our skin, 
in our bodies. 

He are clustered points of light in dark
ness. We are constellations, wheeling 
through a jet-black sky. 

He are pure potential. He are just 
starting out. 

He do not know yet who we want to be. 

During the symposium, Helen Nicholson commented 
further on the performance's exproration of time: 
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One thing that I thought was particularly striking about the 
theotre piece was the way in which it negotiated its way bet
ween reol time, fictional time, imagined time, remembered time, 
in a very integrated manner, and it allowed us to move away 
from that awful stereotype that anything about ageing is going 
to be "roll out the barrel' sketches. It absolutely captured 
the fragmentotion of memory that I think is very clear when 
we start remembering events. And it captured it beoutifully. 

The final image, in which the performers stand looking 
at the audience, suggested a premonition of sorts, as if 
to suggest that in the future these children will be the 
inhabitants of a space which has been filled with a life's 
worth of accumulated stuff. The final text addressed to 
the audience on behalf of the performers acknowledged 
this future, capturing the present moment while reminding 
us that this moment too will pass, and that the children 
on stage will one day become adults, one generation 
replacing another: 

At the end of the show, the lights will 
fade, the music will stop playing, someone 
will clear away all this stuff and you'll 
all disappear. But that's ok, because we'll 
still be here tomorrow. 

These temporal shifts were produced by the simple idea 
to juxtapose age and to enable the audience to fill in 
the space between a young person playing and an older 
person speaking with life experience, or indeed between 
themselves as adults in the audience looking at children 
perform. This effect, combined with the fact that the 
objects the performers brought on stage seemed to 
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belong to different historical eras, created an ambiva
lence as to what kind of time was being represented, 
and whether we were looking forward to a future or 
back to a past. The lighting and video design further 
animated this sense of ambivalence. The lighting created 
a constantly changing visual landscape which moved 
above and beyond the performers. The video (shown on 
TV sets) showed images of nature: rocks being eroded 
by the sea, cherry blossom blowing in the wind, clouds 
moving across the sky. These images reminded us of the 
operation of timescales other than the human (the slow 
timescales of geology, of natural cycles). They suggested 
that whilst the children are playing and busy getting on 
with living, their futures are also waiting for them. 

Notes 

I This title was in the running when 
we discussed titles for the perform
ance. We wanted the title to reflect 
an e:cpansive idea of ageing. 

II Bernard is Professor of Social 
Gerontology at Keele University 
and President of the British Society 
of Gerontology. 

III Conversation recorded 15th 
December 2010.1 am very grateful 
to Professor Helen Nicholson, Royal 
Holloway, University of London, for 
her time and generosity in respond
ing to questions. 
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IV Professor Kirkwood is Director of 
Institute for Ageing and Health, 
Newcastle University. 

V Although some of the testimonies 
had been spoken by people who 
were younger than the performers 
- e.g. a 4-year-old girl - generally 
the performers were speaking 
words that had been spoken by 
people older than themselves. 

VI Comment made during the On 
Ageing Symposium, 2nd October 
2010, Young Vic Theatre, London. 



-# A CONVERSATION I 

SYNNE 

Can we start by talking about On Ageing's history and 
how the project come about? J've heard different versions 
of the project's genesis, but In particular I remember 

b 00 
you, David, saying at one point that Sam hod asked the 

z >- question after An Infinite Line: Brighton, ·what if this was II 
~ c: performed by children?· How much did this question :::I: C ~ w -- prompt the idea of a performance for an adult audience m ...., 00 ~ -0 performed entirely by children, or younS performers? 
w 

...., 
C Can we talk about how the idea for On Ageing arose z >- Cl) z -- or where it came from? 

~ I- (!) > ~ Cl) DAVID -- Because of all the work that we've made for children, w > ...J :z . I and how we've created that work, and the Involvement -Cl W ~ 0 .r:. of children in it, and because also within the company, 
~ having had the presence of Sam's children, children < Q) ~ :::J: >- have been really central to our creative and personal 
Cl --- .r:. ...., 

~ 
lives for a number of years. They were there as a group 

~ 
~ -- of people that we think about a loti just part of the way 

Cl > ~ C 
we think. So for a while I'd been thinking, -maybe we'd 

w C -- want to do something about that then. Let's do something -I +-' 0 ~ with children rather than making work for children, or just ::J 0 0 ID having children in our family lives. Let's actually make a 
~ « < show with children, what would that be like?- So that was 
en floating around, that idea. So when Sam said, ·wouldn't 

it be really Interesting If ~n Infinite Line: Brighton' was 
performed bychilcJren·, it didn't strike me as a strange 
comment because it's a really exciting idea. Yeah, 
wouldn't it be unusual and sort of amazing because 
children are fairly unusual and pretty amazing people . 

.,., 
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SYNNE 

So why a piece about ageing? 

DAVID 

So much of the work that we"ve made over the years has 
been about time, and about memory. A lot of it has been 
about light and darkness, and that's also about living 
and dying, because that's what the metaphor is, isn't it? 

III Written with Lisht was about photography and memory. 
And 10 years ago we made a piece with some old people 

IV in Enfield, where we used to live. We made an installation 
in a shopping centre. We put up a greenhouse and 
invited some old people to sit in it and have conversa
tions which were amplified around the shopping centre. 
Unexpectedly it caused some controversy: old women 
talking about sex and people being really offended. 
So time and ageing have been there as themes. It wasn't 
a brand new idea. 

And you know, we've all just turned 40, that was def
initely part of it My mum turned 70 this year: there was 
just an awareness of time passing and getting older. 
And then, it's like any other idea. It just pops in your 
head one day. Ideas come out of nowhere because lots 
of different things are floating around and there's a 

~ chemical reaction and two things come together, and 
~ then there's the idea. 
g 
~ SAM 

And then someone comes and says, ·we want you to 
make a piece· and then that thing that is in your head 
will just fall out, I suppose. 
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DAVID 

That's true, and it's also linked to moving into the Young 
Vic as an associate company. When we arrived I was 
talking with David Lan about how we could work together. V 
He said, ·well tell """" '01/.."'+ ,../1 ur ... ,. irlArfC> "re and we can 
see if any thin' "e images, 
one of the ' ,e by 
children. ~ birthday 

season, se I" .', ' , " . ~~e as well. 
So we sud ,,~l .... ,,~ :I Idea 

~~ . . ~~ . 
could hap " . ."j,?/t been in 
my head e ~ .. our years 
before the :;!~ works, 
things floc V " rtunity. 
And then ' 

SYNt 

Was it a t l 
such a YOI 

SAM 

with 

Yeah" we 1 ... :1'S~· t.. it through 
because IJ ~ ~-~ - • ~ needed 
to know whe. .d this really 
complex piece. . .. lOg a lot of 
them, so we knew we had to be prepared. So we did 
talk a lot about how we were going to run the rehearsals 
and what would need to be in place, and to work to very 
strict deadlines. More so than normal. And the legal 
stuff that comes with it, breaks and chaperones, being 
left with a child, taking a child to the toilet And also 
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ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

because the youngest was seven, there with much older 
ones, so the range was quite tricky. I suppose if you work 
with children as a group generally they're the same age 

V1 range. So there was a relationship between us and them, 
but also between the children. There are different needs. 
Atter-sch0 .ctivities and all that And tir~ ss as well. 
We had to .nink about that, concentration, fo~ JS. 

Different energies in the room and how we would work 
with that, or harness that 

DAVIO 

Everything about the process felt quite different The 
structure of the process, the planning of it, the scheduling. 
All of that felt different because it had to be, because 
of who they were. But then at the heart of the process, 
conceptually, how we worked, how we chose to work and 
how we generated material, the sorts of conversations 
that we three had, the conceptual conversations about 
what we wanted to do, that didn't really feel any different. 
And the creative approach in rehearsals, even if we 
were only rehearsing for an hour, or an hour and a half 
or whatever, even if the shape of rehearsals might be 
totally different, the approach was the same as always. 

'. SAM 
0) 

~ I think so. 'v .. g "",..aId bring an idea to the rt=m:ur~al room 
~ and get the performers to try it 

.Q 

tt DAVIO 

And then go from there by asking them questions and 
challenging them, which is exactly how we work with 
profeSSional adult performers. I think what was interesting 
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in the end was that the children were doing something 
that a grown-up professional probably could not do. 
The whole thing about the choreography of the objects 
and the ability to play with them, and the way it 
developed over the run. By the end, it was astonishing. 
They were really into it because it was a game. A really 
hard one and a challenging one. They took it as a 
challenge. And they knew that they were good at it 
They liked being good at it. 

SAM 

We kept telling them that they were good at it because 
they really were. 

SYNNE 

There's something about how one structures rehearsals. 
You had to be really clear about why you did what you 
did and when. You hod to make decisions much sooner, 
and you also had to be aware of their energy levels and 
not waste too much time. So we had to be very pro
active in terms of making things come together in this 
process. We could not rely on or plan for the performers 
being able to create their own material or improvise 
solutions. In that respect this process differed quite 
significantly from other devising processes I've been 
involved in. It was as if you as directors were planning 
for every possible eventuality in this process. How did 
you experience the process? 

SAM 

The important decision was when we decided that the 
show was going to be a choreography of objects, and 



we knew that this was an important decision. We had to 
make that decision because we were working with children 
and we knew that we couldn't keep changing our minds 
and keep worrying about it. So we had to make a series 
of rules about how we wanted to work. If you're working 
with adult performers who are professional you spend 
much more time letting them do what they need to do 
to create stuff. And you don't have to worry about all 
that stuff. But in this piece we had to give them things 
sooner. We had to think about how many lines they were 
speaking and we needed to make sure that they had 
those lines and enough time to learn them. We wouldn't 
normally do this - not that we work a great deal with 
text - but when we do we sometimes ask the performers 
to change some of their lines right up to the last minute. 
We really couldn't do that with On Ageins. until the 
performers were confident, and then into the run we 
could make little tweaks, things like that We just had 
to be a bit kinder to them, and to be fair. 

SYNNE 

I think the process also taught me something important 
about generating material. When you work with profess
ional performers you sometimes imagine specific images, 

§ ideas or atmospheres, and you know that these could 
~ be realised if the whole ensemble works towards making 
~ them possible. But with these performers you could not 

assume anything. So when I really discovered what was 
interesting and exciting about these young performers, 
it felt much more, or at least equally interesting, to work 
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with what they brought to the process. It was not just 
about what we wanted them to do, but it was about 
being alert to the qualities that they brought to the 
process, and moments and ideas that we couldn't have 
envisaged. It wa~ like with the objects: m<Jny of the humor-
ous and touc"" 4=rom them. 
I always tel' . ~e potential 
of what's i myself 
to do just 
remind m 
what's in ' 

SA~ 

It was YOl 

wasn't jus 
be a reaU 
subject 01 
there. The 
work with 
bethemsf 
aboutag4 

DAV 
I remembe_ 

sson to 
gwith 

md it 
'lt it would 
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fomethins 
e got to 
: going to 
,a piece 

.ne critics 
saying the om} JS because it 
was performed by children. I hat"s like saying the only 
reason that a ballet works is because ballet dancers are 
dancing it All the piece was was children doing some
thing about ageing, that's all it was. It's really simple, 
just that. To say that it wouldn't have worked if it had 
been adults is a really bizarre comment 
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SAM 

It's not the show we made, is it? 

DAVID 

If they had been adults we wouldn't have made that 
show. It's as vou say, we would have ended uo ooing, 
'what can 1 ~ adult, really highly trained, e~ ;enced 
performers Jo?' and that's not what it was abo .. It.1t was 
never about that. It was something much simpler. 

SYNNE 

And it reminds you that every group of performers or 
people that you work with will define so strongly what it 
is you have. If you let it, if you really let their personalities 
inform your work. 

SAM 

Yes, if you work in that way. The way that we work. 

DAVID 

I think there's a lot to learn from it There's a lot we 
should try and take away from it into other projects. 
It was a really great process. It wasn't relaxed because 
it was work, and it's hard work to make something out 
of nothing to a deadline. But we had to be positive and 
we had to 1 "' happy, even if we only had to ap' ear to 
be happy. \ -' ''ld to appear to be happy ir earsals 

Oi because there was a duty of care from us as directors 
~ and the whole company towards those seven children 

\;; 

~ who were trusting us that we were going to present them 
to people in a way that was not bad for them. I think 
there was a lot of good stuff that we should not forget 
about just because we go back to working with more 
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conventional performers. It was a happy time. 

SYNNE 

Again, there's something about going back to basics and 
not taking anything for granted, and being sensitive to 
what's going on in the room. You talked about this self 
discipline that one has to exercise, and I may read a bit 
too much into the process here, but I do think that there 
was a really generous spirit on this production, as if we 
all knew that we had to take care of each other and make 
sure that the performers felt safe. We all had to think 
about how we were responsible for a good atmosphere. 
And this was really magnified because we were working 
with these young people. And the production team was 
very aware of how unusual the devising process was, 
and the stakes became particularly clear when some of 
the performers couldn't attend rehearsals due to illness, 
and we knew that if this happened during the run we 
would have to cancel performances. So there was 
something about taking good care, and rediscovering 
what it is to be in a space with people making some
thing together. And making it work as well. 

DAVID 

Especially because those seven children hadn't had 
any experience of performing in a professional context, 
which was really important to us. We actively sought 
children who hadn't got an agent or gone to stage school 
and done shows in the West End. We didn't want any 
of that We didn't want seven children that came with 
an attitude and a kind of, 'I know what I'm sonna do " 

""'"' 
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because they had no idea what we were going to do. 
And because we created that, a sense of, ·you don't 
know what this is BoinB to be·, that made it even more 
important that we had to be really sensitive, to look 
after them and carry them through some things that 
were completely unknown to them. 

SYNNE 

I think you were doing something incredibly difficult and 
challenging. You were inviting the audience to appreciate 
the performers for what they were, regardless of their 
age, and at the same time it was their age that was at 
the heart of the piece, so to speak. I was thinking about 
the different responses that the piece got Some were 
from people who were surprised how grown-up the 
children seemed, and I think this was partly elicited by 
the fact that you were working against the clich~ about 
children, and maybe in particular children on stage. 
But for some people there was an unsettling quoJity 
about how grown-up the performers seemed. Of course 

VII the testimonies played a big part in this, and maybe 
the fact that the performers seemed so confident, but 
not in a stage school kind of way. But I think that this 
unsettled feeling may also have something to do with the 
starkness of the vision that surrounded the performers, 
in terms of the space, the lighting, the sound and the 
visual design. 

SAM 

J think so, yeah. Where we placed them and how we 
were looking at them. 
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SYNNE 

Exactly. 

SAM 

ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

It was to do with that Because children obviously are 
human beings and they're incredibly complex and often 
when you look at them on stage or television you are not 
seeing any of that because you see what the director 
wants or what the vision is. But we were looking at these 
children as themselves on stage, and you could see what 
was happening behind their eyes, and you could see 
them making decisions. People were able to look at 
them as interesting, complex people, beings. You don't 
often see that That's maybe something to do with our 
culture, our society. 

DAVID 

You don't get many opportunities to really closely look 
at people, at strangers, as themselves. And they never 
stopped just being who they were, even when they 
were speaking someone else's words, it was always just 
that child. They didn't become a character or put on 
a different voice. 

SAM 

They weren't acting. 

DAVID 

Or pretending. They were just themselves saying some
thing or doing something. That's what it was. To be 
able to be in an audience looking at that is really 
unusual, and especially with children. There are so few 
opportunities to loo~ at a child, to look at someone 
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OF GETIING ON WITH LIVING 

who's a different age to you. For an adult to look at a 
child, there is something already going on about ageing 
because of that Because of that fact You talked 
about something a bit unsettling about it I think it felt 
strange because of that 

SYNNE 

I think so. 

DAVID 

I think one of the early ideas that we talked about was 
to do with what it would be like to be sitting in a room, 
a theatre, with an audience over here. looking at 
performers over there. That's what theatre is, people in 
a space together, looking at each other, contemplating 
each other. And the performers are all younger people. 
children of a similar age. And all of these people over 
here, the audience, most of them are older. That's what 
we were working with. That was the starting point, not 
what story about ageing we could present to people. 

SYNNE 

You never know what individual audience members are 
thinking, but it was striking that the reaction was either 
silence, or they were expressive and very vocal about how 
they felt Sometimes theatre can be a bit like a mirror 
and you see yourself reflected. So what is happening on 
that stage is really about us, the audience. Theatre is 
often about the audience in one form or another, and 
this piece really foregrounded that I wonder if this is your 
experience of the piece as well? 

/'0,. "'''~'A'''' _A' '~/'~/1 , "/IA'~ 
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SAM 

Yeah. I think that was what we were trying to do, 
wasn't it? We were trying to have on that stage every
one's experiences. ) mean you can't adually do that, 
but trying to draw attention to people's experiences 
and things t~at they maybe hadn't thought about 
And in the objects as well as the children. That's why 
the objects were there because people could surely 
relate to several objects on stage, and then place 
themselves on stage as well, through those things. 

DAVID 

I think a lot of people came to the piece with 0 really 
strong assumption - and I understand why - that it was 
going to be a piece about getting old, being old, and 
I think those people never got quite over that whilst 
watching it. And they therefore found something a bit 
lacking in it It was too generalised. In fact all of the texts 
and all of the objects had been deliberately and care
fully chosen because they said something about ageing 
at every different point of being alive, whether you're a 
child ageing, a baby ageing, middle-aged cgeing, or 
somebody approaching death ageing. I think it was a 
mirror but not necessarily in a very specific way to each 
person because the piece was so broad. Also, the testi
monies were so specific, the things that people chose 
to speak about when we sold, ·what can you tell us 
about ageing?· Someone chose to talk about a TV show 
from the 1980s, Dallas. That's how she wonted to talk 
about ageing. That's brilliant. Someone else wanted to 
talk about how lonely he had become once his friends 
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and family had died. That's brilliant as wel!l and no 
more truthful; sadder, sure, but just completely different. 
Other people wanted to talk about stuff In their attic, or 
about mirrors or photographsl or about sex, or slippers. 
In the piece you heard all these different voices of 
people that weren't there in the room. That's what the 
piece was, what the mirror was, that It's happening to 
all of us in all these different ways, now. It isn't something 
that happens when you get to -be old-, whatever that is. 
It's happening to all of us, in this room, now. And like 
Vaughn said in the show, 'It's a flood thing, because it 
means ~hat you're alive-. 

SYNNE 

For me there were moments, maybe these were stronger 
in rehearsals because you see them for the first time and 
when you see the show you anticipate them, but there 
really were these moments in rehearsal where the 
performers spoke the text and they were standing there 
and you saw this. .. you immediately had this life in front 
of you. You start imagining a life to come, but you also 
imagine the life of the person whose text it is. It was 
uncanny, .and as an audience member your imagination 
is really activated and stimulated. And so for me the 
question is, how much time do we need as an audience 
to really get into that moment? That really fascinated 
me, as a concept or anldea. .. it's not even a concept, 
it's a very real thins. 

DAVID 

And the piece did leave a lot of time for that, you know, 
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space for people to reilect, which 1 think a lot of people 
also found difficult I think we're not very good at imagining 
ageing happening to ourselves. I can't imagine what it's 
going to be like when I'm 90. I really can't imagine it. 
But you can imagine it more easily on other people. 

SYNNE 

One thing that struck me about some of the reviews was 
the claim that the piece said nothing new about ageing. 

DAVID 

Yeah, that's really interesting. 

SYNNE 

One or two even seemed to suggest that nothing at all 
was said about ageing. And I can understand what they 
meant, guessing where they were coming from, but I 
think the piece said a lot Can we talk about what we 
thought it did say? 

DAVID 

One thing that it said was that thing we talked about 
just now, that idea of ·you, you people, it's happening to 
you already·. For me that was the heart of the piece: let's 
just all acknowledge that we're all ageing, it's happening 

__ to all of us, it always has been, always will be, and we're 
Q) 

~ all in it together. Let's stop fetishising youth and hiding 
~ old-age as though there's nothing in between, as though 
~ it isn't an absolute continuum. And let's just acknowledge 

there's no difference between being ninety and nine in 
terms of why we would want to make some people visible 
or invisible, althou8h of course there are differences in 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

terms of how you live your life. A number of people whom 
we spoke to in the research hadn't thought at all about 
ageing. We don't acknowledge it; we don't think about iti 
we don't want to talk about it. We do everything we can 
to overcome the signs of it. I say we ... 

SAM 

You mean ·we· in a more general sense ... 

SYNNE 

You mean culturally, socially ... 

DAVID 

Yes, the piece was addreSSing that silence that we have, 
culturally, socially. Sure, it didn't make any insightful 
discoveries about the sex lives of the over nineties or 
about the politics of public transport, because that's 
not what we were doing. What we did do was ask every
one in the audience to reflect on the fact of their own 
ageing, and their own connectedness to a child who may 
be in front of them, or an old person they might pass on 
the street on their way home, and to not feel quite so 
different from those people. 

SAM 

Yes exactly. 

DAVID 

We know that every idea in that piece came from people 
wanting to talk about their own ageing on their own terms. 
So I think to dismiss that as not Significant is patronising. 
People don't talk conceptually. You say to a woman 
who's sixty, ·what do you think about ageing?· and she 
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wants to talk about Dallas. or how her body feels. or she 
wants to talk about not wanting to look in the mirror. 
That is what ageing is to that person. It's not a concept 
or a government policy. For most people it's simply 
about their bodies and lives. 

SAM 

And how their lives are affected, and what it means to 
them. And how they view themselves in the past, now 
that they're older, which is what you don't do when 
you're younger. You don't often think of yourself being 
older and how you will be. and how you'll be like that 
person over there who can't really walk very well, for 
instance. And when you're very young you don't think 
of yourself as having aged, you don't think about when 
you were two because you're not old enough to think 
like that We only think about ageing in terms of being 
older and also about the birthdays that we mark. 
When you set to 40 you're supposed to go, 'oh, haven't 
I aged?' and when you get to 50, 'oh, haven't I aged more?' 
Or, 'you think 40 is olcl wait till you get to 50!' And then 
when you're 60 ... 70 ... 

And all the time before that, you're not supposed to 
think about it, are you? Why not? Because it's a negative 
thing, rather than a positive thing. We talked about how 
ageing is actually living, we played a lot with that, is this 
piece about ageing or just about living? 

SYNNE 

I think what you're saying about the minutiae of how we 
really think about ageing was one of the most important 
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things that the piece was saying and exploring. It was 
saying, 'how do you think about it?' Not necessarily 
'think about it' or 'think about this or think about that'. 
But it was asking, 'how do you think about ageing and 
getting older?' So the range of texts made sense to me 
in terms of this as well. Like you said, it's not always 
profound poetry or scientific gerontology, rather it's 
about the little things that we notice. There are moments 
during a day when we have these encounters or perhaps 
subtle confrontations with the ageing process. We may 
suddenly notice tiny changes to our body, face, hair, 
or one day we notice that we've started dealing with 
problems in a more grown-up way. There are these 
fleeting fragments or encounters with ageing. They can 
be very banal or feel more significant, but always in a 
subtle way. That's just the minutiae of life. 

DAVID 

We talked a lot about different possible titles for it and 
I think the one title which was the main contender up 
against On Ageins was -On the Everyday Activity of 

o Getting on with livinS- which is what you're talking about, ... 
~ just the process of getting on with living, the process of 
i just getting on. 
.Q 

If 
I 

i c: ..g 

And in the end there are these moments when you notice 
the change. And I guess what the piece did, what we 
tried to do, was maybe to condense some time passing, 
to heighten this sense of change. To really mark those 
moments when you notice something, to really bring 
them out more. It was the same with the objects, trying 
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OF GETIING ON WITH LIVING 

to show a whole life passing throush objects. And all the 
different choices of testimonies. The different people of 
different ages, we heard their voices. It's like maybe the 
piece was trying to do that, just to electrify those little 
moments where you go, 'oh, I'm getting o(de~ aren't I?' 

SAM 

Lots of per 
piece. But 
Becausetl 
anyway, it 
about it. It 
andwhatJ 
gained onc 
where 1 har 
whatlam l 

DAVII 

That's pre' 
felt like the 

SYNN 

a positive 
king. 
ken to 
~rthought I 

edone 
tat I've 
one and 
and 

if people 

I think tha' I, ~ ~ JI~ oiece 
for me bee L-.:I H'- I to be 
confrontati~ . as doing -
somewhat con. .nes hear, 
literally, gasps in the audience. -I he gasps often seemed 
to be a reaction to the testimonies, yet the performers 
weren't adding emotional colour or interpretation to 
the texts. So there's something about a subtlety that 
feels really confrontational, and maybe that relates to 
what you're sayin8 about a8eing: you get on with living 
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and then there are those moments where you realise that 
you're becoming older. Life is passing every day. That's a 
really strong statement for a piece to make, in my view. 

DAVID 

I remembe-- - -.e things that were written : - - - , d about it, 
specificall' J do with children on stage, like mething 
wasn't right. Almost as if it was exploitative, thE; ethics of 
asking a seven-year-old child to talk about how long he 
might have left to live. Or an eleven-year-old girl to talk 
about the embarrassment of puberty. To have a skeleton 
on stage next to these children, to bring the spectre of 
death into a room with children. For me, these criticisms 
just rested on an assumption that these children were 
sort of empty vessels that we had poured a" these 
things into, dirtying the vessel by doing it 

But, you know, the piece also absolutely celebrated 
children, which we need to do as much as we need to 
acknowledge the fact that ageing is part of all of us. 
Because we don't live in a time or place where children 
are particularly celebrated. Children are fairly demonised 
in lots of different ways. The show ended with all the 
children ju 4 standing, looking back at the ad, . ts in the 

'. audience, • Georgie said this line about he lights 
~ fading and all the adults disappearing, and then she 
~ said, ·but that's 0" because we'll still be here tomorrow·. 
~ For me, that final image we made shows us how extra-

ordinary children are, and how vital they are. They are 
vital. It's a cliche but it's true: they are the future. Just 
look at these seven ~hildren, look at what they can do. 
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How amazing they are. That was really important So all 
the nonsense about it being inappropriate to talk about 
sex or death or ageing with children ... 

SAM 

... that skeleton came from an idea from a child, a nine
year-old child. It was his idea. It wasn't our idea. They all 
know what's going on. Theo, who was seven, was talking 
about how many years he might have left to live. I think 
in that moment what Theo cared about was his moment 
of glory, having all the attention and saying his lines. 

DAVJO 

And that's fine because he's seven, you know. Of course 
a seven-year-old is aware of death. Of course he is. 
Every seven-year-old is, a four-year-old is. It's not in
appropriate for him to talk about it 

SAM 

That's the thing with children. People have all these ideas 
of what is good for children, what's bad for children. 
Also people don't know how we cared for those children. 
What was put in place. Our priority was their welfare. 

DAVID 

That's really important because I suppose we're talking 
about what the project did, how it may have affected 
people or made them think. Maybe what it did has 
nothing to do with what was on stage as a performance 
in front of an audience, nothing to do with being at the 
Young Vic, nothing to do with a creative process. Just to 
do with the fact that we spent six months of our lives 
working with these seven children, and that we gathered 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

around them a group of adults who told them that they 
were extraordinary. Maybe it's arrogant or not true, 
but I wonder how that sent them off into their futures, 
because not many children get that: a group of strangers 
who get them together purely to tell them how extra
ordinary they are. Children tend to get the opposite of 
that, really. That felt really important If the show had 
been a catastrophe ( would still feel like that was a great 
use of six months of my life, to invest that much love and 
attention and belief in those seven children. 

SYNNE 

They were given a real challenge. There was no safety net, 
something was expected of them and it was real. That's 
an incredible thing to be able to do and have done. 
So they knew they had a worth that was real, not just 
because people told them so, but because they did it 
They went through the process and they know what that 
means for real. That is an incredible opportunity for a 
young person to really develop the kind of confidence and 
courage that they will need in this wortd. Extraordinary. 

SAM 

Yeah, and you know that for some members of that cast 
in particular that was a huge thing. Some of them are 
used to being the centre of attention, they're happy to 
be so. Other children in that cast, it was a big thing. 

SYNNE 

Can we talk about the choir, the choir of elders that we'd 
brought together? Very late on, we made a decision 
about taking the choir out, so that they would appear 

....... ,... ........ ,.. .. "'P" A' ........ ........... , ,,,./r"-LJ , "/'A'~ 
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in the piece only as a recordin~ not live. We knew why 
they couldn't be in it, because of how the piece had 
developed, because it had become a piece that could 
only work if it remained true to the original idea of being 
performed only by children. But of course it was also a 
paradox that we took away the one thing that could 
remind us, in a very -tangible- way, that ageing is also 
about becoming old, and remind us that although we 
all age all the time children and older people are not 
the same thing. There's a whole life process between 
a 7-year-old boy and an 80-year-old man. We were 
adamant that we should also celebrate this fact, and 
we should celebrate the ageing body of experience and 
lives lived to the full. We should not avoid it And yet we 
took it out We know why in terms of the piece's drama
turgy, content and structure, but maybe we could explore 
the process of having to take it out? Because it was 0 

very conflicted decision. 

SAM 

We knew why it was right but also why it was wrong. 
It was right structurally, dramatursicallYi but politically, 
in terms of the spirit of the idea of a choir of elders ... 
it was hard. 

DAVID 

~ _ It was the most difficult thins we've ever done, without 
~ a doubt, making that decision. If there had been any 

doubt we would not have done it But we had to. It was 
really clear. As you say that decision did exactly what 
we didn't want to do, it mode older people invisible, 
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OF G€TTfNG ON WfrH lIVING 

it excluded them, it devalued them, felt like we exploited 
them, we'd taken what we wanted and then changed 
our minds. We had been so careful for so long, talking a 
lot about representation and the kind of meaning of an 
old person on st-....... :- ... L: .... -: ............ TL .......... ~bolism of it, 

the politics 0 1 "s and what 
we felt al>' "m sorry 
but you co 'Jut ageing 
performeo J and it 
was a sret 

In the first 
had this ic 

ps we 
ed in this 

because ~ cians. 
So more t ns about 
how the vc an, on old 
musician , ~d really, 
really rele, If worked 
with music in our 
performar ,rson into 
a choir for ositional 
process, tl . <oc;e- as by 
the compOb . .;ept of 
an old voice a, ,01: from a 
compositional palm aT view. I ney separated, the idea 
and the process, and ran in parallel when in fact at the 
point of separation it should have stopped as an idea. 
But it didn't And we allowed it to carry on. 

SAM 

Which is what happens when you work collaboratively 
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ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

because if you invite other artists into your vision and 
their ideas as well, you have to work with that. You have 
to let them have their ideas and try and work with it and 
see what happens. 

DAVI 

And you k ~w we were pleased that it might. ~ possible 
to include older performers, because we were so sensitive 
to those questions around visibility. 

SYNNE 

It's also a process, because you also arrive at a point when 
the penny drops, and you are able to really articulate 
why and how it's interesting to make a piece with children 
on ageing. Going through the process with the older 
people, the choir, helped clarify this question for me. 

DAVID 

What do you mean? 

SYNNE 

What is interesting about having only very young 
performers in a piece on ageing is to do with a process 
of imagination, the audience are invited to experience 
and reflect on ageing as a life process. Ageing belongs to 
everyone, -ioes not only 'reside' in an 'old · Irson' or 
an 'old be _ T"'e physical absence of t~, ~r body 
made it perhaps even more present, in our minds. We 
talked about the older singers as a Greek chorus who 
would have knowledge and experience that the younger 
performers didn't have. I think this was a very profound 
idea, but in a way that idea was also very present in the 
testimonies that the young performers spoke • 
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OF GETIING ON WITH LIVING 

SAM 

Yes, it was there because they spoke the words of 
people who carried knowledge they didn't carry. Older 
people were very present in the piece in that way, 
because they had been very present in the research 
process, in all the conversations we'd had that led to 
those testimonies. 

DAVID 

And in the end it was a piece about ageing, not about 
being old. 

SYNNE 

We could have made the idea with the choir of elder 
singers work. It's important to see different ages on stage 
and it's not something that happens often, but we would 
have to have worked more with it from the beginning 
because that would have triggered solutions or ideas 
that would have come from the material, and it would 
have made it less of an abstract idea. We discovered 
what we could do with the piece because we were 
working so much with the children. 

DAVID 

When you make a piece there's nothing there. You have 
an idea in your head or on a piece of paper, but it 
doesn't exist It's just a thing, a completely abstract thing, 
a potential for something, but it's not more than a 
potential, and then at some point you force open a 
space for it to actually happen in, and it's a great effort. 
You make this space to create something in. And the 
thins we worked to create, the only reason we created 
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that space, was so that we could make a piece about 
ageing performed by children. 

SAM 

Yes, but then working in the way that we do, devising, 
the point is you don't know what you're making until you 
start making it, until you get quite a way into the process. 
And then you So, 'aha, this is really interesting, these 
children are really interesting, , and it's at that point that 
you can make a decision about all the other ideas you've 
got soinS, that you are able to say, 'oh, I see that that's 
not going to be right now, because this is brilliant, this is 
what we want, this is what the piece can be. • 

SYNNE 

And it's a good question: could one be clearer about it, 
just on a conceptual level? Or do you actually need that 
process where you see it I think the process does reveal 
something that you often couldn't know beforehand. 

SAM 

How can you know before you're lookins at it? You can't 
You need that time; that's the process. Otherwise you'd 
just always be sticking with the first idea. And if you work 
in that way you're sometimes 80in8 to make brilliant work, 
but sometimes you'll make work that isn't very good 
because you've decided to stick with the first idea and 
that's what it's going to be, even if you're in that room 
thinking, 'well this isn't right, this needs a little something'. 

DAVID 

It's the difference be,tween what you're actually working 
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ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

wlth and the idea of what you're going to do with it 
because l agree with you about the ideas, how difficult 
sometimes it is to be led by ideas. You know the idea that 
you're starting with, but what about other ideas that 
come up that you couldn't have known about, because 
they evolve? You have to leave time and space for them 
to reveal themselves. But in terms of ageing, and specific~ 
ally in terms of representation of older people, I think we 
were drawn to the idea of the choir because we wanted 
people to know that we were thinking really carefully 
about it Even though It was a piece performed by children. 

Even in that context - of a piece performed by children 
- we spent so much time talking about the cultural 
politics of being elderly, and the representation of older 
bodies. And It was Important that we spoke.about that, 
and we care a lot about people and what our work 
does and says about - and to - different people. So the 
idea of a choir on the piece, it d idn't feel like we had to 
do it, but we'd been talking so much about these things 
conceptually, so it felt brilliant when we thought we 
could actually do it physically as well. That's also why it 
was so painful, because the reason why in the end we 
had to make that decision to cut the choir was because 
we had been so open to It, sort of seduced by the idea, 
that was the irony of it 

SYNNE 

But in a sense we hod inadvertently taken on the anxiety 
of the whole discourse on ageing. We ourselves became 
very careful, and perhaps overly respectful? 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

SAM 

To try to address everything, which of course you can't do. 

SYNNE 

But we took on those anxieties and probably rishtly so. 
I think that's also one of the challenges when you're 
making work that tries to address a real issue in society. 
You feel responsible in a dlffereni way compared to if 
it's your own subjective vision or imagInation. There's a 
d ifferent level of responsibility. 

DAVID 

There's more of a danser and more of a risk attached 
to it because you're not making a piece about the 
weather in Snowdonia, which we've just done, or about 
the light in Brighton. Yeah, those are real things, but 
there isn't a huge national discourse about those things 
at every level from government policy through to health 
care and social relations. 

SAM 

And you're expected to have an artistic response to 
that, from an artist's point of view. 

DAVID 

We were asked a question by someone who saw the show, 
-have you considered how difficult it is for elderly people to 
engage with public transport?- No actually, I hadn't con
sidered that I am making a piece, and sure, I'm sympa
thetic to the challenges of transport and moving between 
spaces and getting out in the world, but this piece was 
not about that It could have been, but that's not what l we were trying to make. It wasn't that kind of project 
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SYNNE 

You did a lot of research before and during the project. 
Did you ever feel that there were expectations of you in 
terms of the theme? Were there expectations that you 
were going to respond to ageing in a certain way? 

SAM 

I don't know if I felt that at all in our research. I think 
things came up for us and made us think and worry 
whether we should be - from our point of view -
addressins those thinss, like the closure of day care 
centres. We'd So into day care centres, and meet these 
wonderful people who had asreed to talk to us and 
spend their time with us and share their thoughts and 
memories, and then they'd tell us, -they're closing this 
place down-. That made us aware of those things 
and about all sorts of things that we might have to 
address. But I don't know if there were expectations 
at that stage. 

DAVlD 

I felt like we made a piece that srew out of being in a 
series of different places, meeting different people, 
talking about ageing in different ways. Some of those 
conversations revealed people's expectations, and I'd 
say I especially feft that in terms of expectations from 
some of the project's funders, each with a slightly different 
set of desires, and also a certain amount of pressure 
that we put on ourselves to make somethins that felt 
worthwhile. Then some of the conversations revealed 
more in terms of possibilities, ideas. They were all different 
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Ageing is such a broad subject, in a way it was also liber
ating, as we always knew there was no way we could do 
every thins, we just had to find a focus that felt meaning
ful to us. We had so much material to work with, whether 
it was people, t"'i ... ,u! +h,,+ h ... ~ hoon enil"i , or light, objects, 
sound, or whr that we were 
working wjl from. We 
worked wl hat We 
didn't stal cl to say 
about agE fe wanted 
to be very le's voices. 
In the end cific to 
some peo reing that 
we wantel wanted to 
talk abou' ns. All the 
other thin: fferent 

SYN' 

A lot of y~ l" '-, n see it 
as explorll .,. r an 
atmosphe I .. ' you often 
seem intel Irhaps 
an atmosp .nk that's 
a fair descrip, .)t? I was 
curious if you th\..-o" ••.. _ ..... _ -r-r-"-- . J this piece and 
working with these young performers? 

DAVID 

Yeah, I think that's accurate. 

SYNNE 

Or perhaps it's about instinct? 
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ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

OAVIO 

Welll there's this desire to create spacel for the work that 
we make to create spaces for audiences to enter into. 
Spaces that are very particular and with a really specific 
sensation ~hat say something specific1 th~lJoh t hat
ever mean _"d instinct Is a big part of ma,_ those 
spaces, I t l ,Ink. There'n often be a point where ,~e go, 
·well, conceptually we should be doing this, but my instinct 
tells me that we should be doing this instead-. It's often 
about how something feels, how it feels to us, the people 
responsible for creating these spaces. 

SAM 

Because it's right 

OAVIO 

And it's not about compromise. It's about combining 
different sorts of processes. 

SAM 

Yeah, it's a different way of working, isn't it? It will 
create a different product and I suppose if you charted 
a piece of work without looking at what was said you'd 
be able to :~hart how you want the audience t9feel, 
would th~ . " ,right? What feeling are we try;" ~o 
create no'fl . ___ ~'<rt are we trying to get ac;~. _____ Not 
necessarily ·what do we mean?· We do work a lot with 
feeline, emotion, energy and how far we can develop 
these things. We work a lot with stillness and nothing
ness. What does it mean to be very, very still here, 
or to keep doing this thing? If an audience is feeling 
something they don't necessarily immediately have to 
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move onto something else. A feeling can change into 
something else and that feeling can change Into some
thing else. We play with that We're not always right 
But we play with it 

DAVJO 

That goes right back to what we were talking about in 
the beginning. You were asking about the genesis of the 
project, and I was saying about being interested in things 
like memory and time. When you're interested in those 
sorts of things you do have to become interested In a 
sort of nothingness as well. Creating a space where 
there might not be so much going on. I suppose we're 
not particularly interested in constructing well-driven 
narrative structures that move forward in a way that Is 
really well-paced and has that kind of rhythm of keeping 
it all going nicely along. There's not a moment to drift 
away. We don't do that and we often actively create 
opportunities for people to drift or make a space within 
a work where people have to either get bored or go, 
·you know what, I'm Just going to spend some time with 
this feeling or with this atmosphere·. It's quite anti .. 
dramatic, not that we set out to make work that Is antl
dramatic, we never said that But we quite like space. 

SAM 

And we're not very Interested in fiction. 

OAVIO 

The world is so full of extraordinary things, every day 
just walking from A to B. Why would you want to make 
someth;ns up when all these reaf things are so amazing? 
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1 think there's something simple in our work about just 
trying to get people to notice, to be attentive to things. 

SAM 

I think that's why we see ourselves as artists and not 
theatre makers. Artists take a subject and just go, 'there 
you go, look at that'. Because maybe that's what art is. 

DAVID 

Going back to that criticism, 'the piece doesn't tell me 
anything new', or, 'the piece isn't making any clear point 
about ageing', It's not what we were trying to do, We were 
trying to celebrate the everydayness of it The everyday 
activity of getting on with living. There's not much to say 
about that and there's everything to say about that 
So maybe in some little way that's what we wanted the 
piece to do. 

SYNNE 

That's exactly the point, isn't it? We wanted to make a 
piece that wasn't talking about it, but a piece that shows 
you how it's experienced - for us. 

SAM 

Asking you to experience it, actually creating the 
experience. 

DAVID 

Making a space in which you can just be there with it. 

SYNNE 

Maybe ageing's difficult to talk about until you're actually 
looking back. Because when you're in the process of 
ageing, what is ageing as it's happening? 
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OF GEIT{NG ON W{Tf{ L{V{NG 

SAM 

It just is. 

DAVID 

The way we tackled the theme also had something to 
do with where we were in our lives when we were making 
the show. The adults in the company were all about the 
same age. Maybe we need to do a piece on ageing 
again in thirty years when we're seventy rather than forty, 
because we'll make a very different piece. 

{a very long pause} 

SAM 

We've got a lot of words. 

SYNNE 

Yeah, there are a lot of words. I think we've said enough, 
don't you? 

Notes 

I Conversation recorded Thursday 
20th January 2011, Young Vic 
Theatre, london. 

n A Fevered Sleep project commis· 
sioned by Brighton Festival in 2008. 

III A Fevered Sleep project produced 
at the Roundhouse, London in 
2002. 

IV Time of Our Lives, created in 2000. 
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V The artistic director of the YounB Vie. 
VI The performers were aged 

between 7 and 13 at the time of 
creating the piece. 

VI( We referred to the fragments of 
verbatim text, taken from various 
conversations about aeeine that 
took place during the research 
process, as 'testimonies'. 
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SEVEN PORTRAITS OF TIME & CHANGE 

When devising On Ageing we often discussed the way in 
which the piece represented or addressed ageing, but 
the question about its possible impact started to pre
occupy me after the public symposium which was held in 
conjunction with the performance. Some of the debate 
at the symposium revolved around questions to do with 
how the performance responded to the challenge of the 
theme of ageing itself. We heard interesting and surprising 
interpretations of the performance, and some of these 
alluded to a desire for the performance to explicitly 
tackle critical issues, or to address 'reallife problems" 
connected to old age in a modern society. This was 
somewhat surprising to us, because the performance 
explicitly wanted to challenge the perception that ageing 
is something that only concerns 'old people'. For example 
in expanding the concept of ageing the performance 
invited the audience to wrestle with "youth" and 'children' 
as another image of ageing. 

The symposium was framed by keynotes from Professor 
Miriam Bemard and Professor Maria Evandrou and an II 

interesting upshot of their presentations was a discussion 
about the relationship between performance and 
academic research, and in particular the way in which 
performance and the arts can be treated as a vehicle 
for disseminating such research. The question raised by 
Professor Helen Nicholson during the symposium, as to 
how On Ageing's dramaturgy - or the way in which ageing 
was performed - could inform research into ageing, 
alluded to the fact that performance may do more than 
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simply repeat or illustrate scientific or academic research 
and findings. In a later phone conversation Nicholson 
proposed that the relationship between performance 
and research could be thought of in terms of a dialogue 
where the artistic outcome is seen as offering a different 

III perspective. This perspective may in turn impact on the 
way in which science is being done. 

On Ageing was not intended primarily as a dissemination 
of scientific or academic research. We deployed research 
as a generator of ideas and discussions. Research was 
productive when it resonated with ideas that were 
already in circulation within our discussions and in the 
rehearsal space, or when it inspired us to think differently, 
or helped focus and illuminate the project's intentions. 
As David Harradine has pointed out, conversations with 

IV Maria Evandrou and Professor Tom Kirkwood, as well 
as consultant gerontologist Kalman Kafetz, all of whom 
gave advice and ideas to the project from professional 
perspectives, clarified that ageing need not pertain to 
old age, and that it can be framed in more positive 
and dynamic terms: such as lifecourse, accumulated 

~ experience and the fact that ageing applies to every
(>:;'; body, young and old. Kalman Kafetz reminded us that 
,S 
E in the medical sense, the older someone is, the more 
i likely they are to be different from other people of the 
~ same age: different relationships to health and illness 

lead to a greater diversity as we age, and as such it is 
hard to accept an idea of being old, as though all ·old 
people· are the same. Conversations with Tom Kirkwood 
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SEVEN PORTRAfTS OF TfME & CHANGE 

revealed that the physiological processes of ageing start 
even before we're born, making it a process that quite 
radically applies to people of all ages. If the representa
tion of ageing is often underpinned by descriptions such 
as loss, deficiency, decrease, fatigue and drying out, the 
idea of ageing as a life course and constant accumulation 
of e.<perience and knowledge can help challenge the 
perception that ageing is a form of lack or disorder that 
needs correcting. Thus gerontology offered a dynamic 
and positive way of thinking about ageing and this had 
profound consequences for On Ageing's dramaturgy and 
the way in which the theme was performed. Moreover, 
the concept of accumulation was a kind of ·connecting 
tissue· that linked different ideas in the performance 
and our process. 

Throughout the research and development of the project, 
accumulation reappeared in a number of different guises. 
In the programme notes that accompanied the perform
ance, directors David Harradine and Sam Butler explain 
the genesis of this central idea: 

In one of our early research workshops, when we brought 
together a group of elders and a group of children, we noticed 
how the children sat, quiet and respectful, os the elders 
talked and talked and talked, and one of us wrote, ·they're 
overflowing with memories·, We started with this Idea of ageing 
as the accumulation of experience and memory, Then we 
started working with objects, and soon we'd gathered 
hundreds of things to chart a journey through a lifetime, 
objects fram infancy and childhood; fram adolescence and 
adulthood; objects from old age, We talked about lofts and 

13 



ON AGEING 

cupboards and garases full of stuff, the accumulation of 
things that we no longer want, but somehow need to keep. 

And then an early conversation with one of the several 
scientific advisors who have offered ideas to the project 
explained to us why the body chanees as It ages. 
Physiological deterioration Is caused by the accumulation 
of cellular and genetic demoge over our Ions lifetimes, 
because the body hasn't evolved to maintain itself for as 
many years as people In the West now live. Again and again 
we encountered this ideo of accumulation: of experience, 
of time, of memories. of change, and of stuff. 

Accumula,tion also foregrounds the experience and 
value that one who has lived a long life may bring to 
younger generations and people. This was one of the 
reasons that we were interested in the co-exlstence of 
young performers and a choir of older people In the 
performance. Dramaturgicolly we were interested in 
animating the questIon, 'what ;s it that older generations 
know that younger people don't and cannot yet know?' 
like the chorus in Greek theatre that adopts the long 
view on the action on stage, the presence of the elders 
would gesture towards the Incredible Idea that life 
experience and history could be passed on. 

Whilst the presence of the choir In the piece had a 
dramaturgical imperative, it felt important to stay with 
the idea of expanding ageing beyond ·old age-. The 
performance was about creating a space for the audience 
to actively reflect on the ways In which they think about 
agein~ or what it ;s to. them. Attitudes and feelings 

/7A/ .4r-~/A/r-

SEVEN PORTRAITS OF TIME & CHANGE 

towards ageing are not merely produced by a society, 
culture or medical science at largel rather they reside in 
- and speak through - the individual person. We were 
therefore interested in the language that people use, 
the images that ·they produce, and the w<:JYs in which 
their ambivalences about ageing are played out in the 
stories that they telf, or the metaphors that they choose. 

The directors' initial conversations with people In the 
community reflected the fact that people think a lot 
about cgeing, but it's also a private and emotionally 
charged matter. When Sam and David asked people 
to -fell us something about ageing-, the answers were 
diverse in tone, form and content They were pragmatic, 
mundane, poetic, philosophical, funny, sad, bittersweet, 
angry and beautiful. Some were even wonderfully 
tangential which reflected the fact that to think about 
ageing is also to think about life and the life choices 
one has made or is perhaps not making. The responses 
were used as real-life testimonies in the performance 
and were delivered by the performers. The testimonies 
were placed side by side to keep the sense of distinctly 
different -voices· and thereby reflect ageing os a very 
open concept A testimony on someone's appreciation 
of gardening and nature became a key text in the 
performance as it reflected a newly found sensitivity 
to the passing of time and the realisation that change 
and the passing of time may paradoxically be the most 
constant thing in our lives: 
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It's just so funny how that happens, how all 
of a sudden you know... nature 1 

1 sit and lOOK at all the different colours 
now and, you know, this is when you Know 
that nature, no matter what happens in your 
life, nature just keeps going. And all those 
colours. I have this plant, an Acer , and 
I love the fact that every year the leaves 
start coming, and the colour, and then 
before you've even taken it all in, then 
its autumn and there's nothing there, and 
then suddenly it all starts coming up again. 

And all that stuff really maKes me think. 
It just goes on no matter what happens. 
It just goes on, nature, and while that's 
happening, you know, well you just get on 
with it too, with being busy, with work, you 
know, you just set on with it, with living. 

By putting very different real-life testimonies side by side 
as well as having them spoken by performers who were 

V evidently too young to have had those experiences, the 
performance played on the strangeness of this collision. 
We were interested in why and how this was felt,to be 
strange. The incongruence between the testimony's older 
speaking .,. and the much younger performer deliverins 
the testimony in the performance invited the audience 
to contemplate the distance travelled between the young 
person speaking and the older person's experience. A 
possible interpretation is that the children and their play 
became a physical embodiment of the older ·voices· 
whose bodies and faces we never saw. And whose actual 
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voices we never heard. In keeping with the exploration 
of aseing as a dynamic process the performance invited 
audience members to imagine these faces and bodies 
and to travel the distance between the younger and the 
older person. The imagined future life span of the youns 
person and the lived memories of the older person would 
collide or blend. We were interested in the way in which 
past, present and future intermingle when one tries to 
remember or look back at one's life. Past events don't 
appear in our memory as linear scenarios, they present 
themselves as snapshots, and like a movie scene that is 
shot from different angles, each new ·take· will reveal a 
new perspective. The passing of time erases certain 
details, or adds new ones and sradually past events may 
start to take the form of imagined scenarios. We may 
no lonser be able to distinguish clearly between what is 
real, imagined, remembered or perhaps even fabricated. 
Similarly one may also imasine the future and oneself in 
future scenarios, as children often do when they play. 
In the performance the performers played with objects 
and animated a series of pretend scenarios. We can see 
these playful games as gestures towards the childrens' 
future adult lives. 

The final image of the performance was a crammed 
space, so filled with objects that the performers moved 
slowly and carefully to avoid falling, moving more like 
elders than children. The performers were present, 
but the space also seemed strangely deserted, as if the 
room's real inhabitants had disappeared when the last 
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SEVEN PORTRAITS OF TIME & CHANGE 

testimony was spoken. Are we in the past, the present, 
or the future? This final image evoked the sense of a 
life lived. Was this a future life or a life already lived, and 
if so, had the audience been watching a ·replay· of this 
life? These temporal ambiguities were important to the 
dramaturgy of the piece, and were in part inspired by the 
directors' rewriting of a text originally written by Ana'is Nin. 
This text did not find a place in the final performance, 
however it shaped our thinking and practice: 

We do not grow absolutely, chronologically. 
We grow sometimes in one dimension, 
so.etimes in another. We grow unevenly. 

We are Mature in some waye and childish in 
others. We are constant chanse, unstable, 
relative. The past, present and future 
mingle in us and pull us backwards and 
forwards, or fix us in the present. 

We are fragmented. He are made up of 
layers, and layers upon layers. Our history 
is carried in our cells, in our skin, 
in our bodies. 

We are clustered points of light in dark
neS8. We are constellations, wheeling 
through a jet-black sky. 

We are pure potential. We are just 
starting out. 

We do not know yet who we want to be. 

During the symposium, Helen Nicholson commented 
further on the performance's exploration of time: 
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One thing that I thought was particularly striking about the 
theatre piece was the way in which it negotiated its way bet
ween real time, fictional time, imagined time, remembered time, 
in a very integrated manner, and it allowed us to move away 
from that awful stereotype that anything about ageins is goins 
to be 'roll out the barrel' sketches. It absolutely captured 
the frasmentation of memory that I think is very clear when 
we start remembering events. And it captured it beautifully. 

The final image, in which the performers stand looking 
at the audience, suggested a premonition of sorts, as if 
to suggest that in the future these children will be the 
inhabitants of a space which has been filled with a life's 
worth of accumulated stuff. The final text addressed to 
the audience on behalf of the performers acknowledged 
this future, capturing the present moment while reminding 
us that this moment too will pass, and that the children 
on stage will one day become adults, one generation 
replacing another: 

At the end of the show, the lights will 
fade, the music will stop playins, someone 
will clear away all this stuff and you'll 
all disappear. But that's ok, because we'll 
still be here tomorrow. 

These temporal shifts were produced by the simple idea 
to juxtapose age and to enable the audience to fill in 
the space between a young person playing and an older 
person speaking with life experience, or indeed between 
themselves as adults in the audience looking at children 
perform. This effect, combined with the fact that the 
objects the performers brought on stage seemed to 
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belong to different historical eras, created an ambiva
lence as to what kind of time was being represented, 
and whether we were looking forward to a future or 
back to a past. The lighting and video design further 
animated this sense of ambivalence. The lighting created 
a constantly changing visual landscape which moved 
above and beyond the performers. The video (shown on 
TV sets) showed images of nature: rocks being eroded 
by the sea, cherry blossom blowing in the wind, clouds 
moving across the sky. These images reminded us of the 
operation of timescales other than the human (the slow 
timescales of geology, of natural cycles). They suggested 
that whilst the children are playing and busy getting on 
with living, their futures are also waiting for them. 

Notes 

I Tllis title was in the running when 
we discussed titles for the perform
ance. We wanted the title to reflect 
an e;cpansive idea of ageing. 

II Bernard Is Professor of Social 
Gerontology at Keele Unlversiiy 
and President of the British Socieiy 
of Gerontology. 

III Conversation recorded 15th 
vecember 2010. J am very grateful 
fo Professor Helen Nicholson, Royal 
Ho/loway, Universiiy of London, for 
her time and generosiiy in respond
ing to questions. 
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IV Professor Kirkwood is Director of 
Institute for Ageing and Health, 
Newcastle Universiiy. 

V Although some of tile testimonies 
had been spoken by people who 
were younger tllan the performers 
- e.g. a 4-year-o/d girl - generally 
the performers were speaking 
words that had been spoken by 
people older than themselves. 

VI Comment made during the On 
Ageing Symposium, 2nd October 
2010, Young Vic Theatre, London. 



.;. A CONVERSATION I 

SYNNE 

Can we start by talking about On Ageing's history and 
how the project come about? J've heard different versions 
of the project's genesis, but In particular I remember 

b tx) 
you, David, saying at one point that Sam hod asked the 

>- question after An Infinite Une: Brighton, ·what if this was II z 
~ C performed by children?' How much did this question ::r: C ~ w -- prompt the idea of a performance for an adult audience m 

+-' tx) ~ -0 performed entirely by children, or young performers? 
w +' c: Can we talk about how the idea for On Ageing arose z >- Q) z -- or where it came from? 
~ '- (!) > ~ Cl) DAVID -- Because of all the work that we've made for children, w > --J z . I and how we've created that work, and the Involvement -0 W ~ 0 ~ of children in it, and because also within the company, 
~ having had the presence of Sam's children, children et: Cl) ~ :::r::: >- have been really central to our creative and personal --0 

~ 
....., 

~ 
lives for a number of years. They were there as a group -

~ -- of people that we think about a lot; just part of the way 
0 ...- > we think. So for a while I'd been thinking, 'maybe we'd 
~ C w C -- want to do something about that then. Let's do something -I ....., 

0 }- with children rather than making work for children, or just :::J 0 0 m havin8 children in our family lives. Let's actually make a 
~ « cC show with children, what would that be like?- So that was 
en floating around, that idea. So when Sam said, 'wouldn't 

it be really Interesting if ~n Infinite Line: Brighton' was 
performed by children·, it didn't strike me as a strange 
comment because it's a really exciting idea. Yeah, 
wouldn't it be unusual and sort of amazing because 
children are fairly unusual and pretty amazing people. 



SYNNE 

So why a piece about ageing? 

DAVID 

So much of the work that we've made over the years has 
been about time, and about memory. A lot of it has been 
about light and darkness, and that's also about living 
and dying, because that's what the metaphor is, isn't it? 

ID Written with Light was about photography and memory. 
And 10 years ago we made a piece with some old people 

IV in Enfield, where we used to live. We made an installation 
in a shopping centre. We put up a greenhouse and 
invited some old people to sit in it and have conversa
tions which were amplified around the shopping centre. 
Unexpectedly it caused some controversy: old women 
talking about sex and people being really offended. 
So time and ageing have been there as themes. It wasn't 
a brand new idea. 

And you know, we've all just turned 40, that was def
initely part of it My mum turned 70 this year: there was 
just an awareness of time passing and getting older. 
And then, it's like any other idea. It just pops in your 
head one day. Ideas come out of nowhere because lots 
of different things are floating around and there's a 

~ chemical reaction and two things come together, and 
~ then there's the idea. 
g 
~ SAM 

And then someone comes and says, 'we want you to 
make a piece' and then that thing that is in your head 
will just fall out, I suppose. 
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DAVID 

That's true, and it's also linked to moving into the Young 
Vic as an associate company. When we arrived I was 
talking with David Lan about how we could work together. V 

He said, 'well, tell me what all your ideas are and we can 
see if anything feels like it fits'. And one of the images, 
one of the ideas. was something on ageing done by 
children. He was planning the Young Vic's 40th birthday 
season, so there was an obvious connection there as well. 
So we suddenly had a real context in which this idea 
could happen, which was great because it had been in 
my head and in proposals floating around for four years 
before that conversation. Which is how it often works, 
things floating around and waiting for an opportunity. 
And then the opportunity came up. 

SYNNE 

Was it a transition for you as directors to work with 
such a young cast? 

SAM 

Yeah, we thought we had to sit down and think it through 
because we hadn't done it before. It felt like we needed 
to know what we were doing in order to make this really 
complex piece. We knew that we were asking a lot of 
them, so we knew we had to be prepared. So we did 
talk a lot about how we were going to run the rehearsals 
and what would need to be in place, and to work to very 
strict deadlines. More so than normal. And the legal 
stuff that comes with it breaks and chaperones, being 
left with a child, taking a child to the toilet And also 
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because the youngest was seven, there with much older 
ones, so the range was quite tricky. I suppose if you work 
with children as a group generally they're the same age 

VI range. So there was a relationship between us and them, 
but also between the children. There are different needs. 
After-school activities and all that. And tiredness as well. 
We had tO,think about that, concentration, focus. 
Different energies in the room and how we would work 
with that, or harness that. 

DAVID 

Everything about the process felt quite different. The 
structure of the process, the planning of it, the scheduling. 
All of that felt different because it had to be, because 
of who they were. But then at the heart of the process, 
conceptually, how we worked, how we chose to work and 
how we generated material, the sorts of conversations 
that we three had, the conceptual conversations about 
what we wanted to do, that didn't really feel any different 
And the creative approach in rehearsals, even if we 
were only rehearsing for an hour, or an hour and a half 
or whatever, even if the shape of rehearsals might be 
totally different, the approach was the same as always. 

0> SAM 

~ I think so. We would bring an idea to the rehearsal room 
~ and get the performers to try it. 

~ DAVID 

And then go from there by asking them questions and 
challenging them, which is exactly how we work with 
professional adult performers. I think what was interesting , 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

in the end was that the children were doing something 
that a grown-up profeSSional probably could not do. 
The whole thing about the choreography of the objects 
and the ability to play with them, and the way it 
developed over the run. By the end, it was astonishing. 
They were really into it because it was a game. A really 
hard one and a challenging one. They took it as a 
challenge. And they knew that they were good at it. 
They liked being good at it 

SAM 

We kept telling them that they were good at it because 
they really were. 

SYNNE 

There's something about how one structures rehearsals. 
You had to be really clear about why you did what you 
did and when. You had to make decisions much sooner, 
and you also had to be aware of their energy levels and 
not waste too much time. So we had to be very pro
active in terms of making things come together in this 
process. We could not rely on or plan for the performers 
being able to create their own material or improvise 
solutions. In that respect this process differed quite 
Significantly from other devising processes I've been 
involved in. It was as if you as directors were planning 
for every possible eventuality in this process. How did 
you experience the process? 

SAM 

The important decision was when we decided that the 
show was 80;ng to be a choreography of objects, and 
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we knew that this was an important decision. We had to 
make that decision because we were workins with children 
and we knew that we couldn't keep chansing our minds 
and keep worrying about it. So we had to make a series 
of rules about how we wanted to work. If you're working 
with adult performers who are professional you spend 
much more time letting them do what they need to do 
to create stuff. And you don't have to worry about all 
that stuff. But in this piece we had to give them things 
sooner. We had to think about how many lines they were 
speakins and we needed to make sure that they had 
those lines and enough time to learn them. We wouldn't 
normally do this - not that we work a great deal with 
text - but when we do we sometimes ask the performers 
to change some of their lines right up to the last minute. 
We really couldn't do that with On Ageing until the 
performers were confident, and then into the run we 
could make little tweaks, things like that We just had 
to be a bit kinder to them, and to be fair. 

SYNNE 

I think the process also taught me something important 
about generating material. When you work with profess
ional performers you sometimes imagine specific images, 

~ ideas or atmospheres, and you know that these could 
~ be realised if the whole ensemble works towards making 
~ them possible. But with these performers you could not 

assume any thins. So when I really discovered what was 
interesting and exciting about these young performers, 
it felt much more, or 9t least equally interesting, to work 
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with what they brought to the process. It was not just 
about what we wanted them to do, but it was about 
being alert to the qualities that they brought to the 
process, and moments and ideas that we couldn't have 
envisaged. It was like with the objects: many of the humor
ous and touching moments came directly from them. 
I always tell myself that it's about looking at the potential 
of what's there, and still at first I had to remind myself 
to do just that It was a good and important lesson to 
remind myself about the importance of working with 
what's in front of you in the space. 

SAM 

It was your idea, David, to work with children and it 
wasn't just, -'et's work with children -. You thought it would 
be a really interesting thing to work with children on the 
subject of ageing because already you've got somethins 
there. That's where you had started from: we've got to 
work with children to do this piece. They're just going to 
be themselves and do what children do, and in a piece 
about ageing that's really interesting. 

DAVID 

I remember one of the press reviews, one of the critics 
saying the only reason the show worked was because it 
was performed by children. That's like saying the only 
reason that a ballet works is because ballet dancers are 
dancing it. All the piece was was children doing some
thing about ageing, that's all it was. It's really simple, 
just that. To say that it wouldn't have worked if it had 
been adults is a really bizarre comment 
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SAM 

It's not the show we made, is it? 

DAVID 

If they had been adults we wouldn't have made that 
show. It's as you say, we would have ended up going, 
'what can these adult, really highly trained, experienced 
performers do?' and that's not what it was about. It was 
never about that It was something much simpler. 

SYNNE 

And it reminds you that every group of performers or 
people that you work with will define so strongly what it 
is you have. If you let it, if you really let their personalities 
inform your work. 

SAM 

Yes, if you work in that way. The way that we work. 

DAVID 

I think there's a lot to learn from it There's a lot we 
should try and take away from it into other projects. 
It was a really great process. It wasn't relaxed because 
it was wo~ and it's hard work to make something out 
of nothing to a deadline. But we had to be positive and 
we had to be happy, even if we only had to appear to 
be happy. We had to appear to be happy in rehearsals 

Oi because there was a duty of care from us as directors 
~ and the whole company towards those seven children 
.:; 

~ who were trusting us that we were going to present them 
to people in a way that was not bad for them. I think 
there was a lot of good stuff that we should not forget 
about just because w~ go back to working with more 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

conventional performers. It was a happy time. 

SYNNE 

Again, there's somet hing about going back to basics and 
not taking anything for granted, and being sensitive to 
what's going on in the room. You talked about this self 
discipline that one has to exercise, and I may read a bit 
too much into the process here, but I do think that there 
was a really generous spirit on this production, as if we 
all knew that we had to take care of each other and make 
sure that the performers felt safe. We all had to think 
about how we were responsible for a good atmosphere. 
And this was really magnified because we were working 
with these young people. And the production team was 
very aware of how unusual the devising process was, 
and the stakes became particularly clear when some of 
the performers couldn't attend rehearsals due to illness, 
and we knew that if this happened during the run we 
would have to cancel performances. So there was 
something about taking good care, and rediscovering 
what it is to be in a space with people making some
thing together. And making it work as well. 

DAVIO 

Especially because those seven children hadn't had 
any experience of performing in a professional context, 
which was really important to us. We actively sought 
children who hadn't got an agent or gone to stage school 
and done shows in the West End. We didn't want any 
of that We didn't want seven children that came with 
an attitude and a kind of, ., know what I'm gonna do', 
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because they had no idea what we were going to do. 
And because we created that, a sense of, ·you don't 
know what this is going to be·, that made it even more 
important that we had to be really sensitive, to look 
after them and carry them through some things that 
were completely unknown to them. 

SYNNE 

I think you were doing something incredibly difficult and 
challenging. You were inviting the audience to appreciate 
the performers for what they were, regardless of their 
age, and at the same time it was their age that was at 
the heart of the piece, so to speak. I was thinking about 
the different responses that the piece got Some were 
from people who were surprised how grown-up the 
children seemed, and I think this was partly elicited by 
the fad that you were working against the cliche about 
children, and maybe in particular children on stage. 
But for some people there was an unsettling quality 
about how grown-up the performers seemed. Of course 

VII the testimonies played a big part in this, and maybe 
the fad that the performers seemed so confident, but 
not in a stage school kind of way. But I think that this 
unsettled feeling may also have something to do with the 
starkness of the vision that surrounded the performers, 
in terms of the space, the lighting, the sound and the 
visual design. 

SAM 

I think so, yeah. Where we placed them and how we 
were looking at them. 
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SYNNE 

Exadly. 

SAM 

ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

It was to do with that Because children obviously are 
human beings and they're incredibly complex and often 
when you look at them on stage or television you are not 
seeing any of that because you see what the director 
wants or what the vision is. But we were looking at these 
children as themselves on stage, and you could see what 
was happening behind their eyes, and you could see 
them making decisions. People were able to look at 
them as interesting, complex people, beings. You don't 
often see that That's maybe something to do with our 
culture, our society. 

DAVID 

You don't get many opportunities to really closely look 
at people, at strangers, as themselves. And they never 
stopped just being who they were, even when they 
were speaking someone else's words, it was always just 
that child. They didn't become a character or put on 
a different voice. 

SAM 

They weren't acting. 

DAVID 

Or pretending. They were just themselves saying some
thing or doing something. That's what it was. To be 
able to be in an audience looking at that is really 
unusual, and especially with children. There are so few 
opportunities to loo~ at a child, to look at someone 
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OF GETIING ON WITH LIVING 

who's a different age to you. For an adult to look at a 
child, there is something already going on about ageing 
because of that Because of that fact You talked 
about something a bit unsettling about it I think it felt 
strange because of thal 

SYNNE 

I think so. 

DAVID 

I think one of the early ideas that we talked about was 
to do with what it would be like to be sitting in a room, 
a theatre, with an audience over here, looking at 
performers over there. That's what theatre is, people in 
a space together, looking at each other, contemplating 
each other. And the performers are all younger people, 
children of a similar age. And all of these people over 
here, the audience, most of them are older. That's what 
we were working with. That was the starting point, not 
what story about ageing we could present to people. 

SYNNE 

You never know what individual audience members are 
thinking, but it was striking that the reaction was either 
silence, or they were expressive and very vocal about how 
they fell Sometimes theatre can be a bit like a mirror 
and you see yourself reflected. So what is happening on 
that stage is really about us, the audience. Theatre is 
often about the audience in one form or another, and 
this piece really foregrounded thal I wonder if this is your 

experience of the piece as we"? 
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SA-M 

Yeah. I think that was what we were trying to do, 
wasn't it? We were trying to have on that stage every .. 
one's experiences. ) mean you can't actually do that, 
but trying to draw attention to people's experiences 
and things that they maybe hadn't thought about 
And in the objects as well as the children. That's why 
the objects were there because people could surely 
relate to several objects on stage, and then place 
themselves on stage as well, through those things. 

DAVID 

I think a lot of people came to the piece with a really 
strong assumption - and I understand why - that it was 
going to be a piece about getting old, being old, and 
I think those people never got quite over that whilst 
watching It. And they therefore found something a bit 
lacking in it It was too generalised. In fact all of the texts 
and all of the objects had been deliberately and care
fully chosen because they said something about ageing 
at every different point of being alive. whether you're a 
child ageing, a baby ageing, middle-aged ageing, or 
somebody approaching death ageing. I think it was a 
mirror but not necessarily in a very specific way to each 
person because the piece was so broad. Also. the testi
monies were so specific, the things that people chose 
to speak about when we said, "what can you tell us 
about ageing?" Someone chose to talk about a TV show 
from the 1980s, Dallas. That's how she wanted to talk 
about ageing. That's brlJliant. Someone else wanted to 
talk about how lonely he had become once his friends 
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and family had died. That's brilliant as welll and no 
more truthful; sadderl surel but just completely different. 
Other people wanted to talk about stuff in their atticl or 
about mirrors or photographsl or about sexJ or slippers. 
In the piece you heard all these different voices of 
people that weren't there in the room. That's what the 
piece was, what the mirror was, that It's happening to 
all of us in all these different ways. now. It isn't something 
that happens when you get to 'be old', whatever that is. 
It's happening to all of uSJ in this room, now. And like 
Vaughn said in the show, 'It's a sood thins, because it 
means ~hot you're alive'. 

SYNNE 

For me there were moments, maybe these were stronger 
in rehearsals because you see them for the first time and 
when you see the show you anticipate them, but there 
really were these moments in rehearsal where the 
performers spoke the text and they were standing there 
and you saw this ... you immediately had this life in front 
of you. You start imagining a life to come, but you also 
imagine the life of the person whose text it is. It was 
uncanny, .and as an audience member your imagination 
is reaUy activated and stimulated. And so for me the 
question is, how much time do we need as an audience 
to really get into that moment? That reaUy fascinated 
me, as a concept or anldea ... it's not even a concept. 
it's a very real thing. 

DAVID 

And the piece did leave a lot of time for that, you know, 
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space for people to reilect, which I think a lot of people 
also found difficult I think we're not very good at imagining 
ageing happening to ourselves. I can't imagine what it's 
going to be like when I'm 90. I really can't imagine it. 
But you can imagine it more easily on other people. 

SYNNE 

One thing that struck me about some of the reviews was 
the claim that the piece said nothing new about ageing. 

DAVlD 

Yeah, that's really interesting. 

SYNNE 

One or two even seemed to suggest that nothing at all 
was said about ageing. And I can understand what they 
meant, guessing where they were coming from, but I 
think the piece said a lot. Can we talk about what we 
thought it did say? 

DAVID 

One thing that it said was that thing we talked about 
just now, that idea of 'you, you people, it's happening to 
you already'. For me that was the heart of the piece: let's 
just all acknowledge that we're all ageing, it's happening 

" to all of us, it always has been, always will be, and we're 
0) 

~ all in it together. Let's stop fetishising youth and hiding 
~ oldooQge as though there's nothing in between, as though 
~ it isn't an absolute continuum. And let's just acknowledge 

there's no difference between being ninety and nine in 
terms of why we would want to make some people visible 
or invisible, althoush of course there ore differences ;n 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

terms of how you live your life. A number of people whom 
we spoke to in the research hadn't thought at all about 
ageing. We don't acknowledge it; we don't think about it; 
we don't want to talk about it We do everything we can 
to overcome the signs of it. I say we ... 

SAM 

You mean 'we- in a more general sense ... 

SYNNE 

You mean culturally, socially ... 

DAVID .; 

Yes, the piece was addressing that silence that we hove, 
culturally, socially. Sure, it didn't make any insightful 
discoveries about the sex lives of the over nineties or 
about the politics of public transport, because that's 
not what we were doing. What we did do was ask every
one in the audience to reflect on the fact of their own 
ageing, and their own connectedness to a child who may 
be in front of them, or on old person they might pass on 
the street on their way home, and to not feel quite so 
different from those people. 

SAM 

Yes exactly. 

DAVID 

We know that every idea in that piece came from people 
wanting to talk about their own ageing on their own terms. 
So I think to dismiss that as not Significant is patronising. 
People don't talk conceptually. You say to a woman 
who's sixty, 'what do you think about ageing?' and she 
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wants to talk about Dallas. or how her body feels, or she 
wants to talk about not wanting to look in the mirror. 
That is what ageing is to that person. It's not a concept 
or a government policy. For most people it's simply 
about their bodies and lives. 

SAM 

And how their lives are affected, and what it means to 
them. And how they view themselves in the past, now 
that they're older. which is what you don't do when 
you're younger. You don't often think of yourself being 
older and how you will be. and how you'll be like that 
person over there who can't really walk very well, for 
instance. And when you're very young you don't think 
of yourself as having aged, you don't think about when 
you were two because you're not old enough to think 
like that We only think about ageing in terms of being 
older and also about the birthdays that we mark. 
When you get to 40 you're supposed to go, 'oh, haven't 
I aged?' and when you get to 50, 'oh, haven't I aged more?' 
Or, 'you think 40 is olcl wait till you get to 50!' And then 
when you're 60 ... 70 .•. 

And all the time before that, you're not supposed to 
think about it, are you? Why not? Because it's a negative 
thing, rather than a positive thing. We talked about how 
ageing is actually living, we played a lot with that, is this 
piece about ageing or just about living? 

SYNNE 

I think what you're saying about the minutiae of how we 
really think about ageing was one of the most important 
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things that the piece was saying and exploring. It was 
saying, -how do you think about it?' Not necessarily 
-think about it- or -think about this or think about that-. 
But it was asking, -how do you think about ageing and 
getting older?- So the range of texts made sense to me 
in terms of this os well. like you said, it's not always 
profound poetry or scientific gerontology, rather it's 
about the little things that we notice. There are moments 
during a day when we have these encounters or perhaps 
subtle confrontations with the ageing process. We may 
suddenly notice tiny changes to our body, face, hair, 
or one day we notice that we've started dealing with 
problems in a more grown-up way. There are these 
fleeting fragments or encounters with ageing. They can 
be very banal or feel more significant, but always in a 
subtle way. That's just the minutiae of life. 

DAVID 

We talked a lot about different possible titles for it and 
1 think the one title which was the main contender up 
against On Ageing was IOn the Everyday Activity of 

o Getting on with living' which is what you're talking about, .... 
~ just the process of setting on with living, the process of 
i just getting on. 

..Q 

~ , 
i .g 

And in the end there are these moments when you notice 
the change. And I guess what the piece did, what we 
tried to do, was maybe to condense some time passing, 
to heighten this sense of change. To really mark those 
moments when you notice something, to really bring 
them out more. It was the same with the objects, tryin8 
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OF GETIING ON WITH LIVING 

to show a whole life passing through objects. And all the 
d ifferent choices of testimonies. The different people of 
different ages, we heard their voices. It's like maybe the 
piece was trying to do that, just to electrify those little 
moments where you go, 'oh I'm getting olde~ aren't I?' 

SAM 

Lots of people found it sad, even though it was a positive 
piece. But that was because the piece was working. 
Because the piece made people, those I've spoken to 
anyway, think about it. They said to me, -I'd never thought 
about it. It made me think about my life. what I've done 
and what I've achieved and what I've lost and what I've 
gained and where I've been and what I haven't done and 
where I haven't been, who's gone and what I own and 
what I am -. What's more profound than that? 

DAVID 

Th(.. '3 pretty good. That's some kind of success if people 
felt like that 

SYNNE 

I think that Isubtle confrontationl sums up the piece 
for me because it's a subtle piece. it's not trying to be 
confrontational, but it was - just by what it was doinS -
somewhat confrontational. I would sometimes hear, 
literally, gasps in the audience. The gasps often seemed 
to be a reaction to the testimonies, yet the performers 
weren't adding emotional colour or interpretation to 
the texts. So there's something about a subtlety that 
feels really confrontational, and maybe that relates to 
what you're sayin8 about a8ein8: you get on with Iivin8 

....... 



and then there are those moments where you realise that 
you're becoming older. Ufe is passing every day. That's a 
really strong statement for a piece to make, in my view. 

DAVID 

I remember some things that were written or said about it, 
specifically to do with children on stage, like something 
wasn't right Almost as if it was exploitative, the ethics of 
asking a seven-year-old child to talk about how long he 
might hove left to live. Or an eleven-year-old girl to talk 
about the embarrassment of puberty. To have a skeleton 
on stage next to these children, to bring the spectre of 
death into a room with children. For me, these criticisms 
just rested on an assumption that these children were 
sort of empty vessels that we had poured all these 
things into, dirtying the vessel by doing it 

But, you know, the piece also absolutely celebrated 
children, which we need to do as much as we need to 
acknowledge the fact that ageing is pcrt of all of us. 
Because we don't live in a time or place where children 
are particularly celebrated. Children are fairly demonised 
in lots of different ways. The show ended with all the 
children just standing, looking back at the adufts in the 

'. audience, and Georgie said this line about all the lights 
~ fading and all the adults disappearing, and then she 
~ said, ·but that's OK, because we'll still be here tomorrow·. 
~ For me, that final image we made shows us how extra-

ordinary children are, and how vital they are. They are 
vital. It's a cfiche but it's true: they are the future. Just 
look at these seven <;hildren, look at what they can do. 
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How amazing they are. That was really important. So all 
the nonsense about it being inappropriate to talk about 
sex or death or ageing with children ... 

SAM 

... that skeleton came from an idea from a child, a nine
year-old child. It was his idea. It wasn't our idea. They all 
know what's going on. Theo, who was seven, was talking 
about how many years he might have left to live. I think 
in that moment what Theo cared about was his moment 
of glory, having all the attention and saying his lines. 

DAVID 

And that's fine because he's seven, you know. Of course 
a seven-year-old is aware of death. Of course he is. 
Every seven-year-old is, a four-year-old is. It's not in
appropriate for him to talk about it. 

SAM 

That's the thing with children. People have all these ideas 
of what is good for children, what's bad for children. 
Also people don't know how we cared for those children . 
What was put in place. Our priority was their welfare. 

DAVID 

That's really important because I suppose we're talking 
about what the project did, how it may have affected 
people or made them think. Maybe what it did has 
nothing to do with what was on stage as a performance 
in front of an audience, nothing to do with being at the 
Young Vic, nothing to do with a creative process. Just to 
do with the fact that we spent six months of our lives 
working with these seven children, and that we gathered 
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OF GETTING ON WITH LIVING 

around them a group of adults who told them that they 
were extraordinary. Maybe it's arrogant or not true, 
but I wonder how that sent them off into their futures, 
because not many children get that: a group of strangers 
who get them together purely to tell them how extra
ordinary they are. Children tend to get the opposite of 
that, really. That felt really important If the show had 
been a catastrophe I would still feel like that was a great 
use of six months of my life, to invest that much love and 
attention and belief in those seven children. 

SYNNE 

They were given a real challenge. There was no safety net, 
something was expected of them and it was real. That's 
an incredible thing to be able to do and have done. 
So they knew they had a worth that was real, not just 
because people told them so, but because they did it 
They went through the process and they know what that 
means for real. That is an incredible opportunity for a 
young person to really develop the kind of confidence and 
courage that they will need in this world. Extraordinary. 

SAM 

Yeah, and you know that for some members of that cast 
in particular that was a huge thing. Some of them are 
used to being the centre of attention, they're happy to 
be so. Other children in that cast, it was a big thing. 

SYNNE 

Can we talk about the choir, the choir of elders that we'd 
brought together? Very late on, we made a decision 
about taking the choir out, so that they would appear 



o 
~ 

in the piece only os 0 recordin~ not live. We knew why 
they couldn't be in it, because of how the piece hod 
developed, because it had become a piece that could 
only work if it remained true to the original idea of being 
performed only by children. But of course it was also a 
paradox that we took away the one thing that could 
remind us, in a very -tangible- way, that ageing is also 
about becoming old, and remind us that although we 
all age all the time children and older people are not 
the same thing. There's a whole life process between 
a 7-year-old boy and an 80-year-old man. We were 
adamant that we should also celebrate this fact, and 
we should celebrate the ageing body of experience and 
lives lived to the full. We should not avoid it And yet we 
took it out We know why in terms of the piece's drama
turgy, content and structure, but maybe we could explore 
the process of having to take it out? Because it was a 
very conflicted decision. 

SAM 

We knew why it was right but also why it was wrong. 
It was right structurally, dramaturgically; but politically, 
in terms of the spirit of the idea of a choir of elders ... 
it was hard. 

DAVID 

~ _ It was the most difficult thins we've ever done, without 
l- a doubt, making that decision. If there had been any 

doubt we would not have done it But we had to. It was 
really clear. As you say that decision did exactly what 
we didn't want to do" it made older people invisible, 
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OFGETTING ON WITH LIVING 

it excluded them, it devalued them, felt like we exploited 
them, we'd taken what we wanted and then changed 
our minds. We had been so careful for so long, talking a 
lot about representation and the kind of meaning of an 
old person on stage in this piece. The symbolism of it, 
the politics of that, and how important it was and what 
we felt about it. And then at the last minute, ·I'm sorry 
but you can't be in it·. The piece was a piece about ageing 
performed by children. It was such a simple idea and it 
was a great idea. 

In the first research and development workshops we 
had this idea of an elderly singer. I was interested in this 
because we work a lot with live music and musicians. 
So more than any other instrument I was thinking about 
how the voice changes, so this idea of a musician, an old 
musician whose instrument has changed seemed really, 
really relevant And it linked to how we normally worked 
with musicians, or a live presence of musicians in our 
performances. And then that grew from one person into 
a choir for different reasons, as part of a compositional 
process, the development of purely musical ideas by 
the composer. At some point there was a concept of 
an old voice and then there was this interest from a 
compositional point of view. They separated, the idea 
cnd the process, and ran in parallel when in fact at the 
point of separation it should have stopped as an idea. 
But it didn't And we allowed it to carry on. 

SAM 

Which is what happens when you work collaboratively 
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ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

because if you invite other artists into your vision and 
their ideas as well, you have to work with that You have 
to let them have their ideas and try and work with it and 
see what happens. 

DAVID 

And you know we were pleased that it might be possible 
to include older performers, because we were so sensitive 
to those questions around visibility. 

SYNNE 

It's also a process, because you also arrive at a point when 
the penny drops, and you are able to really articulate 
why and how it's interesting to make a piece with children 
on ageing. Going through the process with the older 
people, the choir, helped clarify this question for me. 

DAVID 

What do you mean? 

SYNNE 

What is interesting about having only very young 
performers in a piece on ageing is to do with a process 
of imagination, the audience are invited to experience 
and reflect on ageing as a life process. Ageing belongs to 
everyone, it does not only Iresidel in an lold personl or 
an lold bodyl. The physical absence of the older body 
made it perhaps even more present, in our minds. We 
talked about the older singers as a Greek chorus who 
would have knowledge and experience that the younger 
performers didn't have. I think this was a very profound 
idea, but in a way that idea was also very present in the 
testimonies that the,young performers spoke. 
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OF GETIING ON WITH LIVING 

SAM 

Yes, it was there because they spoke the words of 
people who carried knowledge they didn't carry. Older 
people were very present in the piece in that way, 
because they had been very present in the research 
process, in all the conversations we'd had that led to 
those testimonies. 

DAVID 

And in the end it was a piece about ageing, not about 
being old. 

SYNNE 

We could have made the idea with the choir of elder 
singers work. It's important to see different ages on stage 
and it's not something that happens often, but we would 
have to have worked more with it from the beginning 
because that would have triggered solutions or ideas 
that would have come from the material, and it would 
have made it less of an abstract idea. We discovered 
what we could do with the piece because we were 
working so much with the children • 

DAVID 

When you make a piece there's nothing there. You have 
an idea in your head or on a piece of paper, but it 
doesn't exist It's just a thing, a completely abstract thing, 
a potential for something, but it's not more than a 
potential, and then at some point you force open a 
space for it to actually happen in, and it's a great effort. 
You make this space to create something in. And the 
thing we worked to create, the only reason we created 
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that space, was so that we cou\d make a piece about 
ageing performed by children. 

SAM 

Yes, but then working in the way that we do, devising, 
the point is you don't know what you're making until you 
start making it, until you get quite a way into the process. 
And then you go, ·aha, this is really interesting, these 
children are really interesting, • and it's at that point that 
you can make a decision about all the other ideas you've 
sot going, that you are able to say, ·oh, I see that that's 
not going to be right now, because this is brilliant, this is 
what we want, this is what the piece can be. • 

SYNNE 

And it's a good question: could one be clearer about it, 
just on a conceptual level? Or do you actually need that 
process where you see it I think the process does reveal 
something that you often couldn't know beforehand. 

SAM 

How can you know before you're looking at it? You can't 
You need that time; that's the process. Otherwise you'd 
just always be sticking with the first idea. And if you work 
in that way you're sometimes going to make brilliant work, 
but sometimes you'll make work that isn't very good 
because you've decided to stick with the first idea and 
that's what it's going to be, even if you're in that room 
thinkins, ·well this isn't right; this needs a little something-. 

DAVID 

It's the difference b~tween what you're actually working 
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ON THE EVERYDAY ACTIVITY 

wIth and the idea of what you're going to do with it 
because I agree with you about the Ideas, how difficult 
sometimes It is to be led by ideas. You know the idea that 
you're starting with, but what about other ideas that 
come up that you couldn't have known about, because 
they evolve? You have to leave time and space for them 
to reveal themselves. But in terms of ageing, and specific
ally in terms of representation of older people, I think we 
were drawn to the idea of the choir because we wanted 
people to know that we were thinking really carefully 
about it Even though It was a piece performed by children. 

Even in that context - of a piece performed by children 
- we spent so much time talking about the cultural 
politics of being elderly, and the representation of older 
bodies. And It was important that we spoke.about that, 
and we care a lot about people and what our work 
does and says about - and to - different people. So the 
idea of a choir on the piece, it d idn't feel like we had to 
do It, but we'd been talking so much about these things 
conceptually, so It felt brilliant when we thought we 
could actually do it physically as well. That's also why it 
was so painful, because the reason why in the end we 
had to make that decision to cut the choir was because 
we had been so open to It, sort of seduced by the idea, 
that was the irony of it. 

SYNNE 

But in a sense we had inadvertently taken on the anxiety 
of the whole d iscourse on ageing. We ourselves became 
very careful, and perhaps overly respectful? 
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SAM 

To try to address everything, which of course you can't do. 

SYNNE 

But we took on those anxieties and probably rightly so. 
I think that's also one of the challenges when you're 
making work that tries to address a real issue in society. 
You feel responsible in a differeni way compared to if 
It's your own subjective vision or Imagination. There's a 
different level of responsibility. 

DAVID 

There's more of a danger and more of a risk attached 
to it because you're not making a piece about the 
weather in Snowdonia, which we've just done, or about 
the light in Brighton. Yeah, those are real things, but 
there isn't a huge national discourse about those things 
at every level from government policy through to health 
care and social relations. 

SAM 

And you're expected to have on artistic response to 
that, from an artist's point of view. 

DAVID 

We were asked a question by someone who saw the show, 
-have you considered how difflcuft it is for elderly people to 
ensage with public transport?- No actually, I hadn't con
sidered that I am making 0 piece, and sure, I'm sympa
thetic to the challenges of transport and moving between 
spaces and getting out in the world, but this piece was 
not about that It could have been, but that's not what 
we were trying to make. It wasn't that kind of project 
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SYNNE 

You did a lot of research before and during the project. 
Did you ever feel that there were expectations of you in 
terms of the theme? Were there expectations that you 
were going to respond to ageing in a certain way? 

SAM 

I don't know if I felt that at all in our research. I think 
things came up for us and made us think and worry 
whether we should be - from our point of view -
addressing those things, like the closure of day care 
centres. We'd go into day care centres, and meet these 
wonderful people who had agreed to talk to us and 
spend their time with us and share their thoughts and 
memories, and then they'd tell us, -they're c10sins this 
place down-. That made us aware of those things 
and about all sorts of things that we might have to 
address. But I don't know if there were expectations 
at that stage. 

DAVID 

I felt like we made a piece that grew out of being in a 
series of different places, meeting different people, 
talking about ageing in different ways. Some of those 
conversations revealed people's expectations, and I'd 
say I especially felt that in terms of expectations from 
some of the project's funders, each with a slightly different 
set of desires, and also a certain amount of pressure 
that we put on ourselves to make something that felt 
worthwhile. Then some of the conversations revealed 
more in terms of possibilities, ideas. They were all different. 
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Ageing is such a broad subject, in a way it was also liber
ating, as we always knew there was no way we could do 
everything, we just had to find a focus that felt meaning
ful to us. We had so much material to work with, whether 
it was people, things that had been said, or light, objects, 
sound, or whatever our ideas were. That's What we were 
working with and that's where the piece came--from. We 
worked with what there was and it grew from that We 
didn't start with an idea about what we wanted to say 
about ageing, we entered into a process that we wanted 
to be very democratic, very open to lots of people's voices. 
In the end that's also why perhaps it felt unspecific to 
some people. There wasn't something about ageing that 
we wanted to talk about, in a social sense. We wanted to 
talk about ageing simply as a thing that happens. All the 
other things that it causes? Well, they're just different 

SYNNE 

A lot of your work is not narrative-driven, I often see it 
as exploring more of an emotion or a feeling, or an 
atmosphere or an energy. And when you devise you often 
seem intent on exploring a certain feeling or perhaps 
an atmospheric quality in the room. Do you think that's 
a fair description, that this interests you a lot? I was 
curious if you thought that this applied to this piece and 
working with these young performers? 

DAVID 

Yeah, I think that's accurate. 

SYNNE 

Or perhaps it's about instinct? 
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DAVlD 

Well, there's this desire to create space, for the work that 
we make to create spaces for audiences to enter into. 
Spaces that are very particular and with a really specific 
sensation that say something specific, thr9U9h what
ever means. And instinct is a big part of making those 
spaces, I tnink. There'll often be a point where we go, 
'well, conceptually we should be doing this, but my instinct 
tells me that we should be doing this Instead'. It's often 
about how something feels, how it feels to us, the people 
responsible for creating these spaces. 

SAM 

Because It's right 

DAVlD 

And it's not about compromise. It's about combining 
different sorts of processes. 

SAM 

Yeah, It~s a different way of working, isn't it? It will 
create a different product and I suppose If you charted 
o piece of work without looking at what was said you'd 
be able to.chart how you want the audience tQ ,feel, 
would that be,right? What feeling are we trying to 
create now? Whqt are we trying to get ac;ross? Not 
necessarily 'what do we mean?' We do work a lot with 
feeling, emotion, energy and how far we can develop 

. these things. We work a lot with stillness and nothing
ness. What does It mean to be very, very still here, 
or to keep doing this thing? If an audience is feeling 
somethins they don't, necessarily immediately have to 
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move onto something else. A feeling can change into 
something else and that feeling can change Into some
thing else. We play with that We're not always right 
But we play with it 

DAVJD 

That goes right back to what we were talking about in 
the beginning. You were asking about the senesis of the 
project, and I was saying about being interested in things 
like memory and time. When you're interested In those 
sorts of things you do have to become Interested in a 
sort of nothingness as well. Creating a space where 
there might not be so much going on, I suppose we're 
not particularly interested in constructing well-driven 
narrative structures that move forward in a way that is 
really well-paced and has that kind of rhythm of keeping 
it all going nicely along. There's not a moment to drift 
away. We don't do that and we often actively create 
opportunities for people to drift or make a space within 
a work where people have to either get bored or go, 
'you know what, I'm just going to spend some time with 
this feeling or with this atmosphere', It's quite anti
dramatic, not that we set out to make work that is antl
dramatic, we never said that. But we quite like space. 

SAM 

And we're not very Interested In fiction. 

DAVlD 

The world is so full of extraordinary things, every day 
just walking from A to B. Why would you want to make 
something up when all these real things are so amazing? 
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1 think there's something simple in our work about iust 
trying to get people to notice, to be attentive to things. 

SAM 

I think that's why we see ourselves as artists and not 
theatre makers. Artists take a subject and just go, -there 
you go, look at that-. Because maybe that's what art is. 

DAVID 

Going back to that criticism, -the piece doesn't tell me 
anything new-, or, -the piece isn't making any clear point 
about ageing-, It's not what we were trying to do. We were 
trying to celebrate the everydayness of it. The everyday 
activity of getting on with living. There's not much to say 
about that and there's everything to say about that. 
So maybe in some little way that's what we wanted the 
piece to do. 

SYNNE 

That's exactly the point, isn't it? We wanted to make a 
piece that wasn't talking about it, but a piece that shows 
you how it's experienced - for us. 

SAM 

Asking you to experience it, actually creating the 
experience. 

DAVID 

Making a space in which you can just be there with it. 

SYNNE 

Maybe ageing's difficult to talk about until you're actually 
looking back. Because when you're in the process of 
ageing, what is ageing as it's happening? 
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SAM 

It just is. 

DAVID 

The way we tackled the theme also had something to 
do with where we were in our lives when we were making 
the show. The adults in the company were all about the 
same age. Maybe we need to do a piece on ageing 
again in thirty years when we're seventy rather than forty, 
because we'll make a very different piece. 

{a very Ions pause} 

SAM 

We've got a lot of words. 

SYNNE 

Yeah, there are a lot of words. I think we've said enough, 
don't you? 

Notes 

I Conversation recorded Thursday 
20th January 2011, Young Vic 
Theatre, london, 

11 A Fevered Sleep project commis
sioned by Brighton Festival in 2008. 

III A Fevered Sleep project produced 
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IV Time of Our Lives, created in 2000. 
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SYNNE K. BEHRNDT-SO, how would we like to start 
this conversation? 

DAVID HARRADINE-Is it useful to talk about where 
the idea of the project came from? 

5KB-Yes, that's very useful. Let's begin with the 
genesis of the project. 

DH-I think part of it was to do with making a string 
of projects that were different responses to place or to 
landscape, or to light or weather. Going right back 
to An Infinite Line: Brighton, then with The Forest, with 
The Weather Factory and It's the Skin You're Living In. 
So various things that we'd worked on felt like they'd 
made a bit of a theme that we were interested in. 
I think there was that. And then there was the process 
for me of returning home, to return to a landscape 
that was very familiar and finding that it had changed, 
and wanting to make something about that. Those 
two things coincided. I also remember a conversation 
that we had, Synne, really early on where I was talking 
about that experience of going home and memory, 
and the relationship between memory and that 
landscape. And then talking about On Ageing and 
how in On Ageing we avoided memory because it 
was a piece about ageing and time. But in making a 
piece about nature and landscape, memory felt like 
a really important way of approaching it. So there 
were many things that came together. 

SKB-Did the idea of going home or being home come 
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a bit later though? Didn't the project start before 
you went back to Yorkshire? It changed after you 
went home, but I think the project itself started 
before you went back. 

SAM BUTLER-Yes, I think home came later. It started 
as a piece about nature and landscape and the fact 
that we were considering very strongly doing another 
An Infinite Line piece, about Thames, the river. And it 
just morphed. into a. piece about na.ture and na.tural 
things around us. And then David, you went home. 

oH-And of course what also happened was that 
I had that conversation with David Lan, the artistic 
director of the Young Vic, about Chekbov. 

SKB-The first time I had a proper conversation with 
you, David, about the project, you hadjust had the 
conversation with David Lan, and we were ta.lking 
about what we thought was interesting about 
Chekhov. And we talked about the way in which the 
cha.racters' moods and feelings are very shaped or 
affected by the weather in those plays. And then 
we talked about the connection to childhood and 
how childhood is often a theme in the plays. So in 
a curious kind of way - and this may just be my 
perspective on it - some of those ideas did come 
out of a Chekhov discussion. And he kind of stayed 
with us for a while, didn't he? 

SB-Yes, he was there througliout the R&D process. 
And he was there at the beginnj~ of rehearsals. 
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And we then made tha.t turn and decided that he 
wouldn't appear at a.1l. 

oH-Yeah, he did remain of course in the title because 
it comes from the line in Three Sisters. Like you sa.y, 
I think in his plays the weather is a metaphor and I 
think in that line where she sa.ys "the wide blue sky" 
she's talking about home. Her memory of a landscape 
is her memory of home. The fact that we brought 
that title Above Me The Wide Blue Sky through from 
thinking about Chekhov feels like a. lot of things 
came together injust that title. 

SKB-And I think in the Cherry Orchard as well as in 
Three Sisters place is very connected to childhood. 
Maybe it's a longing for one's childhood, a longing 
to go back to that place. So place and childhood are 
connected, I think. On a personal level I initially 
connected with the Above Me project because I was in 
the process of exploring my relationship to my own 
culture, Denmark, and I discovered that the soil, the 
land, the nature - and these things were very present 
in my childhood - are the things that connect me 
with my country. So maybe it's also about getting 
older and being at a certain point in one's life. I think 
that some of the questions that came out of doing 
the On Ageing project also tied in with Above Me. 

sB-Yes, and that thing that seems to happen to 
people as we get older and approach a certain age. 
We think of the things that we left behind, of home. 
We didn't need them in ourJOUth. We came away. 



And you get to a certain point where you feel the need 
to return. I'm sure that's not the case for everyone but 
there's a desire and longing to go back home. And it's 
the things around you, I think Before we started the 
R&D I went on a holiday to Lanzarote, which is the 
most remarkable landscape, quite an amazing place. 
But it was interesting talking to people who had 
taken their lives over there and had decided to settle 
there. I cannot imagine doing that myself, because it 
was so alien. It's beautiful, it's stunning, but it's not 
home. 1\vo weeks, thank you very much and then it's 
'where's the rain, where's the green? Where are the 
things I know, the animals that I know, the birds?' 
So it's about place. I can't fathom the desire to 
completely remove yourself from your natural habitat. 

OH-Maybe one thing that connected this project 
with On Ageing was this focus on change. As Sam said, 
part of what drove the project was getting to a point 
in our lives where, in our different ways, we had gone 
back home, we were back with our families, or we 
were thinking about places which we had lived in, or 
occupied in an earlier part of our lives. But one thing 
that felt really important was this idea of what this 
place is like when we left, and then there's the reality 
of going back to it. A yearning for it to be just like it 
was when you left it, which of course is impossible 
because all places for whatever reasons change all 
the time. So it's impossible to return home because 
it doesn't exist. It exists in our imagination, but it's 
become something else. And that sense of every-
thing being in flux and changing all the time, that 
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feels really connected to On Ageing and what we were 
thinking in that project. The facing up to the fact 
that we're caught up in this unstoppable, inevitable 
process of change, which happens on a personal level 
and to our bodies, but also on the level of a landscape. 

sKB-There's this text 'On Nature' in On Ageing, which 
always really got to me. Like you said, there comes a 
point where you really notice that you have changed, 
or you notice the process of change happening. It 
suddenly becomes very clear, and it can be a good thing, 
but it can also be a sad thing. We usually embrace 
change with a positive mindset, but I'm interested 
in that sadness, also. The sadness that comes with 
change is also worth exploring. And I think we did 
this in Above Me. There's a sadness that goes with the 
process of change, and I'm interested in that. 

D H-I think we were trying to do two things simul
taneously. One of them was to do with trying to 
confront people with the reality of that loss. The 
aspect of change, which is to do with losing things, 
losing sight of things and losing hold of things. It 
felt important to make a piece which faced up to the 
painfulness of that, especially in relation to nature 
because it feels too easy to dismiss environmental 
change as something which is inevitable, so a bit 
like what's the point about being sad - or nostalgic 
for - how it used to be? But that feels too easy a 
get-out clause. It's harder to face up to it because 
as humans we're hardwired to be selfish. We tried 
to take the focus away from the human and human 
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relationships and onto something else and something 
more difficult to grasp, maybe. 

SB-I think it's when you, David, talked to your mum 
about the field, and you asked if anything had changed. 
And her first response was that 'no, everything is just 
the same, except for this and this and the cuckoos 
have gone and there are no flowers'. It was a brilliant 
thing that you found there, and it links to what you're 
saying that until you start thinking about it, you just 
let it happen and then someone questions it and you 
think 'oh yes, things have changed. There used to be 
that and there used to be this'. And it takes someone 
coming away and then coming back to that place to 
notice it, maybe. Maybe we're just too used to change 
that we have grown accustomed to it. 

OH-I think that's really important. It might be to do 
with going away and coming back. You can see some
thing with fresh eyes, or it might be to do with what 
we do as artists, where the job is to be really attentive. 

s8-To look. 

OH-Yes, our job is to look and to make a response 
to what we feel that we can see. 

s8-Yes. True. 

oH-And I think this is really interesting, again in 
relation to what the piece was. In the end what you're 
talking about with the field is the ability to see the 
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detail rather than just the big picture. There was no 
big dramatic story. If the field had been ploughed up 
and a housing estate had been built on it, then that 
field would have changed, or if it flooded it would be 
different. But it wasn't about that. It was about the 
tiny things, which gradually and in an unnoticed way 
had changed. The details had been missed until I 
brought her attention to them. And I guess drama
turgically that was exactly what we were trying to do 
in the performance. There was no great big drama, 
which a lot of people found very challenging. But our 
focus was on the massive amount of tiny fragments 
and incredibly important details. And conceptually 
that felt really clear to us. It links back to the Edward 
Wilson quote that we found. He's writing about his 
research in the rainforest and he realises that in the end 
it's the details that matter in some inexplicable way. 
You can't have the story of the forest without seeing 
all the details that make up that story. 

sKB-The story about David's mother is a really good 
way of summing up the dramaturgy of the piece 
because on the surface it would seem as if nothing 
was happening, as you said there's no big drama, 
but if you were paying really good attention there 
was in fact a very big drama occurring. At the end of 
the performance everything's gone. So on the surface 
it may look as if nothing happened but actually 
everything happened. At the end everything was 
different to the way that it was at the beginning. 
This dramatic non-drama is one of the things I really 
liked about the piece. For a while I struggled a bit 
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with the piece in our process. Similar to a lot of 
people who commented that they wanted more things 
to happen, more weather, more emotions and so 
forth, I was tom between wanting more things to 
happen yet also bowing that the other approach 
could be more interesting. It was certainly consistent 
with the dramaturgy that we were creating. So I'm 
proud of the decision that you made, to try and do 
exactly the opposite of what was expected, perhaps. 
The piece was saying to its audience that while it 
may seem as if nothing is going on, if you look really 
closely you will notice dramatic changes. That relates 
directly to what's happening in the world today, 
we need to pay attention. It's become easy for us to 
ignore what's happening with the environment. 

OH-And also it felt important to not only say that in 
the detail everything is changing, which it is, but also 
to say that both in the detail and in the bigger picture 
what that change looks like is loss. It's not just that 
things are changing, and things are being replaced by 
other things, but actually what's happening in the UK, 

in the natural world, is that things are disappearing. 
About four to five months after the project ended 
there was this report published, the 'State of Nature', 
which was the first time that all of the UI( wildlife and 
environmental organisations came together, and for 
the first time ever pooled all of their research and 
published a report which basically is a devastating 
portrait of loss. There are some individual species that 
are doing well, crows and pigeons, but on the whole 
everything is doing really badly. So I feel like some 
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people had the sense that we were being sentimental 
or nostaJ.gic with the subject, like 'why focus on loss 
because change is inevitable', but we should focus on 
loss because this is a reality. Ma.ybe people don't always 
want to face up to that, and it felt like we made 
something that was confrontational in a very under
stated way. I think we were trying to be quite political. 

SKI-And I think the piece was really saying some
thing. It wasn't - at least not to me - a piece about 
nature, weather and people in nature. It's as you just 
said about what we're losing. It was in no way a piece 
that was trying to recreate weather or nature. 

DH-I think at one point we thought that that was 
the piece we were going to make, but it beC8.lne clear 
to us, quite quickly, that it wasn't what we were 
going to focus on. 

SKI-Had we gone down that road it could have 
been a great spectacle, and it would have pleased 
the desire for a visceral experience on behalf of the 
audience, but I'm not sure that it would have been 
saying much. 

S8-It could be a celebration. 

DH-You said the word visceral, and what I really feel 
proud of with the project is that we were confident 
enough to decide what the emotion was that we 
wanted to make a piece about. We wanted to take 
people to a place where they could experience that 
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appalling sense of loss. That's a difficult thing to do, 
and to get people to go along with, but when you 
talk about visceral experience in theatre it makes 
me think that it's about big, big feelings, sensation, 
excitement and fear, big stuff going on which is 
emotionally overwhelming. And I think Above Me was 
massively emotional but the emotion was one that 
people very rarely get tal{en to. That feeling of loss is 
really difficult to cause in people, because we don't 
want to face up to loss of any kind. 

SKB-Can I ask you, as directors what convinced 
you that this emotion was the right one to pursue? 
It's a brave decision to mal{e when a lot of people 
are saying something else. What convinced you 
that this was right? 

SB-We felt strongly how important it was to make a 
piece that made people think about that, rather than 
make a really beautiful and stunning piece about the 
wonder of nature. We just got to some point where 
we'd talked to so many people about how things have 
changed, how the birds were gone and we saw the 
work that people were doing to try and bring things 
back. And a lot of people just don't seem to care. 
And we thought that the only thing we can do is to 
address that in the piece. That's our duty. That sounds 
silly, but what's the point otherwise? 

D H-You say that's our duty and you say it sounds silly, 
but that's the thing that suddenly made the theme 
seem meaningful to us. 
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s8-That's right. As opposed to making a piece that's 
very beautiful which we can do. 

oH-Yes, we can evoke the extraordinary beauty and 
power of nature really easily because of the way we 
work and the collaborators we have but that didn't 
feel like enough. At some point we were faced, either 
consciously or unconsciously, with a choice between 
two things. And the question was which of these 
two things are the most important to us. Is it most 
important to make a piece, which is guaranteed to 
have a certain kind of impact on its audience in terms 
of 'a really good piece of theatre' or 'a good show'? 
Or is actually facing up to what we're thinking about 
and what people are talking about more important 
to us? If we face up to that it's going to be a difficult 
piece of theatre. And obviously that felt like the 
more important. So which is more important, theatre 
or the destruction of the natural world? Obviously 
it's not theatre. 

s8-And that made us think quite carefully and 
strongly about what and who we were as directors. 
We stopped feeling like theatre makers and started 
feeling like artists because that is what artists do. 
They don't really make an apology. 

DH-"This is what feels important to me and this is 
the form that articulates it." 

s8-That's interesting, the moment one becomes an 
artist and the moment one realises what's important, 



and to realise that this is what I want to make 
work ahout. Why else do it? 

sKB-There's something at stake. 

OH-Yes, that's a good way of putting it, to talk 
about what's at stake. It goes back to what Sam 
was saying about what becomes important. Then 
there's the question of responsibility. We're in this 
extraordinarily privileged position where we are 
able to make projects that people come to see, 
and there's an opportunity for us to say something, 
or to do something. That privilege, like what you 
said about duty, there's a responsibility to use 
that opportunity that we've been given because 
Fevered Sleep is in a certain position because of 
the work we've done, so there's a responsibility to 
use that position in a way that feels important 
to us. The thing that we're going to make is 
always led by trying to think about something, 
or wanting to do something. 

SKB-Can we talk about the text and where it 
came from? 

OH-The text was an archive of stories, memories, 
facts and observations, which we had collected 
from a lot of different people and also from our 
own experiences, all of which were attentive to the 
natural world that surrounds us. It was an archive 
of experience of the na.tural 'world. That's where it 
started from, that process of collecting. 
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S KB-Many of these memories, images and experiences 
were your own? 

oH-Yeah, we had a process where we were quite open 
and inclusive and invited lots of people to contribute 
to the piece. But that wasn't the purpose of the piece. 
So at the same time we were quite happy to write 
and be quite autobiographical. Not that anyone 
would ever know this because of the way the material 
was framed. And it wasn't important for anyone 
to lmow that it was my memory, or Sam's or yours. 
But a lot of them were. 

sKB-I'm intrigued by the way in which the piece 
became very text-focused and almost text-intensive. 
At a point in the process it became clear that this 
is what it had to be. But it was not necessarily the 
intention to start with. 

S8-It wasn't the intention. It think in our work in the 
past we have stepped away from text, definitely from 
scripted text. But I suppose as we went around the 
country and we were gathering people's testimonies 
it became obvious and simple to take those and make 
them into what the piece was. And why would we not 
do that? Why would we speak to people, asl( for their 
very intimate thoughts about memory, loss and what's 
important to them, and then not just put that across 
in the most simple way? And when we decided on a 
structure, well this was your idea Synne, to build it 
up and then break it all down again, that was easier 
to do with text. And it became the thing we wanted 
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to do. Up until that point we maybe would still not 
have used the text. 

OH-I feel like there was a really clear connection 
to On. Ageing where there was this accumulation of 
objects and stuff that filled the space. And the text 
in Above Me was used in the same way as those objects 
were. It filled the space full of stuff, so full that it 
would burst. But in Above Me we made the decision 
that all that work of conjuring this world happen 
in people's imaginations, not in the space. But the 
space was full of stuff because it was full of text. 
That's what the text was doing. It wasn't a narrative, 
there was no cause and effect in it. It was just about 
accumulation and then taking it all away again. 
It was about destruction. It felt quite material, 
Hke the text was a material we were working with. 
This made it feel really familiar because we know 
how to work with 'stuff'. 

SKB-What the text also did was to say that maybe 
one day nature only exists through language and in our 
imagination. So in the piece nature is actually already 
gone, and it is present in the text and on the projections. 
The verbal description or representation of nature 
is all we've got left. There used to be something, it 
isn't there anymore. So the focus on text was also a 
conceptual decision that tied in with our content. 

OH-It links to what would happen in the piece itself, 
there was this sense of absence. There wasn't much 
stuff in the pie<:e, and in terms of the text there was 
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a huge amount of stuff. But the piece itself was very 
stark. So there was something in the piece that was 
about trying to get people to engage with the question 
'what would the world be like if everything we might 
experience didn't exist and all that remains of it is 
the name of it or memory of it, or the ability to talk 
about it?' That's why it was important that there was 
nothing going on in the piece. It was a piece about 
what it would be like if there was nothing there. 

SKB-SO to those who wanted more one could say, 
we actually did too much. 

(Long pause) 

s a-It's nice to talk about it though. 

OH-It's good to talk about it, really interesting. 

sKB--VVhyisthat? 

S B--It's pertinent for this project in particular because 
of the audience response, the polarised response 
to it. As an artist that can be difficult to cope with, as 
strong as you are about why you made those decisions. 
I haven't thought about the piece since, I've put "it 
away, and when someone asks you questions you 
return to all the reasons why you made the decisions 
you made. You remember why. Of course it wasn't 
perfect, things come out according to where you are 
and what surrounds you and what's happening at 
the time, but everything that we do is so thoroughly 

Above Me The ide Blue SkY r c _____ .~.~. __ ._ ... __ ._ "'1 ""W 
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thought through, nothing is ever just stuck there. 
It's there because we need it to be. We know that. 

oH-There's something really incredible about going 
away from a project and then coming back to it like 
this, and seeing it for what it actually was. When 
you're in the thick of it, it's really easy to get lost 
and you start to forget all of those correct decisions 
that you made. And you start to look at the piece 
in a different way. It's important to remember what 
it actually was. 
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An Audience 
Member Respondsxii 

xii Colin Ellwood, Tutor in Directing, Rose Bruford College of 
Theatre and Performance 
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One of the exciting and challenging things a.bout 
collaborating with Fevered Sleep is the fac\ that the 
process allows for a serious and deep engagement 
with a topic. While the intention is to make work that 
engages an audience, there is also a genuine interest 
in really Jinding something out. Through the creative 
process, the company attempts to gain new insights 
and new ways of knowing about the subject they're 
exploring, focusing on the different ways of thinking 
and knowing that emerge in a creative process. The 
work usually starts with lots of questions and obser
vations about an idea or the specific topic. Different 
points of view, types of research and materials are 
collected and found. To begin with things will be of 
equal importance: scientific research, data or analysis 
may be placed next to a very subjective experience or 
opinion. It is what I would call a relational investigation 
of ideas; the process unfolds as a series of experiments 
where different materials are placed side by side in 
order to explore their individual potential, and then 
their qualities in relation to each other. It is initially 
about placing materials and ideas in the space 
and then - without pre-empting their usefulness -
really looking and listening. This investigation is at 
times very methodical and at other times it is what 
I would call a more intuitive, almost meandering 
process. This way of working requires quite a bit of 
patience and above all it requires attention to what 
is happening in the space. This approach is often 
mirrored in their performance dramaturgy where 
the aim is to give the audience space and above all 
time to observe, think and experience. 
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The company makes work for different audiences 
and contexts, yet the ideas of time and duration recur 
as central to the dramaturgy in a number of their 
projects. Often the audience is not asked to follow 
a story, instead they are invited to observe processes 
unfolding in real time, be it young performers grad
ually filling a space to bursting point with objects in 
On Ageing (2010), or the repeated and slow process of 
building and dismantling images in An Infinite Line: 
Brighton (2008). 

Here I'd like to refer to a point made by artist 
Olafur Eliasson in connection with time and process. 
In a conversation with Robert Irwin, Eliasson suggests 
that 'taking one's time means to engage actively 
in a spatial and temporal situation ( ... ) it requires 
attention to the changeability of our surroundings. 
You could say that it heightens awareness of the 
fact that our actions have a specific speed'.ii To slow 
down time may refocus how we look at something and 
give us space to reflect. This seems pertinent when 
discussing Fevered Sleep's work and in particularly 
the dramaturgy of Above Me The Wide Blue Sky. In 
Above Me we listen to the performer, Laura Cubitt, 
describe places, nature and people in nature. She then 
reverses the text, gradually erasing the moments that 
she has just vividly 'painted' for us. The duration of 
the performance is the time that it takes for Cubitt 

ii Olafur Eliasson and Robert Irwin, Take Your Time: 
A Conversation , originally published by SFMOMA 
in association with Thames &+iudson, 2007, 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, available on 
www.olafureliasson .de 



to first 'paint the landscape' and then to dismantle it, 
sentence by sentence and word by word. What happens 
in the course of the piece is that a landscape slowly 
comes into focus and then slowly disappears. While 
Cubitt's performance is expressive and engaged, 
she does not attempt to dramatise the text. In this 
respect the audience are not asked to experience 
a drama through the filter or lens of a character. 
In Above Me the drama is about bearing witness to 
a process of creation and erosion. 

Fevered Sleep'S work can be experienced as 
beautiful, evocative and rich on metaphors and 
images, however it is also very matter of fact, minimal 
and distilled. In Above Me the lights could allude to 
the flowers or wheat in a field that Cubitt describes 
at one point in the text, however they are also just 
lights in a theatre. In Fevered Sleep's dramaturgy a 
horse is a horse (Phoenix in An Infinite Line: Brighton), 
a child is a child (On Ageing), and a dog is a dog 
(Leuca in Above Me). If they are metaphors they are 
so in terms of distilled versions of nature. 

Eliasson's idea that taking time requires 
attention to our surroundings' changeability implies 
that we can learn from being with something on its 
temporal terms. Time and duration feels like this 
in Fevered Sleep's process and work. It is about 
taking one's time and learning something one didn't 
already lmow, and understanding something in all 
its brilliant strangeness. There are some interesting 
parallels between these ideas about time, careful 
seeing and change that I've mentioned in relation to 
the company's work, and the ways in which nature 
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has been conceptualised through discourse. 
Edward Wdson and Stephen Kellertiii cite 

HannM Axendt's writing in support of their argument 
that we need to understand nature as way of living 
and thinking. The argument follows that what is 
extraordinaty about nature is that it teaches us to 
think in tenns of processes. We could call it an eco
system, which as Wilson puts it, functions as a 
100sely organized community,jv of species organised 
neither absolutely randomly nor absolutely orderly. 
While the word 'system' implies that there is a degree 
of logic to how the eco-system operates, one cannot 
point to one thing, or one absolute centre that is 
holding this system or 'community' together. The 
system itself is therefore the embodiment of change 
and non-hierarchy. Nature, together with taking our 
time, can teach us to embrace changeability and 
changing structures. What we also learn &om nature, 
according to Arendt, is to pay attention to the things 
that we do not understand. Nature is not of our 
making and this makes it by implication stnmge 
to us. What we can therefore also learn from our 
encounter with nature is to appreciate strangeness. 

In Above Me Leuca, the dog, has no direct 
symbolic significance and she is not there to perform. 
She is a dog. In this respect Leuca perhaps becomes 
the strangest presence in the theatre space. She is 
the only presence in the space that is not aware of 

iU Edward Wilson & Stephen ICellert, The 8iophi'ia 
Hypotheais, Island Press, 199~ 

iv Edward Wilson, Biophillo: The human bond with other 
specIer, Harvord University Press, 1992, p.254 
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the significance of the theatre event and nor does 
she seem to concern herself with this perceived 
significance. 'What was the significance of the dog?' 
we were asked by some who saw Above Me. I under
stand why they ask and it is a good question. But it 
is also a question that reminds me that theatre often 
wants to be 'about something' other than what it 
actually is. Leuca did not pretend to be anything. 
She simply got on with being herself. As artist Hans 
Haacke has remarked, physical or biological processes 
take their course regardless of the presence of viewers. 
The systems, as it were, function on their own with
out the viewer necessarily having to get involved, 
although as Haacke comments, watching biological 
process may still elicit an emotional response. v 

Absent Nature and Erosion 

There were several observations that came together 
in shaping Above Me The W&de Blue Sky's dramaturgy: 

In the preparation for the project, Edward O. 
Wilson's writing on nature and biophilia proved 
an important reference and source of information. 
Wilson defines biophiIia as 'the innate tendency to 
focus on life and lifelike processes 'VI and this 
emphasis on processes remained an important driver 
in the dramaturgy. One could say that we took a 
biophiIic approach in wanting to create a dramaturgy 

v From Nature: Documents of Contemporary Art, 
ed. Jeffrey Kastner, WhitechapeJ Art Gallery, 2012 

vi Edward Wilson, Blophllla: The human bond with other 
species, Harvard University Press, 1992, p. 1 
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that used guiding principles and ideas derived from 
nature itself, and to embrace the strangeness of eco
system's behaviour in our approach to composition 
and the form of the work. 

The exploration of our relationship to nature 
also brought up questions about place in a wider sense. 
How may our sense of belonging or home be informed 
by our relationship to a specific place and to a 
particular time in our life? Bmce Chatwin remarks 
that what we remember from our childhood is in the 
first instance the 4paths down the garden, the way to 
school, the way round the house, corridors through 
the bracken or long grass' .vii Chatwin implies that 
our relationship to nature is innate and perhaps 
these first navigations, forays andjoumeys through 
landscapes and places stay with us as we grow older. 
Thus the idea that we carry with us our own personal 
landscape(s) and intimate memories 8Jld sensations 
of places and nature throughout our life was very 
much evident and present in the performance text's 
descriptions of places and people in nature. As time 
passes our recollection of that place or environment 
may fade until we remember only the most important 
thing about it. What stays with us is a kind of after 
image where the place and situation are distilled to 
the most essential. What we remember about a place 
may just be the smell, or how the rain fell on leaves, 
the sound of the wind or how the air tasted. In the 
process of making Above Me the idea that something 

, 
vii Bruce Chatwin, Anatomy of Restlessness, 

Random House," London, 1996, p.l0l 
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is distilled to its essence then ga.ined a. much more 
critical content when we started to link it to the loss 
and erosion of our environment and nature. The 
narrative of loss that had been present in the project 
from the outset was coming into very clear focus. 
It seemed critical to explore a more radical content 
and to ask what may happen if a fading memory of 
nature is in fact all we have left? 

Our research, discussions and conversations 
with people kept returning to the observation that 
generally speaking the industrial world has lost sight 
of nature. Instead of regarding nature as a complex 
eco-system in its own right, it is more often considered 
a resource for human beings, be it for financial gain 
or recreational purposes. In a thought provoking essay 
John Hay describes this alienation towards nature: 
4For all our human claiming of the right to possess 
and dominate the earth, we have lost a great deal 
of our sense of it. A relationship which was once 
as direct as the food we put into our mouths has 
become abstract. We seldom Imow where the food 
comes from. If you approach certain publishers with 
writing which deals with nature, in other words, 
the world of life, the water we could not live without, 
the air we breathe, you might very well be advised to 
"put more people into it"'.viii 

In other words, nature has become a backdrop 
or supporting character in our lives. The reasons for 
this development are manifold, but one consequence 

viii Daniel Halpem & Dan Frank, The Nature Reader, 
The Ecco Press, 1997, p.6 
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seems to be that for many people nature has become 
an abstract concept, and more an object of study 
than a lived experience. Nature is mediated through 
technology, sound recordings, television, video, 
anthropomorphic commentary and animation, thus 
we may be more used to images or representations of 
nature - or the aesthetics of nature - than the actual 
experience of it. As Hay suggests, a consequence of 
this is that nature is always filtered through the 
human being's perspective. Or at least this may be 
the expectation. In Above Me we sought to reverse this 
relationship and to propose that we pay attention to 
nature, and importantly that we pay attention to how 
we, as audience, felt about nature having disappeared 
at the end of the piece. While there was no explicit 
human drama, one could say that the drama was 
present in the act of witnessing disappearance. 
Moreover in the text the human being becomes just 
another part of the eco-system, a part that is neither 
more nor less important than other things within it. 

The narrative of loss and what we're in the 
process of losing were linked to the observation that 
crucial changes are happening to our environment 
without us even noticing. What therefore began to 
present itself was a dramaturgy where the idea of 
loss would be shown as a process of gradual 'erosion'. 
We began to think of the text as an eco-system where 
the text 'behaved' as if it were a biological organism. 
It begins with single words, and as descriptions of 
places and nature are added sentences become longer. 
The text then blossoms into a full story about a field. 
Mer this 'full bloom' the text moves, like a palindrome, 
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back on itself, changing from 'There is' to 'There used 
to be'. Gradually words disappear, sentences become 
shorter until there are only single words. As with the 
biological process the text has come full circle but it 
also spells the end. With the change to 'there used 
to be' the text is now talking about the things that 
are disappearing or have disappeared. 

The images projected onto screens initially 
created the sense that the audience were sitting 
together under a wide and ever changing sky. In the 
first half of the piece the audience was thus immersed 
in the fiction of a beautiful 'natural' world. As the 
structure and text began to reverse, the projections 
showed a darkening sky gradually dissolving into blacl{, 
inert matter. This dramaturgy of the video projections 
within the performance part of Above Me marked a 
crucial change in the space, referring to the process 
of creation, decay and death. Yet as the performance 
ends and the post-performance installation begins, 
the sl~ returns. And with that a renewed sense of 
hope that nature will not disappear entirely. 

The inaugural 'State of Nature' report, created 
through a groundbreaking collaboration between 
the UK'S wildlife and conservation organisations, was 
published a couple of months after the last perform
ance of Above Me The Wide Blue Sky. The report's 
narrative of celebrating nature whilst simultaneously 
mapping in great detail what we're in the process of 
losing resonates with Above Me and its dramaturgy. 
Described as a 'health check of nature in the UK' 

it raises some real concerns about the changes that 
UK nature is experiencing and the threats it faces. 
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In his introduction David Attenborough ca1ls the 
report a -stark warning', and remarks that the sign 
of change is noticeable in the details and little 
things that surround us: 'Even the most casual of 
observers may have noticed that all is not well. 
They may have noticed the loss ofbutterllies from 
a favourite walk, the disappearance of sparrows 
from their garden, or the absence of the colourful 
wildflower meadows of their youth'. Ut 

In answering their own question about what 
will happen to the human psyche when the natural 
environment is lost, Kellert and Wilsonx suggest that 
the loss of biodiversity will impact on our ability to 
think and spea.k in a complex manner. The more 
reduced our biosphere beoomes the more reduced will 
our language, thinking and cultme become. Erosion 
of nature is therefore also an erosion of complex 
language and thinking processes. While Above Me's 
dramaturgy did not set out to illustrate Wtlson and 
Keller's proposition, the piece did ask similar questions 
about the futme: what sense may we make of a world 
where what is left of nature is the projection of a sky 
on a screen, descriptions of nature through words, 
distant and cherished memories of places, electric 
lights resembling wheat and flowers, and the sound 
of nature as processed through recording devices, 
computers and loudspeakers? The intention was not 
to naively idealise nature, or to denounce the modem 

Ix http://www.rspb.org.uk/ourwork/science/stateofnature/ 
index.aspx , 

x Edward Wilson & Stephen Kellert, The Blophlllo 
Hypothesi., bland Press, 1995, p.35 
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world, instead Above Me celebrated nature by staging 
the questions, what will we miss about it when it 
is gone? How will we live and how will we remember? 
The process of building and erasing text in real 
time and space became a metaphor for loss and the 
consequences of loss in relation to nature. 

AbODe Me the Wide Blue Sky was about our 
relationship to nature and it pointed out in great 
detail what we have and what we are in the process 
of losing. It presented a world where all that is left 
of nature is what we can imagine - as we do in the 
theatre. At the end when Lama Cubitt speaks the 
final line -There used to be wide, blue, cloudless, 
perfect skies', the sound of weather and birds is not 
discernible and the blue sky has turned to inert 
darlmess. The blue sky at the beginning a distant 
and fading memory. A dark night or dark matter. 
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